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PREFACE 

Newly appointed or newly promoted professors at Imperial College are 
required to give an inaugural lecture on a subject of their choosing. The 
professors inevitably talk about areas of their subject on which they are 
expert, but the lectures are presented in such a way that they appeal to a 
wide ranging audience, from those who have little knowledge of the subject 
to those who are comparatively expert in the field. These written versions 
of six such lectures are aimed at readers who have some knowledge of, and 
interest in, materials science and engineering. They should also be of interest 
to those who are well versed in the subject. 

The subject of engineering materials is highly interdisciplinary, so that 
research on materials is carried out in both science and engineering university 
departments and, in the case of Imperial College, also very much in the 
Department of Materials. 

The six contributions in this volume are versions of some of the lectures 
given on materials subjects during the period 1993-1997. They include 
descriptions of the considerable progress made in some subjects, including 
major contributions by the inaugural lecturer, as well as interesting surveys 
of some subjects presented, in part, on a historical basis. 

Many different materials are included, from metals and glasses to plastics 
and semiconductors. The practical use of the materials is covered together 
with the scientific understanding of their behavior. It is this combination 
which makes the subject of materials so fascinating and so rewarding for the 
researchers involved. There is scope for carrying out challenging science 
and, at the same time, contributing to practical applications in terms of the 
development of new or improved materials. The practical applications covered 
in this volume include: increasing the strength of cements and concrete, 
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improving the processing of materials, the adhesive bonding of components 
in aircraft and cars etc., the construction of lasers and other solid state 
electronic and optoelectronic devices, bioactive materials for implants in the 
human body. 

Don Pashley 
Department of Materials 
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SLIPPERY CUSTOMERS; STICKY 
PROBLEMS 

B.J. BRISCOE 

Particle Technology Group 
Department of Chemical Engineering 

Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine 
Prince Consort Road 

London, SW7 2BY, UK 
E-mail: b.briscoe@ic.ac.uk 

1. Interface Engineering — The Scope 

The term "interface engineering" is not in common usage but has received 
some interest as a new area of reasearch in recent years. It conveys the 
idea of modifying the interactions, or engineering the interactions between 
surfaces, usually solid surfaces, in order to provide profit and advantage. As 
far as I am concerned the subject had its roots in classical tribology which 
has an ancient history; the subject of tribology is defined later. In the context 
of my own work, I have chosen to combine the classical principles of 
tribology, which I learned at Cambridge and in my early years at Imperial 
College, with other types of engineering, in particular particle technology and 
more recently solid process engineering. To this group, we can add fabric 
engineering, geotechnics, magnetic media engineering and a new range of 
biotechnological applications. 

Much of the work I have been involved with personally and most of the 
precedents involve engineering the interactions between solid surfaces, often 
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by the interposition of organic materials, which are sometimes called 
"lubricants". Much focus is put on the practicality of such problems and this 
is why I have chosen the title "slippery" (lubrication) customers (the 
engineering context). The ideas of "sticky" and "problems" suggest that a 
very important component is the modification of the adhesion, but more 
importantly in the context of the current presentation, the friction, wear or 
damage of the solid surfaces. From the present perspective, there are probably 
four areas of important division of current interest, which are: 

(1) Historical engineering tribology problems which could include the 
lubrication of engine components or the use of lubricants in a variety 
of bearings and machine components. Much of what I have learned 
personally, and is currently implemented, was derived from a general 
study of these types of problems but more importantly, from a detailed 
scientific study of the physics, chemistry and so on that is involved in 
the sliding of these solid macroscopic bodies. 

(2) In recent years, probably beginning around the mid-eighties, it became 
fashionable and apparently valuable to incorporate these historical 
tribological principles into the description of what I would choose to 
call the description of "particulate assemblies".1,2 The general idea is 
that the movement of particles over one another, be it in a salt cellar, 
where the particles are relatively dry, or in a mixture which involves 
solvent, perhaps in a paste, where there are latex particles and a solvent 
such as water, that the rheological or deformation behaviour of these 
systems could be described by a consideration of the interactions at the 
various contact points throughout the gross assembly. The idea then was 
that one might be able to develop, from a scientific base which could 
be derived the tribological principles, some means of interpreting 
formulation laws and indeed predicting a priori the rheology of these 
systems. This area has seen great progress in recent times in the 
development and rationalisation of the basis of formulation recipes in 
the areas of ceramic and food processing. 

(3) Whilst classical tribology had dealt with the rubbing of relatively rough 
surfaces (see later), there had been precedents dating back to before the 
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beginning of this century for considering the rubbing of relatively defor-
mable solids, such as red-hot steel in roll mills, in order to optimise the 
processing and forming of these types of materials.3'4 Here, the contact 
areas might be relatively large and the deformations relatively gross. 
These two areas of historical tribology, those of relatively hard and 
rough surfaces and soft deformable surfaces, had not really met closely 
in terms of their scientific interaction until the consideration in recent 
times was given to the problem of what one now describes as "wall 
slip" in the processing of soft solids such as food pastes and ceramic 
suspensions. 

(4) We can add another area, in addition to the ones described above, just 
to bring together some areas which do not naturally fit into the above 
descriptions. Here, we might be thinking in terms of the mechanical 
behaviour of a fibre reinforced polymer composite system or the 
mechanical response of human hair or synthetic fabrics. In these cases 
one is attempting to interpret the behaviour of the assembly, be it in 
terms of the tactile feel or the mechanical durability, in terms of the 
variety of interactions which occur within the assembly.5 

So, in general summary, we would say that the Cause of interface 
engineering has a wide remit with a basic desire to develop means to modify 
the interaction, generally between solid surfaces, in order to optimise their 
processing and use. Although it would appear that the applications and 
contexts are extremely diverse, they do share a common scientific base in 
terms of the modification of the interaction between the solid bodies, be it 
at a gross scale, for example in an automobile brake,6 or at a microscopic 
scale at, say, the junctions between the various fibres within a human hair.7 

It has been conventional to described these scientific subjects with the 
following generic headings. 

1.1. Adhesion 

Adhesion is the process whereby two solid bodies are brought into contact 
and, by a variety of mechanisms, energy will be required in order to separate 
them again. In the present summary, I will confine my interests to something 
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which is called "contact adhesion" where there is no deliberate attempt to 
increase the adhesive strength of the junctions.8 That other area will be well 
covered by our colleagues at Imperial College, in particular Professor Tony 
Kinloch,9 whose interest is to optimise and understand ways of improving 
the adhesive strength between bodies, for example in the context of adhesive 
joints or in a composite system comprising of fibres and polymeric matrices. 

1.2. Friction 

Most of us will appreciate the general idea of friction and that it is the 
process of energy dissipation when two bodies are slid over one another or 
a force is required to initiate sliding.1011 In principle, there is no real 
distinction between adhesion which is separation with a normal force and 
friction which is separation whilst in contact by a tangential force. In the 
present discussion I will say little about adhesion per se and concentrate 
primarily on the role of friction. 

1.3. Lubrication 

Lubrication is a general term which is used to describe a process whereby 
a thin layer, usually a weak layer of a liquid or a weak solid, is interposed 
between the solid bodies in order to reduce frictional work and the damage 
of the solid bodies. There are a variety of ways in which this process can 
be achieved and the lecture dealt with some of these in the variety of the 
concepts which have been outlined above.12 

1.4. Damage 

Except at very low contact stresses and deformation rates, most solids would 
suffer some irreversible mechanical or chemical damage when they are slid 
over one another.13 Often, the trick is to minimise this damage and hence 
minimise the wear (see Sec. 1.5). There are other circumstances, such as in 
abrasion or polishing or machining, where one would wish to maximise the 
damage. The difficulty in this area is that the damage processes are complex 
and are greatly influenced by the many system variables that can operate. 
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Little will be said here on this topic but it will be alluded to, in general 
terms, at the end of the present paper. 

1.5. Wear 

Finally, wear is a process which most of us would be familiar with where, 
through the action of sliding forces and the subsequent damage, mechanical 
erosion or chemical degradation of the solid bodies occurs. It is a frustrating 
and an expensive process and many of us spend a significant amount of our 
income and resources repairing the consequences of such damage.14 For my 
own part, the most significant damage will be the replacement of my clothes, 
my shoes, my automobile engines or my automobile tyres. We can think of 
other examples. 

So, the remit within the interface engineering context has many levels 
of requirement. At simple level, it might be to optimise the processing of a 
solid or the rheology of a paint suspension.15 At a more diverse level, it 
could be to optimise the behaviour of a fabric conditioner16 or a hair 
conditioner17 or at a later stage perhaps wondering about our ability to 
minimise the wear and improve the friction of, say, automobile tyres.18 The 
remainder of the paper will be divided into four or five general parts in 
order to exemplify the progression of my own interest in what I believe has 
been the way that this subject has developed in the last 30 years. The 
following section will deal with what I consider to be the very interesting 
historical context. The next section will describe some of the rudiments of 
the principles available for interpreting interface engineering problems. Two 
major sections will follow these, the first one being some examples of the 
tribology heritage in a classical sense of interfaces to cover such things as 
transport, cosmetics, ballistics. This is complemented by another section 
which deals with some facets of the interfaces within assemblies and the 
consequences upon the rheological response or processing behaviour of these 
materials. The final major section will deal with the topic of frictional walls 
and the consequence of interfaces in some aspects of the processing of 
solids, in the main starches and ceramic pastes. Finally, a brief discussion 
will be given to outline the challenges that still exist for the future and 
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the new opportunities that may exist in such areas as bioengineering and 
nanoengineering in the context of magnetic storage media and so on. 

2. Historical Contexts 

"Tribology", as it is now called, has a long and rich history.19 My own 
education here is largely derived from interactions with colleagues such as 
Professor David Tabor, but in particular the book by Professor Duncan 
Dowson, of the University of Leeds, called the "The History of Tribology".19 

Many of the transparencies that I used in my Inaugural Lecture and a good 
deal of the historical background was drawn from Professor Dowson's book 
and from monographs produced earlier by Professor David Tabor.20 Here, 
we can record that, although the subject is ancient, the first records of any 
of major value can be found in the Egyptian hieroglyphics and the idea 
of improving the lubrication by the engineers who were responsible for 
the installation of the large statues in Egypt. Figure 1 shows such an example 
drawn from Professor Dowson's book. There it will be noted that the 
"tribologist" is holding a "jar" which he uses to pour liquid in front of the 
sledge in order to reduce the effort of the slaves who are pulling the sledge. 
Historically we had always believed that this jar had contained olive oil, but, 
in his recent inaugural lecture at Imperial College, Professor Hugh Spikes 
suggested that it was probably milk. He cited this as a good original example 
of using water based oil emulsions for lubrication purposes; environmental 
pressures now cause a move from oils to dilute oil/water emulsions.21 The 
example is of interest because it defines the parameter, which is now historical, 
of a normalised frictional work or force and the parameter, the friction 
coefficient. 

The friction coefficient which is now generally given the symbol, fi, 
which was originally chosen by Euller22 in his thesis on friction, is defined 
as the ratio of the frictional force devided by the normal load in Eq. 1. 

»=—. (1) 
W 
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Fig. 1. The transportation of an Egyptian colossus from the tomb of Tehuti-Hetep, El-Bersheh, 
circa 1880 BC. This shows the lubrication engineer (see text) pouring "something" in front 
of the sledge to facilitate the sliding motion. Professor Dowson, in his book, makes the 
calculation that this corresponds to a friction coefficient of about 0.25. He estimated that 
there were 172 men each pulling with a force of 180 lb. The colossus is estimated to weigh 
60 tons; see later. 

The frictional force, F, can have a variety of forms. It can be the rela
tively constant frictional force required to maintain motion which is sometimes 
called the dynamic frictional force. Sometimes, because of instabilities, the 
frictional force will fluctuate and there will be such a thing as stick/slip 
motion.23 We would be familiar with this in the context of the bowing violin 
strings or the motion of earthquakes. There is also an important friction 
which is called the static friction which is the force required to initiate 
motion and for many of us this will be quite crucial, for example when we 
begin to slip on a greasy bathroom floor. Invariably the static friction is 
greater than the dynamic friction; motion begins! 

Many people believe that it was Leonardo Da Vinci who laid down the 
first "laws of friction"24 which are quite familiar to most of us as they were 
taught to us in applied mathematics as school children. It was probably 
Amonton,25 and subsequently Coulomb perhaps,26 who formalised these 
"laws" in a form which we accept today. They are formulated in terms of 
the friction coefficient fi. The "Laws" suggest the following. 
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(1) The friction coefficient, /i, is independent of the load, W. 

(2) The friction coefficient is independent of the apparent area of contact; 
see later. 

(3) The friction coefficient is generally greater for rough surfaces than 
smooth and that "greasiness" will reduce the friction. 

(4) The fricion coefficient (Coulomb26) is the order of 0.3. 

Beginning in the 19th Century, many attempts have been made to provide 
a basis for the interpretation of these Laws and in particular the fundamental 
origins of these frictional process, the consequent damage and in more 
recent times the way in which lubrication can influence these processes. The 
idea that Coulomb had, which still has value, was that the friction arose 
from the engagement of what are called asperities. Coulomb's work, he was 
a military engineer interested in the launching of ships, was to do with the 
launching of ships down slipways; see Fig. 2. He had the idea, and it can be 
seen in his original works, was that somehow the frictional work was 
dissipated by the asperities moving up and down over each other or becoming 
engaged in such a way that might exist if one were to pull a hair-comb over 
one's fingers. There were concerns at that time, which were resolved to 
some extent by Bowden and Tabor,10 about whether this type of process 
was actually energetically dissipative. Basically, "what comes up must 
come down" and the process as described had no fundamental dissipation 
mechanism. In more recent times, and this topic will be dealt with later, the 
Coulomb friction or Coulomb ratchet model has found value particularly 
where the surface roughnesses are comparable with the size of the solid 
body which can be the case with human hair or with powder systems. In 
more recent times, the belief in the origins of friction, and the next section 
deals with this in much more detail, was based upon of the fact that when 
solid bodies were put into contact and providing they were reasonably clean, 
then a significant adhesion, say welding, was developed at the asperities. 
Basically, the normal load was supported by the solid repulsive forces but 
when the solid surfaces came close together, at the areas of contact, as 
opposed to the total apparent contact area, strong adhesive junctions were 
formed. Upon the action of the sliding force these junctions were repeatedly 
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Fig. 2. A stylised representation of the 
ship launching exercise after Coulomb 
(see text). School text books tell us that 
the coefficient of friction, fi, which is the 
force, F, divided by the load, W, is simply 
equal to tan ft. An angle of about 20° is 
sufficient to launch most ships. 

deformed and rupture during the process of shear. This immediately brings 
forward the idea that the contact between solids is rarely such that the real 
area is the same as the apparent area and that the extent of the roughness 
is an important contribution to the friction process. The late Philip Bowden27 

noted that, if one could look into the contact between relatively undeformable 
solids, as opposed to deformable solids which we will discuss later, then it 
would be such that one was taking the Alps and placing them on the Alps 
and the process of shear would be essentially at that sort of scale. In fact, 
we know now, using modern surface profilometry techniques, that a better 
example would be considering the South Downs sliding over the South 
Downs. There were a number of problems associated with the implementation 
of this model, which is now very widely used, but the main one was that 
how could one have adhesion in contact whilst sliding but not have adhesion 
when one attempts to separate the solids with a normal force. We do not 
stick to the floor; we can lift our feet off the floor by the action of a vertical 
force but we have to do a considerable amount of work if we want to slide 
our feet over the floor. The subtle intellectual trick, which was put together 
by Bowden and Tabor, was to consider that the solids were actually adhering 
but in the process of the adhesion in friction a significant amount of stored 
elastic strain around the asperities naturally parted the contact. This stored 
stress would not be dissipated during sliding but was dissipated during the 
unloading process. Quite simply the solids would peal apart. We can examplify 
this by taking a deformable ball, such as a squash ball, and "squashing" it 
against the table. There is no doubt that the surfaces are probably in adhesion 
because we would have to produce a significant amount of frictional force 
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Fig. 3. A stylised representation of the two-
term model of friction. On the left shows 
the adhesion component where surface 
asperities are sheared at the interface. The 
right shows the deformation term. The 
symbols are defined in the previous figure. 

in order to slide. In fact, with such force that we might transfer, or wear by 
transferring, dark marks to the table. However, when one unload the body 
the stored elastic strains which are produced by the load naturally peal the 
interface apart and no significant normal adhesion is obtained. The next 
section will consider further what is now called the "adhesion model of 
friction". In the same period it had become of interest, primarily in the 
context of automobile tyres, to realise that there were frictional processes of 
a slightly different sort; see Fig. 3, where the friction could be dissipated, 
not by the shearing of interfaces, but by significant subsurface deformation. 
This became a major issue in the context of automobile tyres and the traction 
of tyres on wet roads. Many authors contributed to this topic and it could 
be argued that the topic is now largely solved but the following sections will 
introduce some of the simple examples of this problem and indeed the next 
section will describe how this process may be interpreted using fundamental 
principles.3 

Ideas of the basis lubrication processes evolved progressively during the 
last Century beginning with definitive work by renowned surface chemists 
such as Langmuir28 and Hardy29 and many others. These people necessarily 
dealt with a type of lubrication which involved the deposition of relatively 
thin films, sometimes called monolayers, upon solid surfaces. The classic 
examples are usually attributed to Sir William Hardy who introduced the 
phrase "boundary lubrication". It was discovered by Hardy, and subsequently 
by many others including myself, that even a monolayer of a suitable organic 
solid, historically this would have been stearic acid, would significantly 
reduce the friction and damage between solid surfaces. A simple example is 
shown in Fig. 4 from my own work. The figure shows data for stearate. This 
data will be discussed at greater length in the next section. 

w 
^ 1 
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Load 

Fig. 4. The friction coefficient as a function of the 
normal load for a typical contact covering a wide range 
of loads. Under some circumstances, for fine contacts, 
it is possible to slide under a tensile load. The general 
trends of the friction coefficient at large positive loads 
are described later in the text. 

Angle[deg] 

• boundary 

mixed 

elastohydrodynamic 

hydrodynamic 

1 % 

Fig. 5. Data taken from Tower (see text) and elsewhere, (a) shows the measured fluid pressure 
in a journal bearing as a function of position; also shown, (b) gives a schematic representation 
of the mean film thickness as a function of the Somerfeld parameter (see text). Also shown 
is the Stribeck-Hersey curve for the friction coefficient in the same coordinates. The various 
"regimes" of lubrication are defined. 

It had been appreciated, in the latter part of the 19th Century, that 
effective lubrication could be achieved by interposing liquid layers between 
solid bodies in relative motion. The original definitive work was attributed 
to Beaucham Towers10 who designed the lifting mechanism of Tower Bridge 
and the subsequent analysis which is now often attributed to Sir Osbourne 
Reynolds.31 Figure 5 shows a simple example of the Beaucham Towers' 
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experiment which involves a journal bearing rotating in a shaft. Also attached 
to this figure is a summary of what are now considered to be the important 
regimes of lubrication. The boundary lubrication mechanism was mentioned 
before: basically a solid lubrication process. The innovative Osbourne 
Reynolds process was called hydrodynamic lubrication, where the important 
parameters were the rheology of the fluid and the geometry of the contact, 
and to some extent, the normal load and the relative velocity of the sliding 
members. The analysis produced a result which suggested that the friction, 
which is shown along with the normal film thickness, would scale with the 
parameter viscosity times velocity divided by the normal load. In recent 
times, and the subject will not be discussed in great detail, considered 
another two forms of lubrication between the boundary and the thick 
hydrodynamic regime. There was the elastohydrodynamic regime which has 
been exhaustively treated in recent times, which involves a consideration of 
hydrodynamic effects and the elastic deformation of the solid bodies. The 
reader will realise that, although the loads may not be large, the contact 
areas could be small and hence very large pressures may be developed in the 
contact region. This has implications for the liquid or the fluid which would 
often produce a significant increase in its viscosity with pressure but also it 
will be sufficient to induce elastic deformation of the solid bodies. The 
paper will deal with an example later where such elastohydrodynamic 
lubrication processes are actually produced at relatively low loads in the 
case of the sliding upon the human body. For completeness, I should mention 
the regime of boundary lubrication plus elastohydrodynamic lubrication which 
is sometimes called the region of "mixed lubrication". 

All these precedents are drawn primarily from what is now described 
as "Classical Tribology", and I have only dealt with the phenomenology 
here, which allows an interpretation, at least or a rationalisation, of the 
behaviour of a wide variety of solid contacts, be they the bearings of bridges, 
the lubrication of hair and people, ballistic fabric protection, or process 
engineering. The next section will amplify further, in general terms only, the 
principles which may be applied to the specific problems that I shall choose 
to address later. The details are not important; what is important is to 
demonstrate that there is a fundamental base, and probably a scientifically 
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based predictive capacity, for interpreting the behaviour of a wide variety of 
systems and, what is more, the engineering of the behaviour to suit our 
needs. It will also be noticed that I have not dealt in this historical review 
with the arguably more serious problems of contact damage and wear. 
There are no laws, viable or accepted, of damage or wear and this area could 
be regarded as having rather little historical basis; it probably is one of the 
challenges for the future in the subject of interface engineering. The subjects 
of damage and wear will be dealt with briefly in the discussions of the 
challenges for the future of interface engineering. 

3. Principles of Interpretation 

The previous section, which described the historical context, has introduced 
some of the basic ideas which, when refined and quantified, provide viable 
predictive tools for the engineering of interface interactions. The cause in 
engineering is always to provide accurate predictions to achieve the necessary 
result and to minimise human labour and cost. Hence, wherever possible, 
the subject seeks to provide quantitative predictive tools. It will be seen 
however that the subject has not matured to such a level where this is 
always possible and, more often than not, only first order estimates are 
provided or, in retrospect, a sensible rationalisation of what has occurred 
can be made. In the latter case, this provides a better understanding and 
allows some predictions as to the operation of new systems. At a basic level, 
one would wish to predict the forces or the energies which are dissipated 
when solid bodies of defined character, sometimes with an interposed lubricant 
film, behave. For the purpose of this article, and indeed it was the case of 
the Inaugural Lecture itself, it is most convenient and reasonable to think in 
terms only of frictional forces and to neglect important key things such as 
contact damage or wear or perhaps, in the context of powders, comminution, 
or in fabrics surface damage and the loss of appearance. 

In this context, it is useful to think of four sorts of frictional processes. 
These are exemplified in Fig. 6. In the figure four model contacts are 
shown and in each case the interpretation relies upon an approximation of 
the way in which the energy is dissipated during the frictional process. In 
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Fig. 6. The various modes of friction, (a) is the interface adhesive mode, (b) (i) and (ii) show 
the deformation mode both in lubricated sliding and in rolling, (c) shows the classical bulk 
deformation mode which may exist in certain types of assemblies, (d) shows the ratchet 
model after Coulomb which is typical of the response of hair systems (see later), (e) shows 
the phenomena of the Schallamach wave where a macroscopic dislocation propagates through 
the contact and no true sliding takes place. 

the case of static friction there would usually be microslip or small movement 
between the contacting bodies before gross slip occurs and it would be 
useful to think in terms of work required to institute motion. There is also 
an additional problem in frictional processes, certainly in terms of fundamental 
measurements, regarding the mechanics of the machine. We know this to be 
the case in general studies; the motion of a violin string is an example. Here 
the response of the system is governed in part by the frictional response but 
also by the mechanics of the bow and the string. Often, this is a serious 
problem in translating fundamental data acquired from model experiments 
into the broader context of the large scale operation. The four examples 
shown can be grouped essentially into two or three groups. The first, Fig. 6(a) 
shows a representation of the "adhesion model of friction". Here, recalling 
above, the friction is argued to be dissipated by the repeated formation and 
rupture of adhesive junctions in shear induced by the natural adhesion at the 
points of contact. This model will be expanded upon below. The next example 
is the case, Fig. 6(b), which is commonly encountered in automobile tyres 
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and some forms of human traction and grip.18,32 In this instance, the frictional 
work is dissipated not in the interface shear zones or velocity accommodation 
loci, the term used by the French,33 but in a gross subsurface deformation 
region. Here it is largely the plastic or dissipative viscoelastic properties of 
the material which is the important contribution to the frictional process. 
These are the first two major frictional processes as distinguished and accepted 
in recent times. An important first order approximation, which was invoked 
by Bowden and Tabor10,34 and has been widely practised since, was that 
these two terms could be effectively added together and there would be no 
cross interaction of the two components. We will see later, in the context of 
certain processing operations, that this is not a good approximation and 
arguably it is fortuitous and of no value. It has however value where the 
contact areas are relatively small fractions of the apparent contact area and 
in particular where interfacial lubricants have been interposed at the contact 
zone. The third example is the case of rolling, a very common and widely 
used means of inducing relative motion between solid bodies. All of us 
would appreciate that it is easier to roll than slide and indeed this was 
familiar to ancients and the invention of the wheel was a significant 
improvement in the human engineering experience. The challenge of 
introducing rolling into bearings was developed over the last century with 
the introduction of ball and roller bearings and, of course, in recent times 
one has seen many facets of the way in which rolling can be produced with 
relatively little energy loss as compared to sliding.35 The motor car tyre is 
an very good example of such and an interesting problem which will be 
cited in the next section.18 The next example of a frictional process [Fig. 6(c)] 
bears some relation to the last but, in the context of the current interest, it 
has a certain novelty because rather than just thinking about a subsurface 
deformation being responsible for frictional dissipation, it is now largely the 
whole entity which is a dissipating body. Whilst this is not an important 
mechanism in ordinary tribology, although it is in process engineering, where 
it is commonly encountered in the rheology of relatively soft systems. For 
example, it is believed that the rheology of things like tomato ketchup is, in 
part, caused by the work dissipated in the deformation of particles as they 
move past each other. It is useful in the current context of interface engineering 
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to consider this to be a frictional process also. In the fourth case [Fig. 6(d)], 
in this listing is the description of the so-called ratchet model proposed by 
Coulomb which was described previously as being generally inappropriate 
as a dissipative friction mechanism. This is probably the case in most large 
contacts but when the solid bodies become relatively small compared with 
their surface roughness then interlocking of asperities can produce certain 
interesting features and the example of the friction of human hair is one 
such example. Here, the reader may wish to perform a personal experiment 
if he has the necessary equipment. One simply grasps a single hair from 
one's head and stretches it and then one takes one's finger and rubs it up and 
down the hair. One will perceive that the friction coming down would 
appear to be greater than the friction going up. The reason is this, that the 
cuticles on the hair are grown very much like tiles on a roof. When one 
comes down the hair one is going against the tiles and there is more 
deformation associated with this process because of the ratchet mechanism 
as compared to when one slides down the "tile".36 This is the basis of the 
shrinkage of natural fabrics. Figure 7 shows typical fraction data for human 
hairs. In the processing of solids such as particulate suspensions and pastes, 
this process can also be significant when the particle size is of the order of 
the wall surface topography. 

In my own career in research, there have been many interesting periods, 
no more so than the discovery of the "Schallamach Waves". An interesting 

Fig. 7. A schematic representation 
of the so-called differential friction 
effect as observed for human hair. 
The friction coefficient is shown as 
a function of the load where two 
orthogonal fibres are slid over one 
another. Sliding against the "grain" 
or ratchet leads to a higher friction 
than when one slides in the "with" 
direction; see text. This provides the 
origin of the shrinkage of natural 
fabrics. 
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and probably unique phenomenon which provided a basis for a "new" 
friction mechanism for soft elastomers. The idea is shown in Fig. 6(e). I was 
privileged to spend a short period working on this problem with Andrew 
Briggs and David Tabor. Basically, we showed that friction could be explained 
in terms of viscoelastic adhesion by considering that macroscopic waves of 
detachment propagated through the interface; no true sliding takes place.37'38 

In all of these cases it will be realised that the frictional force arises 
from and is dissipated by processes which involve the transmission of forces 
across interfaces. In order to make a start in defining and interpreting the 
behaviour of these systems, a number of simple quantitative models are 
required. In the present article only three of these processes will be dealt 
with in significant detail but there will be some overlap between the various 
deformation systems outlined in Fig. 6. 

3.1. The adhesion model of friction 

This model was introduced above and now finds wide favour and application 
in many engineering applications. It is now believed to be the mechanism 
of friction which was being investigated by Leonardo Da Vinci, Amonton 
and Coulomb and so on.19-39 It is useful to exemplify its application and also 
that of the rationalisation of boundary lubrication, which is a corollary of 
this treatment, in the context of Coulomb's original experiments on the 
launching of ships. The Coulomb experiment and, indeed, a replica of the 
Leonardo da Vinci experiment but on a much larger scale, was shown 
previously. The idea is that at some critical angle of inclination on the plane 
the body will begin to slide down the plane. The important equation is 
shown; see Fig. 2. 

\i = tan 6. (2) 

Typically Coulomb and da Vinci found that angles of the order of 20° were 
ones which were necessary to induce motion and hence they believed that 
the friction coefficient was generally around 0.3. It will be recalled that 
Coulomb believed in the "Coulomb ratchet model" [see Fig. 6(d) above] but 
we can interpret quite simply the "laws of friction" as expounded in an 
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earlier section using the adhesion model. Basically, the frictional force, F, 
is written as below in the following equation where the quantity t is called 
the interface shear stress and A is the area of contact. 

F = tA. (3) 

It should be realised at this stage that the contact area will, for rigid bodies 
(or bodies where we describe the asperities as being nonautonomous, but see 
later), be a small fraction of the apparent area; a ratio of 1000 would be 
quite typical. At this stage we should remark that in some facets of process 
engineering or in micro contacts such as in powders and hairs this would not 
necessarily follow and we will see there that the da Vinci or Coulomb laws 
do not apply. Thus we have many thousands of asperities each supporting 
part of the normal load and when the applied frictional force is imposed the 
interface contacts begin to shear, each with an individual shear stress and 
hence, if one sums over the discrete areas of contact, one has the net frictional 
force. The central problem in the application of this model when it was first 
devised, and it still is a serious difficulty, is the identification of the numerical 
values of the quantities T and A and, in particular, how they may vary with 
some of the important variables in the system. In my own career I have 
focused very much on the estimation and measurement of the quantity r, the 
interface shear stress. More of this is said in the next paragraph. The original 
idea was that the interface rheology for a clean solid, if such an animal 
exists in ambient, would be in some way related to the bulk shear yield 
stress of the material. I and my colleagues have spent many years using a 
variety of substrates, usually ones which are rather smooth such as mica or 
glass or specially polished metals, in order to avoid the difficulty in identifying 
the quantity A and setting up a model contact where we can compute or 
measure the area of contact, measure the frictional force, and hence compute 
the quantity T.40"42 The interest then is to understand how T might vary with 
some important variables, of which the most interesting and possibly important 
is what is called the mean contact pressure, P. For simplicity we define here 
the contact pressure as the load divided by the contact area. If we do this 
then a rather common relationship shown in the next equation is observed 
experimentally. 
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Fig. 8. The interface shear stress, T, which is 
the frictional force per unit contact area as a 
function of the mean contact pressure which is 
the load divided by the contact area for typical 
systems. The text amplifies the case where the 
equation x = T0 + aP may be used as a reasonably 
accurate description of the data. 

P 

t = r0+aP (4) 

T0 and a are material properties which may be a function of several contact 
variables. Figure 8 shows such a relationship which is typical for a variety 
of organic films including pork fat, a few polymers and some so-called 
boundary lubricants. At this stage, although we will not advance the problem 
greatly in the current article, the quantity x can be defined as a function of 
the sliding velocity or the contact strain rate or the ambient temperature or, 
indeed, it can be modified by the influence of various ambients such as 
water vapour and so on. Part of the interest here, and it will be expanded 
upon later, is to provide a means of understanding the variation of x with the 
important contact variables. Dealing only with the pressure variable, we can 
take the above equation and the definition of x and produce the following 
expression which indicates that the frictional coefficient is a function of the 
mean contact pressure for the system.4344 

V= — + a. (5) 

The equation is interesting insofar as it demonstrates that the two important 
parameters for the interface, as far as pressure is concerned, are the intrinsic 
interface shear stress T0 and the pressure coefficient, a. The contact pressure 
arises from the nature of the deformation and the topography of the contact 
zone. Looking at the expression, we can see that if the contact pressures are 
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large, which is often the case, then there is a prospect that the first term will 
be small compared with the second, the a term, and hence one will reach 
the situation where the frictional coefficient is just roughly equal to a.39,45 

In fact, this assumption need not be taken to this limit and there are ways,46 

where one can come to the conclusion that the coefficient of friction is just 
a plus another constant. In the context of the launching of ships using 
pork fat as a lubricant it turns out that the frictional coefficient was equal 
to the pressure coefficient of pork fat. Without digressing in detail about the 
significance of some of the principles involved here, we can quickly note that 
this relationship will then show that the frictional coefficient is independent 
of the apparent area of contact, independent of the load. 

At this stage it is worth noting that what we have dealt with here is the 
use of adhesion model of friction, not in the context of the friction of clean 
solids but in the context of boundary lubrication. There are several reasons 
why one chooses to do this, not least the fact that this is the occurrence 
which usually exists in practice. Most solid surfaces are dirty and contain 
organic greases or are carelessly lubricated and hence one usually does 
accommodate the interface shear within a localised layer whose properties 
can be defined through x in the way described. When the model was first 
put together by Bowden and Tabor and indeed others there were a number 
of refinements which allowed the model to be implemented for nominally 
clean contacts and in that case the interface rheology would be a characteristic 
of the solid. It turns out that this sort of model has problems in its application 
to metals but is quite widely applicable to organic polymers primarily because 
organic polymers generally create weakened interfaces through the action of 
the sliding process. So, for the case of an organic polymer the properties T0 

and a are properties of the polymer surface and the property P is in some 
way often related to the bulk deformation properties and the topography of 
the contact. 

Thus, we have a very simple model which requires experimental validation 
in order to interpret frictional behaviour, both classical and in the context of 
more advanced and interesting engineering problems. We note at this time 
that many refinements can be added to this sort of approach but essentially 
the value depends upon the significance and credibility of the principles that 
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have been outlined in the previous paragraphs. In particular, there has been 
effort in recent times to attempt to predict a priori the interface rheological 
parameters from a knowledge of the chemistry or morphology or preparation 
procedures of the interface. In general, these tend not to have been particularly 
successful and one can quote here the attemps to optimise or maximise 
friction in certain types of contacts in the development of traction drives or 
polymer coatings.47 Similar attempts have been made to optimise interface 
lubricant properties based on this model for fibre process engineering, hair 
conditioners and even skin conditioners. Our cause for the future would 
be to attempt to do more in this area. For our own part we have attempted 
to correlate infrared spectroscopic properties and interface rheological 
characteristics with limited success.48 

3.2. The deformation models 

We can now turn to the other major component of friction which is the so-
called deformation friction model. Figure 9 exemplifies it in the context of 
rolling, but the same system response can be roughly achieved by sliding in 
the presence of affective lubrication. If one does not introduce lubrication 
there is significant traction or interface friction and the contact becomes 
severely distorted. Also in the presence of ineffective lubrication in rolling 
there can be significant contact adhesion between the bodies and the process 
of rolling can correspond to the repeated breaking and forming of adhesive 
junctions in rolling.49 This problem was addressed by Andrew Briggs and 
myself some years and in this case good correlation can be obtained between 
rolling friction and the net pealing work. Figure 9 illustrates what the current 

Fig. 9. A schematic representation of the so-called 
deformation mode of friction where the frictional 
work is dissipated through subsurface dissipation 
of energy. The diagram uses as a force balance 
argument where the "push" is greater than the 
"shove" at the rear. 

Subsurface 
dissipation 
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models attempt to describe and that energy is fed into the contact as it rolls, 
some is dissipated in the subsurface as elastic recovery occurs at the rear. 
One can think in terms of "pushing" against something but not getting "as 
much push" on the back or in terms of an energy dissipation argument the 
material undergoes a sinusoidal deformation during the rolling operation. A 
variety of models exist and the equation shown below is a reasonable 
description of these sorts of systems3'10,20 

H = KE~m tan<5. (6) 

The point to note is that the major dissipation arises from the elastic 
compliance of the body although the term is small and represented by the 
Young's Modulus, E, but the crucial parameter is the viscoelastic loss 
characteristic, written here as tan S, at the appropriate contact temperature 
and deformation rate. Figure 10 is an example from earlier work which 
demonstrates this principle.50 Those of you who are familiar with Grand 
Prix racing and the excitement which accompanies the prospect of rain, will 
now probably realise the significance of the viscoelastic loss parameter in 
these sort of systems. When the road is wet the prime mechanism for grip 
is the viscoelastic defomation caused by the road asperities on the tyre. 
There is arguably no adhension and this is the only arrest mechanism. Hence 
a high loss rubber would naturally be required. This would give the necessary 
"wet grip". The same tyre in the dry would also have the contribution from 
the interface friction terms above and of course arguably the fact that there 
was high hysteresis loss would not matter. Unfortunately, the large hysteresis 

Fig. 10. The classical demonstration of the impor
tance of the loss tangent in deformation friction; 
adapted from Ludema and Tabor. The friction 
coefficient, for the case of rolling on PTFE as a 
function of temperature, is shown (broken line). In 
addition, the loss tangent of the system at an 
appropriate deformation frequency as a function 
of temperature is also shown (solid line). The point 
to note is there is a correspondence between the 
mechanical loss and the deformation friction. 

or 
tanr5 
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loss does infer that large amounts of energy is dissipated and hence the tyre 
would become hot. The tyre would then blister and fail. Our Japanese 
colleagues51 have made many attempts to find ways of getting the best of 
both worlds in this context but it still remains a major challenge to engineer 
the appropriate mechanism based upon an environmental change such as 
rain. In recent times with a requirement to improve fuel economy there has 
been a tendency to use low-loss tyres, and indeed many tracks on their 
trailers use very low loss tyres. In this context you may wish to reflect upon 
the prospect of good braking resistance for these tyre types on a wet 
motorway! 

3.3. Other processes 

The next two mechanisms are not widely applicable in ordinary tribology but 
they are mentioned here for completeness. Referring above to the mechanism 
of subsurface defomation the idea here is that the deformation zone is 
comparable with the contact dimension. It is not supposed there will be very 
large deformations. However, in certain particulate systems to be exemplified 
later a very large part of the dissipation process within the assembly can 
arise not just from interface adhesive slip or just simple contact mechanical 
deformation but the gross deformation of the particles in the system. In these 
cases one seeks to develop models for describing the deformation of relatively 
soft particles. The argument is that the viscoelastic loss properties will be 
important and our own recent work has been to find an accurate measurement 
of the Young's modulus and the force displacement characteristics for the 
construction of rheological models for these systems. Figure 11 shows an 
example of the force displacement characteristics for a small particle. The 
particle is a swollen hydrogel which is often used as a model for investigating 
the rheology of gel systems. 

The final aspect to be addressed is frictional engagement when the 
asperities are large compared with the contact dimensions. There are 
interesting areas here and much of our own fundamental work has actually 
capitalised upon this particular facet. In some cases for powders or indeed 
fibres, providing that they are reasonably smooth, when the bodies are brought 
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Fig. 11. Typical data for the compression of small spheres between rigid platens. The original 
sphere is deformed into ellipsoid in cross section. The deformation reaction is shown as a 
function of the imposed displacement for a typical case. Data adapted from Lui, Williams and 
Briscoe. 
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Fig. 12. An example of the friction of poly(ethyleneterephthalate) fibres against each other 
under low load shown as frictional force against normal applied load. The data points are 
experimental values for the stick friction and the full curve is a modification of the adhesion 
model of friction. Data taken from Briscoe and Kremnitzer.52 

together the dimensions of the contact areas are relatively small and 
indeed comparable with the asperity size.5253 This allows simple contact 
mechanics for smooth surfaces to be used to compute contact areas and 
hence friction. The example shown in Fig. 12 is a case of the friction of two 
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poly(ethyleneterephthalate) fibres in a specially devised machine. The data 
points are shown and the closed line is a prediction based upon the adhesion 
model of friction. Earlier, an example of the behaviour of stick-slip in fibre 
systems was shown where some of the kinematics of these systems is 
controlled in a large part by the topography of the surfaces. 

In summary, we see that there are a number of notions or ideas of the 
origins of friction and some of the elementary bases for their quantification 
has been provided. Much more sophistication is available and continues to 
become available for providing predictions based upon available experimental 
data. It was recalled earlier that very little can be predicted a priori for these 
cases but this does depend upon the nature of the system under contemplation. 
The more serious issue, which is often not generally recognised, is that 
when one examines a system, and a variety will be examined later, is how 
does one know which of the four, or indeed there maybe more, models 
should be implemented for the description of the engineering of the system. 
The answer is that this is usually a matter of experience and this sadly limits 
the way in which the subject can be generally advanced and communicated. 
It has been said that tribologists, and I would now add interfacial engineers, 
are very good at rationalisation but have little genuine predictive competence. 
In terms of the current examples of frictional modelling the fundamental 
basis is actually quite reasonable compared with that which would exist for 
the cases of contact damage, or comminution or wear in more complicated 
environments. 

The next section will deal with some more examples of tribological 
behaviour for macroscopic systems: classical tribology. 

4. Tribological Interfaces; Some Examples 

In this section I describe some of the work that I and my colleagues have 
been engaged upon in the area we have now begun to call "classical 
tribology". In this area, the major characteristic is that the solid bodies are 
large, although we will use some examples where they are relatively small. 
The important feature is that the asperities are relatively rigidly attached to 
the solid substrates which are in contact. In the vernacular of the subject we 
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say that these asperities are nonautonomous.54 In that sense it would be very 
much like sliding the South Downs upon the South Downs rather than 
sliding the Sahara upon the Sahara as a better analogy for the cases to be 
discussed in the next section. In the case of the former, the solids are 
relatively rigid and coherent and the asperities will be deformed in a 
cooperative manner. By this route, we would have discrete and separate 
areas of contact. When we slide the Sahara over the Sahara the expectation 
is that as the sand is relatively free-flowing we can relatively easily reach 
a situation where the real area of contact will be closer to, but still less than, 
the apparent area of contact. The latter case is dealt with in the final major 
section of this paper; it not amenable to a description using the original 
Coulomb laws of friction. 

This section will contain three rather separate examples; the first is 
derived from the area of transport engineering or engine development. The 
second stems from what is now described as "cosmetic engineering", which 
will deal with hair conditioners and fabric conditioners and the way that 
these systems can be engineered to produce an acceptable tactile response. 
This part could arguably have been placed in the next section which deals 
exclusively with fine systems or with particle systems. The third section 
also deals with the fibre case and that is to do with ballistic armour protection. 
In each case the central idea is to modify or optimise and engineer the 
interface friction within the various elements of the system. The first example 
I use here, which fits in with the major lubrication theme described in the 
Introduction, is the lubrication of polymer/metal bearings within the context 
of hydraulic struts which are used in motor car applications. Many commercial 
front suspension units are constructed such that the suspension unit, which 
allows for the damping of the car under braking, also acts as one of the 
components within the steering mechanism. Such a system, which is now 
widely used within some manufacturing units, is called the McPherson Strut. 
In recent times it has been common to try and build the major bearing in 
this unit, that which allows the rotation for the steering and the vertical 
oscillation for the damping, around a circular metal strut and a polymeric 
bearing. A bearing which was fashionable in recent years is based upon 
poly(etheretherketone) and great hopes were placed upon this material to 
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Fig. 13. Data for the lubrication of a McPherson's Strut, a component of a typical motor car 
suspension system. The frictional force, F, is monitored as a function of the side load on the 
bush. The shaft is made of steel. Typical data are shown for the friction coefficient as a 
function of the parameter, 5, the Somerfeld number which is the product of the velocity times 
the fluid viscosity divided by the side load. These data are typical of those obtained in fluid 
lubrication in a wide variety of contacts. 

replace the rather precious and environmentally difficult metals which had 
been used in the past. The ides is that efficient fluid lubrication should be 
produced and there should be very little environmental sensitivity within the 
closed environmental of the hydraulic fluid.55 Figure 13 shows an example 
of the performance of such a system in a bearing simulator as obtained by 
Professor Stolarski (now at Brunei University) and myself some years ago. 
The important features are that the form of the curve follows very much the 
sort of behaviour that was outlined in the beginning of this paper which 
shows the transition from boundary through to hydrodynamic lubrication. 
Of particular significance here is the importance of the bearing tolerance 
in these systems and its influence upon the frictional behaviour.56 It will 
be realised in these systems the frictional response is a crucial part of 
performance, not only to facilitate ease of steering, in spite of the prevalence 
of power steering mechanisms these days, but more importantly to ensure 
that there is no corruption of the natural damping behaviour of the strut 
assembly. The contribution of the interfacial engineering here is to design 
additive packages which can be included within the hydraulic oil, depending 
on the nature of the bearing system, which will ensure that relatively low 
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frictions prevail throughout the course of the operation.56 A key part of 
the difficulty is that when the relative velocity between the components 
approaches zero the friction is relatively high; there is no hydrodynamic 
film developed under these conditions. Professor Stolarski and I sought a 
number of recipes which might have provided a means of producing boundary 
lubrication for these systems. In the event, the work is now well reported, 
it turned out that the lubricants which had been widely used for metals could 
actually produce the converse behaviour for polymeric system.55,56 In the 
event, we were unable to solve the problem from an engineering point of 
view but a scientific base provided confidence that the problem would not 
be readily sought using conventional chemistry and technology. 

In most tribological actions, certainly in the large scale, the general aim 
has been to reduce friction. Reducing friction reduces energy consumption, 
damage and wear. There are, however, notable cases where this is not the 
case and that one seeks to have high and controlled friction.57 The example 
of fluid lubricated traction drives was cited earlier and this still continues to 
be a major cause of interest amongst practising engineering tribologists. My 
own contribution in this area was to try and relate chemical constitution to 
the interface shear stress, although I must confess that what I had to offer 
had no real value in the final design of suitable lubricant packages. The 
most important example of maintaining high traction or friction is probably 
in the area of automobile braking systems or clutch drives. I worked for 
many years, I believe in a profitable way, with Dr. Paul Tweedale on trying 
to elucidate means of interpreting the friction of highly dissipative frictional 
contacts. At that time, our major preoccupation was the replacement of 
asbestos which was a key component in the construction of the common 
phenolic frictional components. Asbestos was regarded as an unacceptable 
environmental pollutant. With the generous help of one of our sponsors, Du 
Pont, we spent a lengthy period investigating the tribology of braking systems 
and trying to develop a methodology for describing the behaviour based 
upon simulations. Eventually, although we did not solve the details, we were 
able to provide an index of braking performance which is very much to do 
with providing a relatively constant frictional behaviour as a function of 
power dissipation. Figure 14 shows an example of the way we analysed this 
problem.58 
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Fig. 14. Adapted schematic data for the friction coefficient as a function of the normal load 
for a brake simulator; data from Tweedale and Briscoe. Two types of data are shown. In both 
cases the frictional force and hence the friction coefficient is measured as a function of the 
increasing load in the simple experiment where the friction material rubs against a rotating 
shaft. Progressively the frictional heat increases the temperature of the system. The favourable 
case (a) is where the frictional coefficient is relatively independent of load but actually 
temperature. The unacceptable cases (b) corresponds to the phenomena of brake "fade" where 
the friction coefficient decreases with the usage of the brake material. 

There has been quite a long history where people have sought to apply 
tribological principles to the behaviour of fabric systems and here I must 
acknowledge the many years of support that I have received from Unilever 
and Du Pont, America, in this cause. Our own work concentrated on a 
number of problems, which included the softening of fabrics and the 
generation of suitable hair conditioning formulations. In the latter period we 
have had good support from Proctor and Gamble and, more recently, from 
Unilever Research. Our major interests have been, and more will be said 
about this in the next section, to provide means of describing the behaviour, 
both adhesional and frictional, of individual junctions within a fibrous 
assembly so that we may have an opportunity, using a variety of means, to 
describe the deformation behaviour of the assembly of particles in the form 
of hair mass or the woven fabric. I must confess that we made relatively 
good progress in the context of the single fibre work and some of this was 
mentioned in an earlier section. In the context of the natural hair problem 
I can say that, with Professor Mike Adams, a longstanding research colleague, 
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we were able to make I believe good contributions working on the frictional 
behaviour of rough natural fibre systems. Figure 7 describes what is called 
the diffferential frictional effects for a number of mammalian fibres.59 The 
interesting thing, and it was described above, is the fact that friction is 
different in one direction as opposed to the other. There are some trivial 
matters here associated with why some fabrics shrink; the ratchet moves in 
one direction rather than another preferentially and how we might correct 
this behaviour to produce shrink-resistant fabric materials. The important 
contribution that we were able to make was to devise some models to 
interpret the origin of the frictional behaviour of these systems and to provide 
an opportunity to work on the behaviour of assemblies of such fabrics.59 

Although we made a number of attempts on various occasions, we have still 
yet to provide what I believe will be the definitive work on this subject. In 
more recent times, we have really rather concentrated on another form of 
what we would call cosmetic engineering, and that is the lubrication of the 
human body for a variety of uses. The example shown in Fig. 15 is based 
upon actual experiments conducted upon human bodies using a variety of 
lubricant media. In these cases the lubricant is relatively thick and hence we 
are not in the boundary lubrication regime but the hydrodynamic lubrication 
regime. It turns out that, as the human body is relatively deformable, it is 
probably the elastohydrodynamic regime (see earlier) which is responsible 
for the lubricating action in this area. Our analysis has actually shown that 
this is most likely to be the case.60 

It is a pleasure for me, in this tribological component, to conclude with 
a brief description of work that was undertaken, in part with Dr. Daryl 

Fig. 15. The lubrication of homosapiens (inner arm). 
The friction is shown as a function of load for various 
lubricants. The sliding member is a glass sphere (see 
text). The oils are two silicone oils and SDS 
is sodium dodecylsuphonate (a common detergent). 
Oil 7 and SDS are effective elastohydrodynamic 
lubricants. 

Velocity 
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Fig. 16. Typical data for the ballistic capture efficiency of Kevlar® weaves. In the experiment 
a projectile is caused to impact upon a fabric which has had various forms of surface 
treatment (lubrication/cleaning). What is shown is the impact velocity as a function of the exit 
(residual) velocity. The point to note is that when the fabrics become contaminated or lubricated 
then less frictional work is dissipated during the capture and the projectile passes through the 
fabric at a lower impact velocity. 

Williams and others, on describing the ballistic performance of fabric 
materials. This work was largely funded by Du Pont at Richmond, North 
America, and it allowed us to engage in the type of work which has been 
both valuable and interesting. The important thing in ballistic protection is 
to provide some sort of model as to how one might improve the behaviour 
of these systems. Figure 16 is an illustration of the high speed transverse 
ballistic impact data and shows the way that a fabric deforms during the 
impact of a projectile. In our own work we chose a quasi-static analogy and 
were able to provide a good account as to how frictional behaviour between 
the individual filaments and yarns within the fabric could be adjusted and 
modified in order to optimise ballistic projection efficiency. 
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These few examples, which could have been drawn from a wider net, 
provide a good precis of some of the work that has been done by myself and 
my colleagues in the area of "classical tribology". 

5. Interfaces in Assemblies 

An assembly, in the current context, will be considered to be a large number 
of relatively rigid solid particles in a large volume. In some cases the particles 
will be suspended within a liquid medium and hence we have the prospect 
of moving from a dry powder mass through to a relatively dilute suspension. 
There are many variables to be considered in such a problem such as the 
particle size and aspect ratio as well as the particle volume fraction. In most 
cases the preoccupation will be to describe the rheology, in its most general 
sense, of the system and in particular the processing influence upon the final 
properties of the processed product. In this section it is convenient to discuss 
relatively dry powders in either compaction or in unconstrained flow and the 
behaviour of relatively dilute suspensions. The intermediate case, which has 
special problems, is discussed under the heading of "Frictional Walls" in the 
next section. 

There are two questions to be addressed in such a study. One is the way 
in which the individual particles interact in a tribological sense and provide 
the overall rheological response. The interactions between the particles 
naturally produce the assembly flow behaviour but in the process of the 
deformation the structure of the system may also change. This is an important 
facet of the whole response of the system and its description and quantitative 
measurement still remain a major challenge. The second, and often neglected 
area, is the way in which the assembly interacts with the walls of the system. 
In macroscopic rigid bodies this would be considered to be a tribological 
problem but in the context of particle processing it is usually referred to as 
the "boundary condition". There are interesting differences between the 
topography of powder systems and that of monolithic rough specimens. The 
Downs versus the Sahara analogy was mentioned earlier. During the course 
of my research I have paid special attention to these problems as it is an 
area in which the now established principles of tribology may be readily 
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Fig. 17. Typical data for hopper 
flows from Tuzun, Adams and 
Briscoe.62 Shown are data for the 
wall normal (aw) and shear 
forces (TW) for static and beds 
in flow. These data are well 
described by a modification of 
the adhesion model of friction. 

incorporated into particle technology. It turns out that some of the problems 
addressed in tribology in the past have been relatively easily incorporated 
into the problem of interfaces in powder flows. The distinctions are relatively 
subtle and need not be dealt with at length here. However, an example 
suffices to introduce the opportunities here. The work I describe was 
undertaken with Professor Tuzun, now at the University of Surrey, and 
Professor Mike Adams at Unilever Research Port Sunlight.62 

Figure 17(a) shows a pictorial view of powder flowing in a schematic 
hopper. A variety of powders were chosen for this study including glass 
spheres, poly(ethylene) particles and mustard seeds. A clever transducer 
system, developed by Professor Tuzun and his colleagues, was used to monitor 
the normal and shear stresses at the walls of the container whilst the powder 
was being filled and whilst it flowed. Figure 17 shows typical data for the 
normal and shear stresses either for the static fill or during flow. It is noticeable 
to see the important large normal stress, the so-called "switch stress", which 
develops at the point where the vertical side of the hopper transforms into 
the funnel which is conventional in these structures. The challenge in this 
work was to model, from single particle frictional principles, the sort of 
reaction forces which must exist at the walls during the flow of the powder. 
Typical experimental data and the associated theoretical predictions for the 
three particles are in good agreement. The important point here is that the 
theory, as developed by my associates and myself, was able to reasonably 
predict the behaviour of the actual silo system. It should be stressed that 

Ow Tw 
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increasing aspect ratio 

Fig. 18. A typical compaction cell where powder is compacted between rigid anvils in a die. 
Some of the applied force is dissipated as wall friction and this leads to the case where the 
applied stress is less than the transmitted stress; see next figure. Shown are the data for the 
stress transmission ratio as a function of the imposed stress. Various data are shown for 
different aspect ratios where peculiar trends are noted. The point of interest is that for the 
higher aspect ratios, taller specimens, the frictional losses are greater simply because the wall 
contact area is greater. 

these data correspond only to the wall stresses and little is still known 
regarding how these stresses evolve as a result of the interactions between 
the individual particles in the flow in the hopper. Earlier work with Professor 
Adams and myself has demonstrated that similar principles could be used to 
describe the behaviour of powders at interfaces in rotating kilns.63,64 In 
essence this work demonstrated, perhaps for the first time, that ordinary 
tribology principles could be usefully adopted, with some simple modification, 
to describe the behaviour of powders sliding against rigid walls. 

Much of our recent work, however, has been preoccupied with 
"compaction flows" rather than unconstrained flows. Figure 18 shows a 
typical uniaxial compaction cell where the compaction stress is applied by 
the upper punch and the lower punch constrains the powder within the 
cylindrical die. Transducers attached to the upper and lower dies monitor the 
applied and transmitted stresses. Typical data, as a function of the compression 
on the upper powder surface is shown in Fig. 18. A relatively simple analysis, 
which is now over a hundred years old due to Janssen65 and later modified 

a o 
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by Walker,66-67 allows the contribution of the dissipated wall friction work 
to be described in terms of the applied and transmitted stresses. The equation 
is relatively simple: 

AocgAtfVtf/O ( 7 ) 

's 

where (see Fig. I),68 P, is the transmitted pressure, Ps is the applied pressure, 
H is the wall friction coefficient, K is the stress distribution correction factor, 
and y/ is a variable. H is the sample height and D the diameter, the ratio 
HID is termed the aspect ratio. 

By this route, a reasonably good estimate of the wall friction response 
was obtained. Recent work with Drs. Aydin69 and Rough70 have confirmed 
the general validity of the adhesion model of friction as applied to these sort 
of problems. I could note that with Dr. Andrew Smith and Dr. Marina 
Fernando71 we were able to do this sort of work with maize powders over 
15 years ago. More recently, Dr. Weert, Professor Adams, Dr. Lawrence and 
I have continued this work and developed it in the context of screw extrusion 
models for the compaction of powders.72 The recent work in this area has 
proven, in conjunction with a major Link project which has involved a large 
number of contributions, that the simple uniaxial compaction process can be 
used as a good basis for providing the necessary materials response data for 
describing screw extrusion of powders and their compaction.73 A more 
significant problem in the processing of ceramic systems is not simply the 
generation and transmission of stresses but the consequent complexities of 
the density distributions that are produced within the powder during its 
compaction. The natural censequence of the wall friction is to generate very 
complex stress fields within the powder and consequently significant 
variations in the density of the powder during the compaction process. For 
many systems, this is of no consequence but in the context of ceramics, 
which are sintered after compaction process, these variations in densities 
can lead to significant shape distortions of the system. An important aim in 
ceramic engineering, based upon dry powder processing, is to be able to 
produce specimens of a "near net shape form". In recent years Dr. Ozkan, 
Dr. Aydin, Dr. Sanliturk and I have developed a number of models based 
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Fig. 19. An example of shape evolution during the sintering of ceramics which arises from 
nonhomogeneous density distributions within the compact (see text). 

upon finite element techniques and refinements of those to predict the 
evolution of shape during sintering of cylindrical ceramic specimens.74"76 

At the present time we have generated a relatively good foundation to predict 
a priori the shape distortions of ceramic bodies during sintering. An example 
of the evolution of shape during sintering is shown in Fig. 19. Without going 
into detail, it is sufficient to say that the predictions based upon a variety 
of material input data, in particular wall friction data, have proven a good 
basis for predicting the observed sintered shape variations76,77 using Finite 
Element methods. 

Ceramic systems are conveniently processed by the dry powder route, as 
was outlined above. However, more commonly simple ceramic ware is made 
by producing a suspension, ideally an aqueous suspension, of the particles 
which are suitably stabilised by a variety of surfactants and polymer additives. 
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Fig. 20. Viscosity as a function of concen
tration for aqueous alumina suspensions 
containing various amounts of commercial 
dispersant agents. The point to note is that 
there is a critical concentration which produces 
the minimum viscosity and also the most 
effective processing route for these ceramic 
bodies. The viscosity scale is logarithmic whilst 
the concentration scale is linear. 

An important part of this process is to ensure a good dispersion of the basic 
unit particles and to prevent agglomerate (caused by interparticle adhesion) 
formation during the manufacture of the suspension. These suspensions may 
then be dried or "slip-cast" and subsequently sintered in order to produce 
a useful ceramic product. Recently work with Dr. Ozkan, Dr. Khan and 
Professor Luckham has indicated clearly that a good suspension which is 
properly stabilised leads to the most highly dense fired product.78'79 Figure 20 
illustrates data. Recently we have completed a major EEC Scheme, which 
has involved about ten laboratories, which has sought to optimise and identify 
the important scientific base for the formulation of these sorts of ceramic 
suspension systems in order to optimise ceramic component manufacture. 

6. Solid Processing and Production Engineering; Frictional Walls 

Much of what has been described previously has been based upon two tenets 
of available topographical principles. The earlier work has described the 
interaction of rough surfaces where the asperities are securely attached to 
the supporting solid bodies. This leads to most interesting phenomena such 
as the classical laws of friction. For powders of the sort that was described 
in the previous section these laws are relaxed because the particles, which 
are now the asperities, are not firmly attached to the solid body and have 
what was called asperity autonomy. These lead to very interesting deviations 

Dispersant Concentration 
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form the "classical tribology" based laws of friction. In the context of the 
dilute particulate suspensions it is normally supposed that there is no wall 
slip between the suspension and the wall. An important intermediate case, 
which is now attracting very wide attention in the national and international 
research community, are the cases where a relatively small amount of liquid 
is incorporated into a relatively large volume fraction of powder. These are 
the so-called soft solid or paste systems. There is debate as to what actually 
constitutes a "paste" but for the present purposes it is a two-phase system 
where about half or more of the system comprises a solid particle; the rest 
is a fluid phase. The deformation and response of the system, which is 
controlled in part by the boundary as well as the interparticle motion, arguably 
corresponds to a special case of the lubrication problems described previously. 
The actions of these lubricants are very similar to those which were 
encountered by Osbourne Reynolds and Beaucham Towers.80 The study in 
this area has not advanced sufficiently to make the intimate connections 
between the two cases but we have made some progress in recent years to 
at least interpret the subtleties of the behaviour of the boundary between the 
paste and the wall.81 This is an important problem in the design and operation 
of such things as screw extruders, roll mills and extrusion units.82 The 
important consideration which has evolved through our most recent study in 
the context of food processing, under the auspices of a major MAFF/DTI 
Link83 Scheme, was to identify the ways in which the interface can be 
reasonably and sensibly described. There are important questions also 
regarding the intrinsic bulk rheological response of these systems. Much of 
our work has been concerned with food, particularly granular starch-water 
systems, but we have also been involved in ceria-gadolinia systems for the 
production of solid oxide fuel cells. Basically, one requires a set of constitutive 
relationships in order to describe the bulk response as well as the interface 
boundary (friction) condition behaviour. The equation shown below in terms 
of an interface wall shear stress as a function of the key operational variables 
seems to be an adequate description within the accuracy of the current 
experimental methods from the systems that we have addressed. 

V 
t=t0+aP + h—. (8) 
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We note the similarity with an earlier expression, Eq. (4), for describing 
adhesive friction and boundary lubrication. V is the velocity, and V0 are 
constants. 

It cannot be stressed too highly how important the role of the wall 
boundary condition is in the energy dissipation and mixing processes 
for these systems. In recent work Dr. Corfield, Dr. Sinha, Dr. Aydin, 
Dr. Lawrence, Professor Adams and myself have spent significant effort in 
developing means to identify and characterise the important response features 
in these systems. Our preferred routes have been based upon what are called 
the classical upsetting methods,84,85 from hot metal working methodology 
and from the capillary extrusion based upon precedents laid down by John 
Bridgwater and John Benbow.86,87 Figure 21 shows some typical data for 
upsetting which illustrates the important role of the wall boundary condition 
in the power dissipation during the deformation of a paste-based system. In 
the context of applying these data to screw extrusion, Fig. 22 shows data88 

which has been used to predict the behaviour of a food paste (potato starch) 
in a single-screw extrusion system based upon measurements made from 
capillary extrusion. 

Before concluding this section it should be noted that the precedents 
here are developed from plasticity analysis; it is supposed that these 

displacement 

Fig. 21. Examples of upsetting where a deformable plastic cylinder (paste) is deformed between 
rigid platens. As the friction increases the deformation force increases. 
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Fig. 22. An example of the prediction of output for a screw extruder moving compacting 
powder as a function of the conveying angle, cp for various pressure gradients, P. 

paste-like materials, like ductile metals, have an intrinsic yield behaviour. 
However, three points are worth mentioning here. Firstly, since the solids 
are soft and extensively deformed there is little asperity persistence and 
contact areas reach apparent contact area values. This clearly simplifies the 
analysis although it does beg the question as to what is a contact. Secondly, 
it will be realised that now there is a strong interaction between the interface 
stress and the bulk deformation stresses; as a consequence the adhesion 
model of friction described previously is not applicable. If would seem that 
a route based upon a fluid dynamics approach, which was the basis for the 
Reynolds treatments which are introduced earlier, might be helpful. Finally, 
it is interesting to reflect now upon the differences between the classical 
tribology approach for rigid surfaces, the behaviour of powder walls and the 
behaviour of soft solid walls and this is the final reflection of this essay. 

7. Final Reflection 

In the Introduction a variety of frictional models were introduced. Particular 
emphasis was placed upon the so-called "adhesion model" and the "boundary 
lubrication model" and its implications as far as lubrication engineering is 
concerned. Some reference was made to rolling friction and also deformation 
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and ratchet friction. A major mission in my professoral life has been to 
incorporate classical tribological principles into powder technology and soft 
solid process engineering. The key issue has been, and still is, as to how the 
two can be properly merged in order to provide a unique common basis for 
the advancement of the science of both. It turns out that the essential difference 
is that particles, be they dry powders or pastes or dilute suspensions, differ 
from macroscopic or monolithic rough solid surfaces only because of the 
difference in the autonomy (contact-mechanical relaxation) of the contacting 
members. For rough relatively undeformable solids the contact area is a 
relatively small fraction of the apparent contact area. As we recalled earlier, 
this provides a good interpretation of the classical Coulomb or Amonton 
laws of friction. Basically, the frictional force is dissipated at interface 
asperities and these asperities are rigidly connected to the bulk of the adjacent 
material. Interesting new contact mechanics models arise here which extend 
upon the work of Greenwood and Williamson, and Archard which provided 
an interesting and now well rehearsed basis for interpreting the friction of 
ordinary solid bodies. When one moves to powder and indeed paste systems 
then one quickly reaches a situation where the apparent area of contact is 
actually close to the apparent contact area. The powders can move at 
the interface either because of the movement between the dry powders or 
within the pastes and dilute systems to ensure that the contact area is 
very close to the apparent contact area. In principle, the treatment of these 
problems is not greatly different to previous cases and arguably it is a 
simpler case also. One of the challenges for the future will be to incorporate 
the precedents of lubrication theory, specifically hydrodynamic lubrication 
into the treatment of pastes or dilute systems. At present we search for 
means of describing these systems. Our new research initiatives are looking 
at means to identify the way in which fluids migrate to the walls of pastes 
during flow.87 It is perfectly possible that we will be able to incorporate 
lubrication approximations in order to describe the rheology of the walls of 
these systems. 

When I finally completed the basic structure of the present manuscript, 
I reflected that many important contributions to our understanding of various 
tribological, processing and interfacial phenomena had been developed outside 
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of the references and structure which is described here. It is worthy to note 
this because it demonstrates the important breadth and interdisciplinary nature 
of interface engineering. I would mention particularly at this time the work 
I undertook with Dr. Panesar and Dr. Khan on the use of friable particulate 
layers as mould release agents.90"94 In addition, in recent times my colleagues 
and I have spent a significant amount of time looking at the scratch or 
deformation behaviour of polymer surfaces and our interactions, previously 
with Dr. Evans and Dr. Sebastian95"97 and more recently with Dr. Pelillo, 
have led to much better understanding of the durability of surfaces. I should 
also mention the extensive studies that I and colleagues have undertaken 
where gases are caused to imbibe into polymers. This work was originally 
undertaken to understand the behaviour of gas compressors which contained 
polymer piston rings. The work evolved into many areas now which include 
the foaming of plastics, the foaming of food and the study of the explosive 
decompression failure of elastomers. In this area I particularly acknowledge 
the contributions of Dr. Mahgerefteh, Dr. Liatsis, Dr. Savvas, Dr. Kelly and 
Dr. Zakaria who contributed in this area.98-101 I and colleagues, initially 
some years ago with Professor Klein, studied extensively the migration 
of additives and plasticisers through polymers as a means of providing 
internal lubrication.102,103 This work has led on to all sorts of innovations in 
terms of surface modification of polymers, surface plasticisation and other 
phenomena. Here, I should acknowledge the many contributions in the area 
of spectroscopy provided by Barbara Stuart and Paul Thomas.104-106 I also 
recall extensive studies that we have undertaken looking at the condensation 
and wetting of polymer surfaces, primarily in the context of improving fluid 
lubrication. Many interesting mathematical theorems were proved in the 
course of this work and I do acknowledge the many contributions provided 
by Kevin Galvin, now of the University of South Wales.107"109 The general 
theme of particulate arrays and their durability continues to be explored in 
the context of granulation by Dr. C. Lawrence, Professor P. Luckham, 
Professor M. Adams and myself. This work had its roots in the studies of 
mould release coatings and more recently in developing protocols to enhance 
the efficiency of the cleaning of plant110 and the rheology of drilling muds 
and polymer solutions under high pressure.111'1121 do, however, reflect, that 
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the work which drew the tribology and procesing strands together, was with 
Dr. R. W. Nosker, then of RCA America, where we studied the role of 
interface friction during the deformation of polymers at high rates of strain 
using a split Hopkinson pressure bar. It was there, that I first realised the 
crucial influence of interface friction in material deformation.113114 

These examples, which is not a comprehensive listing, I would hope 
demonstrate the variety and richness of the subject of interface engineering. 
There are a number of ways to engineer the properties, particularly mechanical 
and chemical properties of interfaces, to produce desirable results. In the 
context of engineering, one was always looking for the most cost effective 
and durable solution. The fact that we have chosen to explore such areas as 
the diffusion of gases and low molecular weight species in polymers or 
indeed the trapping of particles on polymer surfaces simply demonstrates 
that the problem is complex but, because of its complexity, is amenable to 
fine tuning. Interfaces are complex things and deserve a detailed examination. 

8. Challenges for the Future 

One can reflect that the precedents laid down by da Vinci, Coulomb, Amonton 
and others which have been amplified by the work of Hardy, Dowson, 
Tabor, Bowden and so on provide a secure basis for the prediction of the 
friction of rigid solids. The present essay has not dealt with some of the 
consequences associated the consequent damage and wear of these systems. 
This is a much more problematical area but deserves our special attention 
for the future. The translation of these notions into process engineering of 
powders and pastes or indeed dilute suspensions is an interesting prospect 
and also a major challenge for the future. It is readily appreciated that the 
lubrication or slip at the walls of paste systems could be interpreted based 
upon the Reynolds and Dowson EHL arguments. We have yet to define 
means of doing this. If the walls are rough then it is possible that the 
deformation friction mechanisms as introduced by Tabor and Johnson and 
others could also be applied to the wall boundary in these systems. 

I feel personally privileged to have been involved in two facets of 
engineering research. My days in Cambridge provided me with a unique 
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introduction to the tribology of rough monolithic surfaces and introduced 
me to the important notions of topography, wall slip, friction, damage and 
lubrication and so on. In the context of engineering, as a chemical engineer at 
Imperial College, I found application for these ideas in a variety of processing 
operations. Our simplest successes have been in the areas of hoppers and in 
compaction. We look to the future in order to able to develop means of using 
these ideas in the context of examining the details of the interface slip 
condition for paste and dilute systems. Our major challenge ahead will be 
to introduce these ideas into describing the interaction between individual 
particles within, say, a paste flow or a powder flow. This is a much more 
significant challenge and one also which will require the introduction and 
development as well as implementation of a wide variety of numerical 
techniques. We have spent several years using finite element analysis methods 
and distinct element analyses are currently being implemented. The major 
difficulty is that the interaction laws which we seek to develop by a variety 
of routes changes the structure of the system and the structure changes the 
interaction and hence the overall rheological response both in the bulk and 
at the walls. We might consider this area of internal structure prediction and 
sensing to be our major challenge for the future; in simple terms a study of 
"damage-induced" changes. A proper understanding of these interactions 
and how they can be engineered will provide a means to either rationalise 
formulation laws or to predict a priori the necessary ingredients and 
interactions which are required in order to convey the appropriate processing 
conditions in order to make optimal materials based upon particulate entities. 
This would be very much in the best spirit of engineering. 

9. Personal Remarks 

This article was prepared almost seven years after the presentation of the 
Inaugural Lecture whose title it bears. The basic elements and themes of the 
lecture and article are similar. However, many of the examples are taken 
from more recent work. 

During the preparation of both the lecture and the article I have been 
continually reminded of the many colleagues and students who have 
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contributed to both. I have named some in the text, but be assured that I 
have enjoyed, and in some cases continue to enjoy, our interactions and 
achievements. I thank them for allowing me that special privilge. 
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STICKING UP FOR ADHESIVES 

A.J. KINLOCH, FREng 

University of London 
Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Exhibition Road 

London, SW7 2BX, UK 

1. Introduction 

The problem with giving an Inaugural Lecture on the subject of "Adhesion 
and Adhesives" is that everyone is familiar with the subject, since everyone 
uses "glues". Now some people are "true believers" and will try using 
adhesives to join anything to anything, as is shown in a video sequence 
of television advertisements for "Solvite" wallpaper-paste adhesive. These 
advertisements show "Solvite" adhesives being used to stick wallpaper to a 
steam train-engine; to stick a man in a flying-suit to a wooden board, and 
then suspending him over the city of Miami under a helicopter; etc. Obviously, 
some people have complete faith in the power of adhesives! 

On the other hand, many people have no faith in adhesives at all, and 
such "heretics" therefore take a "belt and braces" approach when using 
adhesives. For example, Lady Macbeth clearly believed in always using 
additional mechanical fastening methods to ensure success, since she stated: 

"We fail! 

But screw your courage to the sticking-place 

And we '11 not fail." 
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(Lady Macbeth to Lord Macbeth discussing the murder of Duncan; Act 1, 
Scene 7.) 

However, I do hope that this Inaugural Lecture will convince you that 
by "Sticking Up for Adhesives" that we have much to gain. 

The transport industry provides some excellent examples of the use of 
adhesives in critical and demanding engineering applications. Indeed, the 
use of adhesives in aerospace goes back a very long way, but not always 
with complete success. Since, one of the earliest flying devices to use 
adhesives was the "flying-wing structure" designed and built by Daedalus, 
possibly the engineer of the family. This structure was flown, of course, by 
his son, Icarus. He was possibly the chemist in the family who selected the 
beeswax adhesive but clearly neglected to study the heat stability of this 
particular type of glue — a tragic oversight that cost him his life. 

This introduces another theme in the story of "Adhesion and Adhesives". 
Namely, that it is a truly multidisciplined subject and requires the skills of 
the engineer and chemist, as well as the physicist, in order to achieve 
innovative and successful results. 

Fortunately, more recent flying machines have used adhesives with far 
greater success. The early airships and biplanes of this century used adhesives 
based upon casein, which is a natural material and is a by-product of milk. 
These adhesives worked well, except when they got wet. They then became 
very weak and smelt of old camembert cheese. However, engineers are a 
cunning breed, since it is claimed that they used this fact as an early form 
of nondestructive test. The aircraft engineers routinely smelt the bonded 
parts of the aircraft, and when the joints smelt of old camembert cheese they 
knew that the adhesive joints were about to fall apart, and that the adhesive 
should be replaced. 

The problem of the poor ageing of adhesives based upon natural materials 
was largely overcome by the introduction of synthetic, polymeric adhesives. 
For example, in the Second World War the very successful "Mosquito" 
aircraft relied mainly upon urea-formaldehyde resin adhesives to bond together 
its wooden structure. This type of adhesive was, however, rather brittle in 
nature, and was prone to cracking and fracturing. Other types of early 
synthetic adhesives more suitable for bonding metals together, such as the 
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phenolic resins, were also rather brittle materials. Thus, a major development 
in the 1940s was the modification of the chemistry of such very brittle, 
thermosetting resins to give tougher adhesives, and a very important type 
was based upon a combination of vinyl-formal/phenolic-resin polymers. 
This invention represented a major development in adhesives technology 
and enabled metallic, as well as wooden, components to be bonded very 
successfully. For example, vinyl-formal/phenolic-resin adhesives were 
extensively employed by the designers of the "Comet" jet airliners of the 
1950s, particularly to give both high stiffness and strength, coupled with a 
relatively low weight, to the all-metal fuselage and wings. 

These pioneering developments in the 1940s and 1950s by British 
scientists and engineers has led to the construction of modern aircraft being 
dependent upon the use of adhesives. The engineering adh6sives used today 
are all based upon synthetic polymers, such as modified-phenolic, epoxy, 
acrylic and urethane polymers. They are employed, for example, to attach 
stiffening stringers to the fuselage- and wing-skins, as shown in Figs. 1 and 
2, and to enable honeycomb structures to be made, as shown in Fig. 3. In 
these applications, the use of adhesives allows stiff and strong, but lightweight, 
components to be manufactured. It should be noted that in Fig. 2, the two 
gentlemen are undertaking the modern version of the "old camembert cheese" 
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Fig. 2. In the "British Aero
space 146" one of the largest 
components is the wing-skin 
assembly which is manufac
tured using aluminium alloy. 
The stiffening stringers are 
bonded onto the skin using a 
modified-phenolic adhesive. 
The two gentlemen are con
ducting nondestructive tests on 
the bonded joints. 

Fig. 3. Schematic showing honeycomb structures which 
are manufactured by adhesively-bonding skins to a 
honeycomb core. 
(a) Honeycomb panel (flooring, etc.). 
(b) Honeycomb structures for control surfaces, trailing 

edges, etc. 
(c) Honeycomb structures for aerofoils. 

test. However, their modern nondestructive test method uses ultrasonics, 
rather than their noses, to detect whether the adhesive is satisfactory or not. 

Helicopters also rely upon adhesives and Fig. 4 shows a section of a 
helicopter blade. This blade uses several sections of stainless steel for the 
leading edge and a honeycomb trailing-edge (based upon a plastic impregnated 
core and glass-fibre reinforced plastic skins), and all these different materials 
are joined together using adhesives. Although, whether the pilots are actually 
told that they are held up by "glue" is doubtful! 
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Fig. 4. A section of the blade for 
the Westlands "Lynx" helicopter. 
The various materials used are 
stainless steel, plastic-impregnated 
paper honeycomb-core and glass-
fibre reinforced-plastic skins. These 
various materials are adhesively-
bonded to form the blade. 

Fig. 5. The upper shaft is a carbon-fibre 
reinforced-plastic (CFRP) drive-shaft, with 
adhesively-bonded metal end-fittings, for the 
"Peugeot" rally car. The lower tube is manu
factured from "Kevlar"-fibre reinforced-plastic, 
again with an adhesively-bonded metal end-
fitting. The lower tube is a static tube in which 
the drive shaft rotates, so as to protect the CFRP 
shaft from impact damage. 

Switching modes of transport, then the "Peugeot" rally car has a carbon-
fibre reinforced-plastic drive shaft which the metal end-fittings bonded onto 
the drive shaft, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The adhesive, a toughened-epoxy 
polymer, has therefore to withstand the very high torque from the powerful 
engine of this rally car. Even faster are the latest designs of sports cars 
which are made from aluminium alloy to keep the weight of the vehicle 
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relatively low. Such alloys cannot be readily spot-welded, and therefore 
adhesive bonding is employed as the joining method. The use of lightweight 
materials, such as aluminium-alloys, plastics and fibre-composites, also leads 
to excellent fuel economy. Hence, the adhesive-bonding of these types of 
materials to manufacture cars, lorries, buses, trains, etc. is a yet another 
rapidly developing area for the adhesives engineer. 

Going on to two wheels, the US Olympic team recently used a racing 
bicycle constructed from lightweight aluminium-magnesium alloys with the 
various components being adhesively-bonded, again with a toughened-epoxy 
adhesive being employed. Adhesives were also used in the manufacture of 
the bike ridden to victory by Chris Boardman in the last Olympic Games. 
His bike was made from carbon-fibre reinforced-plastic (CFRP) components 
which were glued together. Whilst on the subject of bicycles, a postgraduate 
student from a joint engineering-design course organised by Imperial College 
and the Royal College of Art recently designed and made a lightweight 
folding bike from aluminium alloy and plastic components. Needless to say, 
the various components were joined together using adhesives. Furthermore, 
at least one willing "volunteer" from the audience had actually sufficient 
faith in adhesives to ride this bike around the lecture theatre. (And a successful 
bicycle ride by Dr. B.R.K. Blackman, of Imperial College, was observed to 
take place.) 

Now in all these many different applications of adhesives in engineering 
structures it is possible to identify three distinct stages in the formation of 
an adhesive joint. First, the adhesive initially has to be in a "liquid" form 
so that it can readily spread over and make intimate molecular contact with 
the substrates; the substrates being the materials we wish to join. Secondly, 
in order for the joint to bear the loads which will be applied to it during its 
service life, the "liquid" adhesive must now harden. In the case of adhesives 
used in engineering applications, the adhesive is initially in the form of 
a "liquid" monomer which polymerises to give a high molecular-weight 
polymer. Thirdly, as engineers we must appreciate that the load-carrying 
ability of the joint, and how long it will actually last, are affected by: (a) the 
design of the joint, (b) the manner in which we apply loads to it, and (c) the 
environment which the joint encounters during its service life. 
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To understand the science involved, and to succeed in developing the 
technology, we therefore require the skills and knowledge from many different 
disciplines. Indeed, we need the input from surface chemists, polymer 
chemists and physicists, and from design and materials engineers. Thus, the 
science and technology of adhesion and adhesives is a truly multidisciplined 
subject. 

We have attempted to bring these different disciplines together by 
developing a "fracture mechanics" approach to the failure of adhesive joints. 
The concepts of "fracture mechanics" were introduced by A.A. Griffith in 
the 1920s whilst working at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough. 
He recognised the importance of flaws in a material or structure. These 
flaws may be molecular-sized inhomogeneities, or air bubbles, or particles 
of dirt or dust, or they may be actual cracks. However they arise, Griffith 
proposed that the strength of a material, or structure, is governed by their 
presence. He proceeded to define a term, the fracture energy, which is the 
energy needed to propagate a flaw through unit area of the material, or 
structure. The fracture energy is given the symbol "Gc" — where "G" is for 
Griffith and the subscript "c" indicates that it is the critical value for crack 
growth. The importance of flaws may be shown by loading, in polarised 
light, a material whose refractive index changes with load. If the strip of 
photoelastic material contains an edge crack, then the concentration of strain 
and stress around the crack is clearly seen by the intense pattern of colours 
which develop around the crack tip. I then demonstrated how the ideas of 
fracture mechanics build upon this fact by suspending a large sheet of 
paper from a horizontal support, with a dead load of about 300 Newtons 
applied to the bottom edge of the paper sheet. I then used a sharp knife to 
make a small cut in one edge of the sheet of paper, and no adverse effect 
was seen. I then continued to cut deeper into the sheet, so making the 
edge-crack progressively longer. Nothing was observed to occur, until, at a 
critical length, the crack propagated extremely rapidly across the width of 
the loaded paper-sheet. The ideas proposed by Griffith allow us to calculate 
the size of the crack at which the rapid, catastrophic failure of the paper 
sheet occurs, and also to deduce the value of the fracture energy, Gc, needed 
for failure. 
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Now, we have been developing methods of fracture mechanics with 
respect to the failure of adhesive joints, so that we can determine the value 
of Gc for either a cohesive failure of the adhesive, or for an interfacial 
failure along the adhesive/substrate interface. The advances we have made 
in the fracture mechanics of adhesive joints have enabled us to understand 
better the science of and technology of adhesion and adhesives, as I will 
attempt to show during this Inaugural Lecture. 

2. Interfacial Contact and Intrinsic Adhesion 

2.1. Introduction 

As I mentioned previously, the first stage in the formation of an adhesive 
joint is concerned with attaining intimate interfacial contact between the 
adhesive and substrates, and then establishing strong and stable intrinsic 
adhesion forces across the adhesive/substrate interfaces. In order to achieve 
these requirements the substrates often have to be subjected to some form 
of surface treatment before the adhesive is applied. 

Now, all these aspects emphasise the importance of surfaces and surface 
chemistry in the use of adhesives. However, surface science is a fiendishly 
difficult area of research, and the problems of understanding surfaces were 
summarised by W. Pauli by the following comment: 

"God created solids, 
But surfaces are the work of the Devil!" 

Notwithstanding, we have persevered in our research on surfaces, and 
we have used various experimental methods to understand the Devil's work. 
For example, we have used: 

(a) contact angles (i.e. the tangent angle at the contact point of a liquid 
droplet resting on a solid substrate surface) to determine the surface 
tension (or surface free energy) of the adhesives and substrates; 

(b) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to identify the chemical nature of the 
surface; 
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(c) ellipsometry to measure the thickness of thin adsorbed adhesive or primer 

layers; 

(d) reflection high-energy electron diffraction to gain information concerning 

the orientation of such layers; 

(e) optical and electron microscopy to determine the surface morphology 

and topography; and 

(f) secondary-ion mass spectroscopy to detect the type of interfacial bonding 

which is present. 

One problem for a university researcher is that to use most of these 
techniques requires a considerable expenditure, both in terms of capital 
equipment and running costs. It would be far less expensive for Imperial 
College if we changed our research areas from subjects such as adhesion 
science, physics, etc. to philosophy — at least according to Isaac Asimov 
who once quoted an American University President as saying: 

"Why is it that you physicists always require so much expensive equipment? 

Now the Department of Mathematics requires nothing but money for paper, 

pencils and erasers ... and the Department of Philosophy is better still. It 

doesn 't even ask for erasers." 

2.2. Mechanisms of intrinsic adhesion 

However, expensive techniques such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
and secondary-ion mass spectroscopy have enabled us to determine 
exactly why materials do adhere. Many people, for many years, did believe 
that adhesion between the adhesive and substrates was due to some form 
of "microscopic" mechanical interlocking. This theory essentially proposes 
that mechanical keying, or interlocking, of the adhesive into irregularities of 
the substrate surface is the major source of intrinsic adhesion. One example 
where mechanical interlocking is of prime importance is in the use of 
mercury amalgam for filling tooth cavities. The dentist drills out the tooth 
material to give a relatively large "ink-bottle" pit, ideally with an undercut 
angle of about 5°, and a mercury-amalgam filling-material is then forced 
into this cavity. The main mechanism of adhesion which then occurs at the 
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filling/tooth interface is mechanical interlocking. However, the attainment 
of good adhesion between smooth surfaces, such as adhesives to glass or to 
mica, exposes the mechanical interlocking theory as not being of general 
and wide applicability. 

Since the intrinsic adhesion between the adhesive and substrates does 
not typically arise from mechanical interlocking occurring across the 
interfaces, then how does it arise? The answer to this question is that the 
adhesion arises from the fact that all materials have forces of attraction 
acting between their atoms and molecules, and a direct measure of these 
interatomic and intermolecular forces is "surface tension". The tension in 
surface layers is the result of the attraction of the bulk material for the 
surface layer, and this attraction tends to reduce the number of molecules in 
the surface region resulting in an increase in intermolecular distance. This 
increase requires work to be done, and returns work to the system upon a 
return to a normal configuration. This explains why "surface tension" exists 
and why there is a "surface free energy". 

One well-known effect of surface tension acting in water is that it 
enables insects to walk upon its surface. Another effect, which may be 
readily demonstrated, is that it enables a steel needle to be supported on 
the surface of water. However, when the surface tension is lowered, by 
the addition of a small amount of detergent, which decreases the forces of 
intermolecular attraction, the weight of the needle can no longer be supported 
by the surface tension, and the needle sinks. 

Finally, it must be appreciated that solids, as well as liquids, possess a 
"surface tension"; in the case of solids this property is generally termed the 
"surface free energy". Of course, the effects of a surface tension being 
present are far less readily observed in solids, than in liquids. 

Now, the forces of interatomic and intermolecular attraction may not 
only act in the bulk and surface layers of liquids and solids, but may also 
act across the interfaces between phases. Indeed, it is the presence of such 
forces of attraction which is generally responsible for the intrinsic adhesion 
between the adhesive and the substrates, and this most basic mechanism of 
adhesion was recognised by Michael Faraday over one hundred years ago! 
Thus, we can state that, provided sufficiently intimate molecular contact is 
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achieved at the interface, materials will adhere because of the interatomic 
and intermolecular forces which are established between the atoms and 
molecules in the surfaces of the adhesive and substrates. The most common 
of such forces are van der Waals forces and these are referred to as "secondary 
bonds". Also in this category may be included hydrogen bonds. In addition, 
chemical bonds may sometimes be formed across the interface. This is 
termed chemisorption and involves ionic, covalent or metallic interfacial 
bonds being established; these types of bonds are referred to as "primary 
bonds". The terms primary and secondary are in a sense a measure, 
albeit somewhat arbitrary, of the relative strengths of the interatomic and 
intermolecular bonds. 

To illustrate some of the above aspects I will use two examples taken 
from our current research work at Imperial College. The first is concerned 
with the bonding of fibre-composite materials and the second is the 
development of organometallic primer layers. 

2.3. The bonding of fibre-composite materials 

As was shown earlier, the use of fibre-composite materials which are based 
upon continuous glass- or carbon-fibres embedded in a polymeric matrix 
is steadily increasing in many engineering applications. Further, a recent 
development has been the use of a thermoplastic polymeric matrix. For 
example, matrices such as poly(ether-ether ketone) or poly(aromatic amides) 
have been developed and employed, as opposed to the more common 
thermosetting polymeric matrices based upon an epoxy or an unsaturated-
polyester resin. The advantages that the newer thermoplastic matrices can 
offer include shorter production times, higher toughness and easier recycling. 

However, we discovered that the fibre-composites based upon the 
thermoplastic matrices were difficult to join using conventional epoxy or 
acrylic engineering-adhesives. Nevertheless, we found that subjecting the 
composite materials to a "corona-discharge" treatment prior to adhesive 
bonding was a very effective method of obtaining good adhesion, and 
high joint strengths. The "corona-discharge" treatment of fibre-composite 
specimens is shown in Fig. 6. This treatment basically involves applying a 
high voltage (15-20 kV at a frequency of 15 to 20 kHz) across the air-gap 
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Fig. 6. "Corona-discharge" treatment 
of carbon-fibre reinforced-plastic 
(CFRP) specimens, where the CFRP 
material is based upon a thermo
plastic matrix. This pretreatment 
allows the fibre-composite materials 
to be successfully bonded. 

between the composite surface and an electrode. The voltage is increased 
until it exceeds the threshold value for electrical breakdown of the air-gap, 
when the air is ionised. Hence a plasma, at atmospheric pressure, of excited 
oxygen, ozone, etc. ions and radicals is generated. These very active ions 
and radicals then react with the surface layers of the fibre-composite material, 
and so chemically modify its surface. The modified surface possesses a 
higher surface free energy; and this leads to better spreading of the epoxy 
adhesive over the surface of the fibre-composite and to higher intrinsic 
adhesion forces being established across the adhesive/fibre-composite 
interfaces. These aspects are reflected in tougher and stronger adhesive 
joints being made when the fibre-composite is "corona-discharge" treated 
prior to bonding, as was demonstrated in the Inaugural Lecture. 

To understand and quantify the effects of the "corona-discharge" treatment 
we have used many of the experimental techniques which I listed previously. 
For example, the surface analytical method of X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy may be used to detect the changes in the surface regions of the 
fibre-composite before, and after, surface treatment. The technique of X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy is based upon placing the specimen in a ultra
high vacuum chamber and firing X-rays at the surface, but analysing the 
energies of the photoelectrons which are emitted. Since the photoelectrons 
can only escape from about the first 3 nm (1 nm = 10~9 m), then this method 
gives information about only the outermost surface regions of the material. 
X-ray photoelectron spectra of a carbon-fibre poly(aromatic amide) composite, 
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before and after "corona-discharge" treatment, are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 
7(b) respectively. The increases in the concentration, and the type of, oxygen-
containing chemical groups in the surface regions after subjecting the substrate 
to a "corona-discharge" treatment may be clearly seen. Further, contact-
angle measurements showed that the epoxy adhesive would not spread over 
the untreated fibre-composites, but after subjecting the fibre-composite to 
a "corona-discharge" treatment the adhesive did spread readily over the 
composite's surface, and exhibited a very low contact angle. Thus, the 
increased presence of oxygen-containing chemical groups due to the "corona-
discharge" treatment, as shown by using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, 
has increased the polarity of the surface of the composite and led to an 
increase in the surface free energy for the treated fibre-composite; and hence 
we obtain better spreading and intrinsic adhesion of the epoxy adhesive. 

Now, it is difficult to demonstrate readily these aspects using the fibre-
composites, which are black in colour. However, they can be illustrated 
using poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) as a substrate material, which is 
white in colour. PTFE is better known by its trade names of "Teflon" and 
"Fluon", and is of course the material used for the "nonstick" coating of 
fryingpans and saucepans. The reason that PTFE is "nonstick", and the 
reason why the thermoplastic composites are also difficult to bond, is that 
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Fig. 7. X-ray photoelectron spectra of the carbon \s peak of a unidirectional carbon-fibre/ 
poly(aromatic amide) composite. 
(a) Untreated. 
(b) "Corona-discharge" treated (5 J/mm2 of energy applied). 
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all these materials possess very weak surface forces and, therefore, possess 
very low surface free energies. I can demonstrate this by trying to spread 
blue ink over the surface of the white PTFE material. The ink does not 
spread over the surface of the PTFE to give a continuous film of ink, but 
remains as discrete droplets, which have a high contact angle. Even if I try 
to make the ink spread, by forcing it over the surface using a spatula, the 
ink still remains as discrete droplets. Now I can treat the PTFE by placing 
it in a solution of sodium naphthalenide for about fifteen seconds. This 
treatment produces a dull brown-black surface layer, which has a far greater 
surface free energy than the untreated PTFE. These effects arise from the 
fact that the sodium naphthalenide treatment defluorinates the surface layer 
of the PTFE and introduces relatively polar, oxygen-containing, groups into 
the surface regions. (Also, it creates carbon-carbon conjugated double bonds 
in the surface regions, and it is these groups which cause the brown-black 
colouration.) The ink-wetting experiment may be repeated on the treated 
PTFE material, and the ink now readily spreads over the surface of the 
treated PTFE to give a smooth, continuous film of ink, which exhibits a very 
low contact angle. The greater adhesion of the treated PTFE may be shown 
by gluing together two PTFE strips, to form an overlap joint, using a 
cyanoacrylate (i.e. "Superglue") adhesive. The joints were made and then 
left for a few minutes for the adhesive to polymerise, and so harden. It was 
demonstrated that the joint made using the untreated PTFE strips was very 
weak, and could easily be pulled apart. On the other hand, the joint made 
using the treated PTFE strips was sufficiently strong to resist all my attempts 
to break the joint. 

To summarise, the reason why surface treatments such as plasma 
treatments (e.g. the "corona-discharge" method) or chemical-etch treatments 
(e.g. the sodium naphthalenide solution) are effective is that they introduce 
chemical groups which are relatively polar, into the surface regions of 
the substrate material. Hence, stronger intermolecular forces act in the surface 
regions of the materials, and this leads to an increase in the surface free 
energy of the substrate. Thus, we can attain (a) better interfacial contact 
between the adhesive and substrate, and (b) higher intrinsic adhesion forces 
of molecular attraction acting across the interface. 
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2.4. The use of organometallic primers 

A second example of the importance of surface chemistry in adhesive bonding 
is the use of organometallic primers. The most common type of such primers 
are the silane-based primers. The types available commercially have the 
general structure X3Si(CH2)„Y; where n = 0 to 3, X is a hydrolysable group 
on silicon and Y is a organofunctional group usually selected to be chemical 
reactive with a given adhesive. The generally accepted mechanism of intrinsic 
adhesion for such primers is that they enable the formation of strong, primary, 
interfacial bonds across the substrate/primer/adhesive interfaces. They 
therefore effectively enable the adhesive to be chemically reacted, and so 
strongly bonded, to the surface of the substrate. This gives rise to strong 
intrinsic adhesion, which is reflected in strong and durable (i.e. water-resistant) 
adhesive joints. 

Now we have been developing such primers which form only a 
"monolayer" in a joint. As the name suggests, a "monolayer" is where only 
one molecular layer of a chemical species adsorbs onto a surface, and 
for many years monolayers have been known to be powerful agents for 
modifying surfaces. We can see what a great influence monolayers may 
have from an experiment where I ignite a dish containing a saturated aqueous 
solution of ether and then extinguish the flames by using oleic acid (i.e. 
CH3(CH2)7CH = CH(CH2)7COOH). The oleic acid adsorbs as a monolayer 
via its highly-polar acid-end group. Since oleic acid does not burn, it smothers 
and so extinguishes the flames. (The experiment, fortunately, worked as 
planned — thus the fire-brigade were not called upon!) As could be clearly 
observed, the amount of oleic acid needed to extinguish the flames was very, 
very small. This is because only one molecular layer was needed and so the 
thickness of the oleic-acid layer was about 3 nm; and when considering the 
thickness of this monolayer bear in mind that 1 nm = 10"9 m = one millionth 
of a millimetre. 

Now to achieve a monolayer of an organometallic primer adsorbed onto 
the surface of a substrate, simply from dipping the substrate into a solution 
of the primer, we have synthesised a long alkyl-chain based silane, namely 
18-nonadecenyltrichlorosilane, which has the chemical formulae: 
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CH2 = CH(CH2)17SiCl3 

The substrate, an aluminium-alloy, was then immersed in a 0.1 Molar solution 
of this silane primer in 90% hexadecane/10% chloroform. The silane first 
hydrolyses, to give 18-nonadecenyltrihydroxysilane, and then chemically 
adsorbs onto the surface of the aluminium alloy, with the hydroxyl groups 
reacting with similar groups which are present on the aluminium oxide to 
give a -Si-O-Al- chemical bonds. The presence of the long alkyl chain forces 
the hydrocarbon chains to pack tightly together and, being nonpolar, they 
orientate themselves away from the substrate. Thus, an orientated monolayer 
of the silane primer, about 3 nm thick, and which is chemically bonded to 
the aluminium oxide, is formed on the surface of the aluminium alloy. The 
second step is to convert the vinylic-end groups on the adsorbed primer to 
groups which may react with the adhesive which is to be used to bond the 
silane-primed aluminium-alloy substrates together. In the present experiments 
the vinylic-end groups were converted to hydroxyl groups. (It should be 
noted that, if the vinylic-end groups were converted to hydroxyl groups 
before the primer was adsorbed onto aluminium alloy, the presence of polar 
groups at both ends of the primer molecule would have prevented the 
formation of an orientated monolayer of the silane primer.) A polyurethane 
adhesive was then used to join the silane-primed aluminium-alloy substrates. 

The measured fracture stress of the joint, as a function of the length of 
the sharp crack which has been placed at the interface in the joint, was then 
determined and the results are shown in Fig. 8. As may be seen, when the 
fracture stress is plotted as a function of the inverse of the square-root of 
the crack length, an excellent linear fit is found for any given type of joint, 
as demanded by the theory of fracture mechanics developed by Griffith. For 
the joints where the vinylic-end group on the primer was not changed, so 
giving a primer which would not react with the incoming adhesive, the 
adhesive fracture energy, Gc, is lower than that of the control joints; where 
no primer was employed. However, when the vinylic-end group on the 
primer was changed, so as to give a primer which would now react with 
the incoming adhesive, the joints possessed an adhesive fracture energy, Gc, 
which was significantly greater than that of the control, unprimed joints. 
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Fig. 8. The effect of using a silane-based primer in polyurethane adhesive/aluminium-alloy 
adhesive joints. The figure shows a plot of the fracture stress versus a function of the inverse 
of the square root of the length of the crack inserted at the interface. The value of the 
adhesive fracture energy, Gc, may be obtained from the slope of the linear relationship for 
a given joint. (The control joints employed no primer.) 

Thus, the presence of an orientated monolayer of the organometallic silane 
primer (which is therefore an inherently strong interlayer) and which can 
chemically react with both the aluminium oxide and the adhesive (to form 
a primary, chemically-bonded interlayer) dramatically increases the toughness 
of the joint. Further, if the joint is immersed in water, or exposed to a high 
relative humidity, then the presence of such a primer may also greatly increase 
the resistance of the interface of the joint to attack by moisture. Thus, the 
durability and service life of the joint may be significantly increased. 

3. Hardening the Adhesive 

3.1. Introduction 

The second stage in adhesive bonding involves "hardening" (sometimes 
called "curing") the adhesive. This is necessary since, to achieve spreading 
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of the adhesive over the substrate and establish interfacial molecular contact 
and adhesion, the adhesive has to be in a "liquid" form. However, for the 
adhesive joint to be able to bear loads, the adhesive must now harden to 
form a relatively strong and rigid solid. 

This brings us to the role of polymer chemistry and physics in the 
science and technology of adhesion and adhesives, and we physicists can 
now put the rest of the science and engineering community in their rightful 
place. At least according to Rutherford, who once stated: 

"The only true branch of science is physics, the rest is just like collecting 

postage stamps." 

On the other hand, we chemists did fight back against this attitude, 
thanks to Frederick Soddy who said: 

"Chemistry has been termed by the physicist as the messy part of physics, 

but there is no reason why the physicists should be permitted to make a mess 

of chemistry when they invade it." 

3.2. Chemical aspects 

The importance of hardening the adhesive can be readily demonstrated by 
trying to bond together two pieces of balsa wood, using water as the glue. 
Although the water spreads readily over the balsa wood, the strength of the 
overlap joint between the pieces of wood is obviously low, since the liquid 
water has no significant bulk strength. If we repeat the experiment, but now 
freeze the water by dipping the joint in liquid nitrogen for a few seconds, 
then whilst the water is frozen — so the adhesive is now ice, of course — 
the joint is relatively strong. Indeed, when I do break the joint it actually 
fails in the balsa wood (i.e. substrate) away from the bonded region and not 
in the adhesively-bonded overlapped region. 

Now in the case of engineering adhesives we need a hardening method 
which is not as temperature sensitive, and which gives more durable joints, 
than "freezing". And most engineering adhesives harden via the formation 
of a crosslinked, thermosetting polymer. An excellent example of this polymer 
chemistry in action, and one which many of the audience will have used 
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themselves, is "Two-Tube Araldite" — a product sold by all good "Do-it-
Yourself" shops! As I demonstrated, you simply first mix together the resin 
(which is an epoxy resin) from one tube and the crosslinking agent (quite 
logically called the "hardener") from the second tube. You then use the 
adhesive whilst it is in the "liquid" form, so that you can spread it over the 
substrates. At this stage the joint has virtually no strength, since the adhesive 
is still a "liquid". However, the adhesive then hardens over the next few 
hours, which is achieved by the epoxy resin reacting with the hardener to 
form a crosslinked, thermosetting polymer. Once hardened, you can apply 
quite high loads to the polymeric adhesive, without the adhesive undergoing 
plastic deformation (i.e. without the adhesive flowing) or fracturing. 

3.3. Multiphase adhesives 

For adhesives to be used in very demanding engineering applications, the 
chemistry of the hardening process is often designed so as to give an adhesive 
which possesses a "multiphase" microstructure. Indeed, the formation of a 
multiphase microstructure is crucial in enabling adhesives to be used as very 
tough, engineering materials. Typically, a liquid rubber is dissolved in the 
"liquid" (i.e. uncured, monomeric adhesive) and as the adhesive polymerises 
(and so hardens) the rubbery component phase separates and forms small 
spherical particles of rubber in the adhesive material. The small rubber 
particles can be clearly seen in a transmission electron micrograph, see 
Fig. 9, and they are about 1 to 5 micrometers in diameter (1 mm = 10~6 m). 

>;* «t . 
Fig. 9. A transmission electron micrograph of 
a rubber-toughened epoxy adhesive. The 
spherical rubber particles in the matrix of cured 
epoxy polymer may be clearly seen. 
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To demonstrate the effects of toughening the adhesive by the inclusion 
of such rubber particles I bonded together two strips of aluminium-alloy. For 
one joint I used a simple, i.e. nontoughened, adhesive, whilst for the other 
I used the same basic adhesive but which now possessed an internal 
microstructure of rubber particles, as shown in Fig. 9. In the case of the 
nontoughened adhesive, the joint broke easily when I bent the lap joint. 
However, for the toughened adhesive, I was able to bend the lap joint 
repeatedly backwards and forwards, without the adhesive failing. 

Now, these experimental results do clearly show that the rubber-modified, 
multiphase adhesives are indeed extremely tough. However, I have always 
tried to follow Sir Arthur Eddington's rule: 

"It is a good rule not to put too much confidence in experimental results 

until they have been confirmed by theory." 

Therefore, over the last few years we have developed theoretical models to 

explain why such adhesives are so very tough. 
We have theoretically modelled (a) the microstructure, (b) the toughening 

mechanisms, and (c) the resulting fracture energy, Gc, using finite-element 
stress analysis. Figure 10 shows a computer-generated model of two rubber 
particles, and we only need to model one quarter of each particle because 
of the symmetry of the structure. Between the rubber particles is the 

Fig. 10. A computer-generated model of 
the deformation behaviour of a rubber-
toughened epoxy adhesive. The finite-
element analysis shows two (one-quarter) 
spherical rubber particles. The material 
between the rubber particles is the epoxy 
adhesive. The green-coloured band re
presents the development of a plastic shear 
band in the epoxy polymer — initiated by, 
and running between, the rubber particles. 
(The adhesive is being loaded vertically.) 
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cured adhesive, in this case we have fed into the model the mechanical 
(i.e. the stress versus strain) properties of a typical crosslinked epoxy polymer. 
Next we can apply a load to our model, and the colours seen in Fig. 10 
represent different levels of stress which result from the interactions of the 
microstructure and the applied load. The band of colours running at 
approximately 45° between the rubber particles shows the development of 
one of the many plastic shear bands which are initiated by the presence of 
the rubber particles and form in the epoxy adhesive. These plastic shear 
bands absorb mechanical energy and so reduce the stress concentrations at 
the tip of any crack, or flaw, in the joint. Hence, the presence of the rubber 
particles greatly increases the toughness of the adhesive. From the computer 
model we can theoretically predict the level of toughness of the multiphase 
adhesive for a given microstructure, provided we measure the stress versus 
strain behaviour of the rubber and epoxy phases so that we can feed these 
properties into our model. The values of the fracture energy, Gc, for a 
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Fig. 11. Values of the fracture energy, Gc, of a rubber-toughened epoxy plotted as a function 
of the test temperature. Note the good agreement between the theoretical predictions from 
the modelling studies and the experimental measurements. 
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rubber-toughened epoxy adhesive from the theoretical modelling studies are 
compared to the experimentally measured values in Fig. 11. Clearly, following 
Sir Arthur Eddington's rule, we may now have confidence in the experimental 
results. Such modelling methods are currently being used in order to develop 
even tougher adhesives in a more efficient, and less empirical, manner. 

The development of these multiphase adhesives represents another major 
development in adhesives technology, and many industries now rely upon 
such materials. For example, the "Jaguar XJ220" sports car employs such 
adhesives extensively for joining the aluminium-alloy parts used in its 
construction. Indeed, if you could spare about £400,000, then you could 
help in "Sticking Up for Adhesives" by buying one of these vehicles! 

4. Predicting the Strength and Service Life of Adhesive Joints 

4.1. Introduction 

Turning now to the third and last stage, then the design of the joint, the way 
in which loads are applied to it and the service environment that it must 
withstand will all affect its mechanical performance and service life. So, 
now the skills and knowledge of the materials engineer are now demanded. 

For example, the combination of hot/wet climatic conditions and cyclic 
fatigue loads represents a very demanding environment for an adhesively-
bonded joint. Indeed, there are cases where engineering components have 
prematurely failed under such conditions after they have been in-service for 
periods of just a few months. Obviously we engineers wish to be able to 
predict, and prevent, the failure of adhesively-bonded components. Therefore, 
accelerated ageing tests are often undertaken during the design phase of 
an engineering project. Accelerated ageing tests typically involve exposing 
bonded joints in water, or the environment of interest (e.g. a corrosive salt-
spray), at a relatively high temperature. For example, maybe six months 
exposure in boiling water, or at least water at, say, 60°C. A major problem 
which may be encountered with such an approach, and a reason why such 
accelerated tests may be very misleading is succinctly summed up by the 
question: 
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"When did boiling an egg ever produce a chicken?" 

Thus, it is important to ensure that accelerated tests are selected which 
do give the same outcome (i.e. the same mechanisms of ageing) as would 
be seen in real life — the aim being to accelerate the mechanisms of 
environmental attack, not to produce mechanisms different to those seen in 
real life. 

4.2. The fatigue behaviour of adhesive joints 

We have been working to predict the lifetime of bonded joints which are 
subjected to cyclic fatigue loads. Such loading occurs when the joint is 
subjected to oscillating loads, and this type of loading may be particularly 
damaging to all types of materials and components. A fracture mechanics 
test has been used to generate the data shown in Fig. 12. Here the rate of 
crack growth per cycle, da/dN, is plotted against the maximum adhesive 
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Fig. 12. Results from cyclic 
fatigue tests conducted on adhe
sive joints which consist of an 
epoxy adhesive bonding carbon-
fibre reinforced-plastic substrates. 
The crack growth rate, da/dN, per 
cycle is shown as a function of 
the maximum fracture energy, 
Graax, in any loading-unloa-ding 
cycle. Note the presence of a 
lower bound, threshold, value of 
Gmdx, below which no cyclic 
crack growth will occur. 
(Frequency of testing: 5 Hz.) 
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fracture energy, Gmax, which occurs in a loading-unloading cycle. It may be 
seen that the lower the value of the maximum load in the cycle, and hence 
the lower the value of Gmax, then the slower is the rate of crack growth 
through the joint. Further, there is a threshold value of Gmax, below which 
no crack growth occurs. This threshold value obviously provides a very 
useful design limit when used with appropriate safety factors. Since, providing 
the maximum load applied to the bonded component is always below the 
corresponding value of this threshold value of Gmax, then no failure due to 
fatigue loading should ever be observed. 

Now, these fracture mechanics data shown in Fig. 12 may also be 
employed to predict the actual fatigue life of other designs of adhesive joints 
and bonded components. The basic approach is to derive a relationship for 
the results shown in Fig. 12, and then integrate this relationship. For example, 
the data may be used to predict the number, N ,̂ of cycles needed to cause 
failure of a lap joint, which consists of two strips of fibre-composite material 
overlapped and bonded together, when subjected to a given cyclic fatigue 
load. Indeed, we have obtained good agreement between the experimental 
results and the theoretical predictions for the number, Nj, of cycles such 
joints may be subjected to before failure is observed. We are currently 
developing such methods to enable us to predict accurately the lifetimes to 
be expected from different designs of bonded components. 

5. Conclusions 

I trust that the examples shown in this Inaugural Lecture have greatly 
increased your faith in the use of adhesives. But I now come to a final, and 
extremely convincing, reason for "Sticking Up for Adhesives" — which is 
that nature, invariably, has anticipated the efforts of mankind. Indeed, nature 
has most successfully acted as both the chemist and the engineer for many, 
many thousands of years. 

An excellent example of nature using adhesion and adhesives is illustrated 
by the survival method of the plant "Drosera Rotundiflora", otherwise known 
as the "Sundew Plant". This plant survives by digesting the body fluids of 
dead ants, but first, of course, it has to capture the ant. Now, to capture the 
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ant it does not drive a nail through the ant, or use mechanical fasteners. It 
does, however, rely upon "glue". At the end of each stalk on the plant there 
is a globule of glue. Photographs of the capture of the ant show that the glue 
spreads readily over the body of the ant, making a low contact angle, and 
the glue is very tough. As in the case of engineering adhesives, these factors 
combine to give excellent adhesion and joint strength. However, nature's 
efforts clearly score over those of mankind, since the "Sundew Plant" does 
not, of course, have to pretreat the body of the ant before its glue can 
adhere, not did it rely upon mathematical formulae and modelling to develop 
its glue. 

However, if you are still not sufficiently convinced to become a convert 
and have faith in adhesives, and so join me in "Sticking Up for Adhesives", 
then I would suggest that you follow the advice of J.E. Gordon: 

"When all else fails 
Use bloody great nails." 
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Abstract 

Beginning in prehistoric times many materials have been important for 
their strength and toughness and have been used to make tools and 
machines to lighten or replace human labour. Since the emergence of 
modern metallurgy, during the first industrial revolution, when power 
was being applied to machinery to mass-produce consumer goods, 
most (at first, nearly all) the emphasis in materials development was 
on the strength and toughness of materials. This is the better-known 
half of the story of materials. The other half of the materials story 
concerns other materials, the precious metals and naturally occurring 
crystals, that, also from the earliest times, were valued for their 
transparency, colour, sparkle, shape and their supposed magical 
properties and were used for decoration and for religious or magical 
purposes. The physical properties of such crystals and related 
materials have been exploited in recent decades to make possible 
modern "solid-state" electronic and optoelectronic systems. 

The first report that a semiconducting compound had been 
synthesised and, surprisingly, found to be transparent, attracted me 
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into research on such solid state materials. We found that this material, 
GaP, emitted light from grain boundaries. The emission mechanism 
was established using voltage contrast in a scanning electron microscope 
for perhaps the first time. This was my entree to research on defect 
and device structures in micro- and optoelectronic materials and the 
development of scanning electron microscope techniques for this field, 
some aspects of which will be presented. 

The control of defects and structure in monolithic semiconductor 
devices became the enabling technology of the new phase of industriali
sation. In this present, second industrial revolution, information 
technology is spreading throughout the world economy and all aspects 
of society. The dominant semiconductor and other materials for this 
technology are important for virtually all their properties other than 
strength and toughness. The semiconductor devices, for which strength 
is of virtually no importance, are assembled into machines and systems 
that do no mechanical work. These machines, like computers, television 
sets, and telecommunication systems manipulate electrons or photons 
representing information and increasingly entertain, educate us and 
order our lives. If computers come to think as well, these materials 
will have proved magical indeed. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Half the story of materials 

One good way to draw attention to the vital importance of materials in human 
progress is to remind ourselves of the archaeologists' division of the earliest 
stages of development, in terms of the most (practically) important materials 
of these periods, as the stone, bronze and iron ages. 

Let us look at the earliest stages a little more closely. I entered the 
University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa in 1947, 
after growing up and having my school education in the United States. I was 
interested not only in science but also in history. I found that at Wits 
University there was great interest in prehistory. This was because then-
recent local discoveries had extended knowledge of the premodern-human 
past back to enormously more distant times. Bones of the oldest prehumans, 
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the hominid australopithicines, evolutionary "missing links", had been found 
in the nearby Sterkfontein caves suggesting that Africa was the original 
cradle of mankind. Archaeologists were then just beginning to guess that 
some of the crudely chipped stones found lying in large numbers in the 
same strata might be tools, made by the hominids and vastly earlier than 
the Paleolithic tools of Europe and elsewhere of the then so-called "Old 
Stone Age" (the paleolithic era). The latter extended back a half a million 
years in Europe and was characterised by the Acheulean style of stone 
artefacts typified by the beautifully chipped Acheulean hand axe (Fig. 1). 

The decades of research since then, especially at the even better, later-
discovered hominid site at Olduvai Gorge in Kenya, has confirmed that the 
earliest predecessors of modern mankind did first appear in Africa. It also 
confirmed that the characteristic handy-sized rocks with a chipped section 
along one edge, found in these sites were the oldest form of tool, now 
known as the olduwan chopper-scraper (Fig. 2). These tools, dating back to 
2,600,000 years ago, and made by Australopithicine hominids, were the 
whole of technology for over 1.5 million years! (Acheulean tools have since 
been found in Africa dating back to a million years ago.) As man can be 
defined as the tool making animal, the development of this technology 

Fig. 1. Acheulean hand axe. Note the beautiful workmanship 
showing the high level of mastery of the technology of 
chipping (pressure cleaving) of stone such as flint. [Ref. 3, 
reproduced, with permission, from the (Encyclopaedia 
Brittanica 15th Edition Encyclopaedia Brittanica Inc., Chicago) 
Macropaedia Vol. 8, p. 608.] 
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Fig. 2. Olduwan chopper or scraper. These oldest known 
tools date back to 2.6 million years ago. [Ref. 3, repro
duced, with permission, from the (Encyclopaedia Brittanica 
15th Edition Encyclopaedia Brittanica Inc., Chicago) 
Macropaedia Vol. 8, p. 608.] 

differentiated our distant ancestors from the animal kingdom and started the 
process that produced Homo Sapiens, that is, us. 

The Paleolithic age (Olduwan and Acheulean) was so long (about two 
and a half million years) that, by comparison, all later ages form only a 
short period, totalling ten thousand years, that could be labelled "recent". 
This consists of the Neolithic (New Stone Age) characterised by a variety 
of polished stone implements, that lasted a mere 5,000 years (the progress 
of materials techology was beginning to accelerate!), the bronze age of a 
thousand years and the Iron age running, according to Archaeologists, the 
4,000 years down to the present. Obviously later subdivisions characterised 
by other, arguably then-dominant materials such as steel etc. could be made. 
This broad stone-bronze-iron succession emphasises the "serious materials" 
used for life-and-death survival applications as weapons and tools. Tools, 
in turn, are used for the construction of shelter and later for producing 
transport, production and power machinery. Materials for these structural 
and mechanical applications are required to be strong, tough and durable. 
Developments to satisfy these requirements are the objective of the materials 
discipline in most people's minds. 

1.2. The other half of the materials story 

This, however, was never the whole story. Having seen the earliest type of 
artifact, the Olduwan chopper/scraper, let us look next at probably the world's 
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Fig. 3. Gold mask on the lid of the third, 
innermost coffin of the boy god-king. 
Pharaoh Tutankhamun. (Photo copyright: 
The Robert Harding Picture Library, 
London. The actual artefact belongs to the 
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.) 

most famous and impressive single ancient artifact (Fig. 3). This is the cover 
of the third, innermost coffin of the boy god-king Pharaoh Tutankhamun. 
Those of you who, like my family and I, saw this life size funeral portrait 
of Tutankhamun, when it was on display at the British Museum some years 
ago, will know how stunning it is, being made of solid gold and inlaid with 
semi-precious stones. It beautifully illustrates the fact that some materials 
have always been valued not for strength or practical utility, but for their 
appearance: their colour, transparency, and sparkle — and used for decoration, 
display and religious or magical purposes from ancient times. Tutankhamun's 
tomb dates back to about 3,300 years ago, that is, near the beginning of the 
iron age. Gold, which occurs in nature in the metallic state, was discovered 
about 5,000 years ago, probably in Mesopotamia. Silver was discovered in 
the copper age which briefly preceeded the bronze age proper. (Bronze is a 
harder, more useful alloy of copper.) So the decorative "noble" metals, gold, 
silver and copper, were all known before any "serious", strong metal. 
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Fig. 4. Naturally occurring quartz crystals. Note the imperfections in the left-hand example 
and the characteristic angle between the "twinned" pair of quartz crystals. The crystals on the 
right are of smokcy (dark) quartz. This mineral can also occur in a number of other colours 
like rose (pink) quartz and amethyst, depending on the impurities it contains. 

We also have linguistic evidence of the fascination that crystals, including 
gem stones, had in prehistoric times in the very word crystal. This comes 
from the ancient (Homeric, bronze age) Greek: krystallos which meant "clear 
ice". (In modern Greek krystallos has come to mean crystal, of course.) To 
the ancient Greeks these most characteristic and frequently occurring of 
large crystals (Fig. 4), were krystallos as they thought them to be ice 
permanently solidified by very low temperatures. This material grows, when 
it has space to do so, in the form shown in Fig. 4 as hexagonal cylinders 
topped by a distinctive pyramidal shape. It is this shape or "morphology" 
that is characteristic. We know this material today as quartz — one 
crystallographic form of silicon dioxide, of which window glass and, in highly 
purified form, modern optical communication fibre is made. Moreover, most 
of us have on our wrists "quartz" watches in which small platelets cut from 
crystals of quartz are excited piezoelectrically to provide accurate timing. 
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Fig. 5. The famous life size crystal skull in the Museum of Mankind in London. The filmy 
veils inside the material consist of innumerable small particles. (Copyright: The British 
Museum.) 

Thus this oldest known of the physical-property, "functional" materials is at 
the heart of a number of the latest technological marvels. 

The mystical/magical mode of thought also responded strongly to 
"krystallos". The so-called crystal ball, the proverbial stock-in-trade of fortune 
tellers is a polished sphere of quartz. Natural quartz contains defects: cracks, 
inclusions and filmy veils due to nonuniform impurity distributions (as in the 
left-hand crystal in Fig. 4 and in the large carved quartz crystal in Fig. 5). 
It is still believed by some that by gazing into these depths the fortune teller 
can see visions of the future. Both materials scientists and fortune tellers 
thus study defect structure in the hope of gaining the power of prediction! 
In the scientist's case it is the properties and performance of the sample that 
can be predicted. Also illustrating the religious appeal of quartz is the beautiful 
crystal skull (Fig. 5) displayed in the Museum of Mankind (a branch of the 
British Museum) in London. This was discovered in 1926 under an altar in 
a lost Mayan city in British Honduras and is possibly of Aztec origin. 
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Fig. 6. The cubic morphology (characteristic naturally occurring shape) of fluorite crystals. 
This is exhibited especially by the individual crystals at the top left. The insert shows fluorite 
crystals photographed by the characteristic blue "fluorescent" light they emit when activated 
by ultra-violet light. The phenomenon of fluorescence which is now used in fluorescent 
lamps was first discovered in fluorite and so is named for it. 

Other minerals have other naturally-occurring shapes. Fluorite forms cubes 
(Fig. 6) and it can be excited by ultraviolet radiation to emit "fluorescence" 
— visible blue light. Fluorescence was named after this mineral in which 
the phenomenon was first observed (Fig. 6). Galena, which is mineralogical 
PbS (lead sulphide), grows under favourable conditions as cubo-octahedra 
(Fig. 7). Incidentally this is the shape of the first Brillouin zone in the elec
tronic structure of the modern diamond- and sphalerite-structure semicon
ductors. The study of the shapes of crystals led to the recognition that what 
was invariant was the angles between the faces. This led to the Law of 
Rational Intercepts, Miller indices etc. and was the start of the science of 
crystallography. It was also observed that many crystals readily cleave 
into smaller blocks of particular, characteristic shapes. For example, galena 
cleaves into small cubes (Fig. 8). This led to another of the basic ideas of 
crystallography, that of unit cells, elementary volumes which fit together to 
form the complete crystal. 
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Fig. 7. Galena crystals grown on a bed of siderite and quartz. Many crystals form in this way, 
in among grains of other materials. The galena crystals are the ones that look metallic. 

Fig. 8. Cleaved cubes of galena split from a 
natural crystal of this mineral. 

2cm 

Scientists were fascinated by the properties that crystals were found to 
possess. These include "fluorescence" (Fig. 6), that is the emission of cold 
light, now familiar through its use in fluorescent lights. Magnet is another 
word of Greek origin and originally referred to pieces of loadstone or 
magnetite (an iron oxide mineral), the first known magnetic material. Electron, 
too, is a Greek word meaning amber — fossilised pine resin. It was found 
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that amber becomes electrostatically charged on rubbing. This was the first 
electrical phenomenon to be discovered. The first semiconductor device 
property, rectification, was discovered in the 19th Century by Carl Ferdinand 
Braun. He observed that a contact made by pressing the tip of a wire into 
the surface of crystals of mineral sulphides like galena (PbS) (Figs. 7 and 8), 
a natural semiconductor — in some places but not others! — would rectify. 
That is, some "point contacts" of fine wires pressed into galena pass a current 
in one direction but not the other. This was one of the contributions for 
which C.F. Braun shared the 1908 Nobel Prize with Guglielmo Marconi who 
pioneered radio. In the 1920s, this property was used in the first broadcast 
radio receivers which were known as Cat's Whisker sets, from the appearance 
of the fine sharpened wire contacts pressed into the natural galena crystals. 
Small cleavage cubes of galena can still be used very successfully as cat's 
whisker diodes in reception of modern radio broadcasts. Later, solid-state 
devices, as we would now describe galena diode radio detectors, were 
displaced from electronics by vacuum tubes for over 30 years. Similar silicon 
rectifiers were, however, used in radar in the Second World War. 

This interest in silicon rectifiers lead directly to the Bell Laboratories 
research program on germanium, an element closely related to silicon, in the 
immediate post-war period. So in one sense modern solid state electronics 
and optoelectronics has "stone age" roots. In another sense the solid-state 
age began on 23 December, 1947, when the Bell Laboratories germanium 
research program culminated in the observation of the long-sought-after 
solid-state amplification, that is transistor action, for the first time. This took 
place in the crude point contact or "type A" transistor of Fig. 9, clearly the 
grandchild of the galena cat's whisker rectifier. 

This first crude, experimental transistor consists of a piece irregularly 
cleaved out of a slice cut from a germanium crystal. This can be seen 
soldered to a block of metal at the bottom of Fig. 9. The metal block forms 
one contact to the transistor. The other two are closely spaced "point contacts" 
made by gold foil leads running down either side of the large triangular 
piece of plastic, and under the edges of its bottom tip. They are pressed 
down onto the germanium crystal by a paper-clip spring which is soldered 
to the top of a block set in the top centre of the triangle of plastic. The 
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Fig. 9. The first experimental type A transistor made at Bell Laboratories in 1947. The 
germanium crystal is the dark irregular slab resting on the yellow metal sheet forming the 
base contact at the bottom. The triangular block of plastic has gold foil running down its 
sides to form the two adjacent contacts to the top of the germanium crystal. The copper wire 
leads to the two top "point" contacts can be seen at the corners of the plastic triangle. The 
third copper wire lead is attached to the bottom metal sheet. The plastic triangle is pressed 
down by a rectangular spring made from a paper clip. (Photo courtesy of Bell Laboratories, 
Murray Hill, New Jersey.) 
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copper wires that lead via the gold foils to the two "point" contacts can be 
seen at the top corners of the triangle of plastic. The first observation of 
electrical amplification in this semiconductor (germanium) crystal brought 
Bardeee, Brattain and Shockley the Nobel Prize for Physics and launched 
modem solid-state electronics with all its implications. 

From such physical-property, semiconductor materials are produced 
ever smaller "devices" that have no moving parts and do no mechanical 
work. It will be remembered that in elementary physics work done is defined 

Fig. 10. A portion of the mill of the Analytic Engine with printing mechanism (1871) 
which was under construction when Babbage died. [Ref. 11, reprinted from D. Swade (1991) 
Charles Babbage and his Calculating Engines (Science Museum: London). By permission of 
The Science Museum.] 
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as the force applied times the displacement produced. No material object is 
displaced by electronic or optoelectronic devices, machines or systems. Instead 
they manipulate or "process" electrons or photons representing information. 
Motionless machines, like computers, television sets and air traffic control 
and telecomunications systems that perform no mechanical work are 
characteristic of the wired-society, information-technology age. This would 
have astounded most Victorian scientists and engineers but not Babbage! He 
will be remembered as the premature, lone visionary, who tried to build a 
programmable mechanical computer, the "analytical engine". A portion of 
the analytical engine of 1871, which was under construction at the time 
of Babbage's death is shown in Fig. 10. He was not able to complete any of 
his mechanical computers despite spending years of effort and advancing 
precision mechanical engineering along the way. Today he is recognised as 
a pioneer of computing and his assistant, Lady Ada Lovelace, daughter of 
Lord Byron, is recognised as a pioneer of the ideas of programming. The 
modern computer language, ADA, is named in her honour. Let me turn now 
to my bit of ancient history. 

2. Grain Boundary Electroluminescence in GaP 

In my immediate post-doctoral year at Birmingham University, I began to 
look around for my own field of research. I was introduced to the then new 
field of semiconductors by a fellow student, Dr. R.L. Bell. He had then just 
taken a job at the leading British laboratory for this work, the Royal Radar 
Establishment (now the DRE, Malvern). Professor H. Welker in Germany 
had just proposed on physico-chemical grounds that there should be a new 
class of "intermetallic" III-V compounds (Fig. 11). These, he argued, should 
be semiconductors, closely similar to germanium and silicon. He and his 
research group immediately launched a programme to synthesise and study 
all the III-Vs, one after another. 

What lead to my entry into the field was the publication of an observation 
on the third compound they produced, that was, at the time, startling, at 
least to me. Let me fill in a little background to explain the impact of that 
long-ago publication. It is the common experience that clean metals are 
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Fig. 11. The Periodic Table of the chemical elements showing group (column) IVA in which 
the classical semiconductors silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) occur. (Ref. 2, reprinted from 
Adv. Electron. El. Phys., The Physics of Semiconductor Materials, E. Burstein and P.H. Egli. 
7, 1, (1955), by permission of the the publisher, Academic Press Ltd., London.) The III—V 
compounds are formed of 50 atomic % each of an element from group IIIA and one from 
group VA, like GaAs. H. Welker first suggested that such compounds would be semiconductors 
closely analogous to Si and Ge and then led a research group that synthesised these materials 
one after the other and determined their semiconducting properties. 

opaque and shiny like gold (Fig. 3) and stainless steel, for example. Insulators 
like silicon dioxide whether in the form of quartz (pure) or window glass are 
transparent or translucent. In fact one distinguishes metals from insulators 
or ceramics like alumina or zirconia, by eye, in this way. The dominant 
semiconductor material, in which transistor action had been discovered, was 
then germanium and the other semiconductor element, then of largely 
historical interest, was silicon. Both look typically silvery and metallic 
(Fig. 12). The naturally occurring semiconductor galena also looks darkly 
shiny and metallic (Figs. 8 and 9). The third of the III-V compounds that 
Welker's group made was gallium phosphide (GaP). They found that it was, 
surprisingly, transparent (Fig. 12). Moreover, when they passed a current 
through it, gave out light, called electroluminescence. 
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I immediately wrote to Welker saying: please, may I have some? Back 
came a few bits by return of post. I went and talked to Graham Alfrey, a 
lecturer in Physics and his research student Colin Wiggins who were interested 
in electroluminescence, a long-standing research field in Birmingham. We 
attached a couple of wires to one of the bits of GaP with dabs of silver paint, 
connected it across an ac voltage and saw the sort of pattern of bright lines 
shown in Fig. 13. We quickly did enough to verify the observation that 
the light came from the grain boundaries, to show that two flashes of light 
came out during each cycle of ac current and that the intensity increased 
with the magnitude of the current. We sent these fact plus the hypothesis 
that it was an example of injection electroluminescence in a Letter to the 
Editor of Nature.7 The last point was a controversial idea at the time but it 
was right as it turned out. This was my first publication and I was hooked 
for life! 

It is now clear that semiconducting materials lie toward the middle of 
the spectrum of optical as well as that of electrical properties. The term 
"jg/n/conductor" was originally coined to classify materials with electrical 
conductivities that lie between those of good metallic conductors and of 
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Fig. 13. Light micrograph of grain boundary electroluminescence in GaP. The bright lines 
show that the light emitted from this early polycrystalline GaP came from boundaries between 
the grains of different crystallographic orientations in the slice of material. (Ref. 1, reprinted 
from SoL State. Phys. Electron. Telecomm. Vol. 2. Electroluminescence at Grain Boundaries 
in Gallium Phosphide. G.P. Alfrey and C.S. Wiggins, 747,1960 by permission of the publisher, 
Academic Press Ltd., London.) 

good insulators. This property depends on the arrangement of the atoms in 
the crystal and of the electrons in quantum mechanical states that result in 
what are called forbidden energy gaps — that is, ranges of energy which no 
electron can have, in the material as shown in Fig. 14. 

In metals there are no gaps while in insulators there are wide ones. 
Semiconductors are materials that have intermediate gap widths [Fig. 14(a)]. 
Materials with gaps of the order of an electron volt or less, like germanium 
(Ge), silicon (Si) and gallium arsenide (GaAs) look metallic because the 
energies of photons of visible light (hv) are large enough (>Eg) so they can 
be absorbed to raise electrons from filled states below the gap to empty ones 
above it [Fig. 14(b)]. Materials with gaps above about 3 eV, however, cannot 
absorb photons of any wavelength in the visible range and so are transparent. 
GaP is on the borderline with an energy gap of 2.26 eV. It can absorb 
high energy (blue) photons but not medium (yellow) or low energy (red) 
photons so white light is partially .absorbed and the nonabsorbed portion 
of the light is seen as yellowish or orange, depending on the thickness of 
the material. 

The synthesis of GaP and our observation of grain boundary electro
luminescence took place in 1956-1957. Today, 35 years later, GaP is still 
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Fig. 14. (a) Electrons can only occur in energy states that lie in the ranges in the valence 
band (which are occupied) or in the unoccupied conduction band range of energies. These 
bands are separated by an energy gap of width Eg. (b) If a photon is of energy greater than 
the band gap (from the top of the valence band, E„, to the bottom of the conduction 
band, Ec) the energy may be absorbed by raising an electron from the valence into the 
conduction band. This is light absorption. The resultant increase in electrical conduction can 
be used to detect light and to receive information encoded into the light beam. This is 
expoited in solar cells which generate electrical power from sunlight, photodetectors e.g. for 
burglar alarms or counting items moving on a production line belt and the photodetectors 
used in fibre optic telecommunications which receive laser beams transmitting vast amounts 
of information, (c) Conversely, if an electron drops in energy from a level in the conduction 
band to one in the valence band, the energy given up may be emitted as a photon of light 
of energy greater than or equal to Eg. This is the basis of electroluminescence which is the 
conversion of electrical current into light. It is exploited in light emitting diodes (LEDs) and 
semiconductor lasers. 

the only "good" transparent semiconductor. That is, it is the only one of very 
many materials with wide enough energy band gaps to be transparent in the 
visible light region and which is also a well-behaved semiconductor. Its 
band gap, E ,̂ is also large enough so that, as in Fig. 14(c), it can emit 
photons that are of sufficiently high energy to be visible to humans. It is still 
the only good quality, large gap, transparent semiconductor in which we can 
reproducibly make p-n junctions that work well. The reasons for this widegap 
problem, namely that all other wide gap materials are difficult to make 
change carrier sign (i.e. to change from n to p type) by adding the appropriate 
amount of an impurity, is still not known. So GaP is still a rather magical 
material. The search for a material of even larger gap, Ê „ in which "good", 
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Fig. 15. Two of the earliest scanning electron microscope (SEM) voltage contrast pictures. 
As the voltage was reversed between the images, the active p-n junction (the dark/bright 
boundary) was displaced slightly from the one side of the the grain boundary to the other. 
(Look for example at the edge of the white oval to the left of the bottom of the dark/bright 
boundaries.) This displacement is due to the presence of an n-type layer between the 
two p-type grains. (Ref. 1, reprinted from Sol. State, Phys. Electron. Telecomm. Vol. 2. 
Electroluminescence at Grain Boundaries in Gallium Phosphide. G.E Alfrey and C.S. Wiggins, 
747, 1960 by permission of the publisher, Academic Press Ltd., London.) 

that is cheap and reliable blue-light-emitting devices can be made (GaP 
absorbs the blue, remember!) still goes on. Recently it has appeared that it 
will probably be a sister III- V' material, gallium nitride (GaN). This is not 
available as crystalline material of good structural quality, however. Moreover, 
other I I - VI compounds, such as zinc selenide (ZnSe), are also competing 
for this ecological niche in optoelectronics. 

The correctness of the mechanism we originally suggested for the electro
luminescent emission from grain boundaries in GaP was clearly established 
by Alfrey and Wiggins after I had returned to Johannesburg and taken up a 
lectureship in my original Physics Department. This was done by one of 
the first applications of voltage contrast in a scanning electron microscope 
(Fig. 15). This was in 1958-1959, voltage contrast having been observed by 
a research student for the first time only in 1957. That occurred in the 
Engineering Laboratories at Cambridge where the SEM was being developed 
in Professor Oatley's group and where the micrographs in Fig. 15 were 
taken. The contrast in this observation occurred only because there was an 
it-type layer, almost certainly due to impurity segregation at the grain boundary 
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while the grains on either side were p-type. As the polarity of the voltage 
reversed, the dark/bright reverse-biased p-n junction, where there is a sudden 
change in voltage, moved from one side of the grain boundary to the other. 
Hence the bright/dark (voltage jump) boundary is slightly displaced, by the 
width of the n-type layer, between the two micrographs in Fig. 15. This 
observation confirmed the hypothesis we had earlier proposed. Namely, that 
minority carriers, injected across whichever junction was forward biased, 
produced electroluminescence by radiative recombination with the majority 
carriers. Thus my first published research gave me an interest in three topics 
that turned out to be major themes of my subsequent research: optoelectronics, 
SEM methods and the "effects of defects" in devices. I was fortunate in that 
these areas proved to be of major and expanding interest. 

I returned to Britain and joined the staff at Imperial College in 1962. As 
interest in scanning electron microscopy built up we organised in the later 
1960s, a series of post-graduate Summer Schools on the subject. At this time 
the major advantage of the SEM was just beginning to be recognised. This 
is the fact that the electron beam dissipates its energy into a number of other 
forms as marked in Fig. 16(a). Each of these can be detected, amplified and 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 16. (a) The forms of energy dissipation that give rise to signals used in (b) the scanning 
electron microscope. In (a) the charge collection current is the basis for EBIC microscopy 
and provides information about the electronic structure of the specimen while the 
cathodoluminescence is the basis for CL microscopy and provides information on the optical 
properties. In (b) a suitable detector receives the signal and passes it, as a current, to an 
amplifier before it is displayed on a cathode ray tube (CRT) to form an image i.e. micrograph. 
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displayed as indicated in Fig. 16(b), to act as the signal for a different 
"mode of scanning microscopy". The power of the SEM lies in the fact that 
there are these several modes and that the instrument turns each type of 
signal into an electrical form. This is initially displayed on a raster-scanned 
cathode ray tube to form a micrograph (enlarged image) in television 
fashion. These electrical signals are ideally suited, in addition, to data 
processing including image processing. It was thus an instrument whose 
time, technologically speaking, was most emphatically coming, as these 
technologies then took off. 

These schools gave accounts of the quantification of the X-ray mode. 
This occurred through the development of convenient instrumentation and 
computerised correction programs. These enable one to deduce the percentage 
composition of the material. This was eventually refined to the point where 
such equipment now requires only a single button to be pressed to apply 
the necessary correction programs and produce quantitative readouts. This 
suggested to me that one should similarly work to quantify the other modes 
of scanning electron microscopy. 

The power of the conductive and cathodoluminescence modes for the 
study of optoelectronic materials like GaP is clear. The conductive mode 
(now often referred to as EBIC — for electron beam induced current) reveals 
the electrical structure of the device. The principle is that energy is absorbed 
from the beam to raise electrons from energy states in the filled valence 
band to ones in the empty conduction band, again as shown in Fig. 14(b), 
creating an "electron-hole pair" of charge carriers. Thus the incident electron 
beam creates hundreds or thousands of electron-hole pairs for each high-
energy incident electron. Where there is a built-in electric field in the crystal, 
these carriers, having opposite charges, will be sent in opposite directions 
(Fig. 17). This creates a current pulse that can be detected. This happens 
each time the scanning beam falls on or near an electrical barrier and on a 
viewing screen such features appear bright. Hence in semiconductor devices 
the "internal working parts", the p-n junctions, Schottky barriers and 
heterojunctions, are made visible. This mode of microscopy is now widely 
used for inspection. Electrical measurements can also be made with good 
spatial resolution and any electrically active defects can be seen. 
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Fig. 17. Energy band diagram of a p-n junction under electron bombardment creating electron-
hole pairs as shown by the vertical arrows. The electrons (-) are accelerated to the right by 
the "built-in" field at the junction while the holes (+) are sent to the left. This sending of the 
different charges to opposite sides of the junction is called "charge collection". It results in 
a so-called electron beam induced current (EBIC) when the beam of a scanning electron 
microscope is incident on or near a p-n junction or other electrical barrier in a semiconductor. 

The cathodoluminescence (CL for brevity) that is, cathode-ray-
bombardment-induced light, reveals the luminescence properties and structure 
of the material or device. The word cathodoluminescence is unknown to the 
public but it is in fact the most widely observed of all technological 
phenomena. The emission of light by cathodoluminescent coatings when a 
scanning electron beam falls on them is the means by which TV pictures are 
emitted. It is also the means by which the information is displayed on 
computer monitor screens, as well as in the images seen in electron 
microscopes of all kinds. Thus CL is of great importance in its own right. 
In 1968, Cambridge Instruments were finally persuaded to put the SEM into 
commercial production for the first time and I applied for a grant and obtained 
an early machine, numbers 13 or 14 in the world. SERC was already learning 
its modern tricks and only gave us about 2/3 of the price of this "Stereoscan" 
machine. We were fortunate in finding a cooperative group in the Geology 
Department who were happy to put up the rest of the money and join in the 
work. So, from the beginning, part of the time of our machines has gone to 
the study of "stone age" materials and this interest is continuing today, in 
a sense, with research programs on ceramics including the exciting new high 
temperature superconducting ceramics. 
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3. Scanning Electron Microscope Electron Beam Induced 
Current (EBIC) and Cathodoluminescence (CL) 

Ever since the arrival of our first machine, near the end of 1968, we have 
worked on the development of these EBIC and cathodoluminescence modes 
of the SEM as quantitative analytical i.e. measurement techniques. Happily, 
our work on detection systems has been taken up commercially. Our EBIC 
detection system was evolved through four successively improved designs 
by people in my group guided by my former colleague Dr. Bhiku Unvala, 
whose company later developed it as the commercial Matelect Induced Signal 
Monitor ISM-5. The instrument also allows operation via software from the 
keyboard of a microcomputer image processor, so quantitative line scans can 
be recorded directly. We have found it invaluable in our work for a great 
variety of purposes and I understand that many these instruments have been 
sold, mostly for export (Fig. 18). Figure 19 shows a typical high resolution 

Fig. 18. The SEM and EBIC system, (a) is the head amplifier, (b) the main control unit and 
(c) is the computer interface module of the EBIC system. 
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Fig. 19. (a) EBIC image of antiphase boundary (APB) structures in a GaAs/Ge solar cell for 
use in space satellites. (Ref. 9, reprinted from Mat. ScL Eng. B42, D.B. Holt, C Hardingham 
L. Lazzarini, L. Nasi, C. Zanotti-Fregonara, G. Salviati and M. Mazzer, Properties and 
Structure of Antiphase Boundaries in GaAs/Ge Solar Cells, 204, 1996 with permission from 
Elsevier Science.) .(b) A quantitative record of the variation of the EBIC current along a line 
scanned across a pair of such APBs. (Ref. 4, reprinted from Microscopy of Semiconducting 
Materials 1997 Conf., Series No. 157, C. Hardingham, D.B. Holt, L. Lazzarini, M. Mazzer, 
L. 'Nasi, B. Raza and C. Zanotti-Fregonara, Antiphase Boundaries in GaAs/Ge Solar Cells, 
573, 1997 with permission from the Institute of Physics, Bristol.) The apparent peaks actually 
represent reductions in the negative EBIC current (plotted downward) corresponding to the 
dark APB lines. By analysing these current minima, it is possible to determine both the 
interface recombination velocity of the APBs and the values of the minority carrier diffusion 
lengths on either side of them. 

image and the profile of the signal recorded as a line is scanned, obtained 
using this equipment. Line scan profiles are used in quantitative analyses-of 
EBIC information. 

For CL too, we developed a series of successive instrument designs 
through the work of a few generations of research students and research 
assistants before we built our first liquid-helium CL stage system. This was 
designed by Phil Giles, based on an Oxford Instruments continuous flow 
cryostat that can cool the specimen to liquid helium temperatures or ran 
on liquid nitrogen for less demanding problems. It worked so well that I 
suggested to the Oxford Instruments sales engineers that commercial 
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exploitation of the CL stage might gain them a new market. Fortunately, as 
it happened, Oxford Instruments were then looking at the electron microscopy 
market. In those long past times we naively drew up a simple royalties 
agreement with Oxford Instruments. This netted us some money over the 
next four or five years, part of which we took in the form of their commercial 
CL stage. This is shown in Fig. 20. The cryostat and CL light collection 
system of mirrors are the black unit attached to the side port of the SEML 
Figure 21 shows a typical CL image of misfit dislocations in a heterojunction 
in one of the quantum well solar cells which were first proposed by and are 
now under study by Dr. K. Barnham's group in the Physics Department at 
Imperial College. 

Oxford Instruments have continued development and eventually put a 
complete CL cryostat stage and computerised monochromator system on the 

Fig. 20. The CL system. The trolleys at the left hold (a) the control and data logging computer, 
(b) the CL monochromator system that we developed and, mounted on the side port of the 
scanning electron microscope, (c) is the Oxford Instruments liquid helium cryostat and CL 
collection stage unit. 
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Fig. 21. CL image of a misfit dislocation network in an interface of a quantum well GaAsl
GaAIAs solar cell. Again quantitative line scans can be analysed to derive the recombination
strength of the dislocations. (Ref. 10, reprinted from Mat. Sci. Eng. B42, M. Mazzer,
E. Grunbaum, K.W.J. Bamham, J. Barnes, P.R. Griffin, D.H. Holt, J.L. Hutchison, A.G.
Norman, J.P.R. David, J.S. Roberts and R. Grey. Study of Misfit Dislocations by EBIC, CL
and HRTEM in GaAs/lnGaAs Lattice-strained Multi-Quantum Well p-i-n Solar Cells. 43,
1996, with permission from Elsevier Science.)

market called the monoCL (for monochromator cathodoluminescence) system.
It is based on the same Bentham Instruments monochromator that we had
settled on, as giving a good balance of resolution and throughput, in a
lightweight box but now mounted permanently on the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) port. The Semiconductor Interdisciplinary Research Centre
at Imperial College has acquired a monoCL so the use of SEM-CL for
materials and device studies is expanding here. It turned out that there was
a significant market for CL systems for SEMs and, over the years, they have
sold well, mainly overseas.

3.1. Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulations

To quantify EBIC and CL we use Monte Carlo electron trajectory simulation
programs running on microcomputers. Monte Carlo methods were introduced
by von Neumann for solving problems arising in the war-time atomic bomb
program. In the late 1950s and early 1960s Monte Carlo programs run on
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mainframe computers by people working in Cambridge helped solve problems 
involved in quantifying X-ray microanalysis, i.e. the X-ray mode of the 
SEM, then an active research topic. An American on sabattical leave in 
Cambridge, became enthused with the idea and on his return to the US 
National Bureau of Standards, he and his colleagues wrote a simplified 
Monte Carlo program in 1976 that could be run on the microcomputers that 
were then first becoming available. 

This was taken up by David Joy in 1982 for application to the 
interpretation of SEM data. I spent six weeks working with Dr. Joy at the 
Bell Telephone Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey in 1986 and myself 
became a convert. He kindly gave me a copy of his programs on floppy disc. 
On my return, I in turn got my Research Assistant, Dr. Eli Napchan interested. 
So this work has oscillated across the Atlantic repeatedly! 

Dr. Napchan has written a suite of menu-driven programs evolved from 
the Cambridge — N.B.S. — Joy programs that he now calls MC-SET 
(Monte Carlo Simulation of Electron Trajectories). MC-SET is adapted to 
deal with epitaxial multilayers of III-V materials that are characteristic of 
optoelectronics, in laterally limited device structures. It now includes menu-
driven options to calculate EBIC (electron beam induced current i.e. the 
conductive mode of the SEM) and CL signal strengths and image contrasts. 
We know the programs are useful because they are made available freely 
and Dr. Napchan has had well over 100 written requests from people to 
whom he has sent the program on disc. Outside collaborations have also led 
to papers coauthored by him. 

The way in which Monte Carlo programs work is illustrated in Fig. 22. 
The basic assumption is that the interactions of the fast beam electrons are 
either elastic or inelastic. The inelastic processes cause the beam electron to 
steadily loose energy without changing direction significantly whereas elastic 
collisions with the nuclei of the atoms scatter the electron through relatively 
large angles without losing energy. For each elastic collision, the computer 
generates two random numbers. One is used to calculate the scattering angle 
(j) and the other to determine the azimuthal angle y/. This use of random 
numbers is the reason for the gambling-related name, "Monte Carlo" for 
such methods. The type of display of the result that is produced in a very 
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Fig. 22. Monte Carlo simulated trajec
tory steps and deflection and azimuthal 
angles. (Figs. 22 to 25 are reprinted from 
Scanning 16. D.B. Holt and E. Napchan, 
Quantitation of SEM EBIC and CL 
Signals Using Monte Carlo Electron Tra
jectory Simulations, 78, 1994 (Ref. 6). 
Copyrighted and reprinted with the 
permission of SCANNING and/or the 
Foundation for Advances of Medicine 
and Science (FAMS), Box 832, Mahwah, 
New Jersey 07430, USA.) 

Fig. 23. MC-SET produced display showing, on the left, the calculated trajectories (paths in 
the solid) for the first 200 electrons of a beam of 25 keV, incident normally on a GaAs 
specimen. On the right are plotted the "depth dose" i.e. the energy deposited per unit depth 
(the upper curve) and the "lateral dose" i.e. the energy deposited in unit radial distance from 
the beam impact point, at the peak of the lower curve. 
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short time by running this program for a particular type of specimen and set 
of SEM operating conditions is shown in Fig. 23. 

The results of such a calculation can be used, for example, to find the 
intensity of the CL emitted from simple bulk GaAs as a function of beam 
energy. For the calculations the current is kept constant so the number of 
electron trajectories simulated for each beam energy is constant. Hence, 
also, the power input increases linearly with the beam energy in keV and, 
at first, so does the intensity of the CL. However, the beam also penetrates 
deeper, so the photons have increasing distances to travel to reach the top 
surface and escape. So self-absorption in the material reduces the CL intensity 
giving the form of curve shown in Fig. 24. The effect of varying the assumed 
value of the absorption coefficient, a, is also shown and by fitting 
experimental data to the calculated curves, a value for a can be obtained. 

In addition there are found to be effects that are ascribed to surface 
"dead layers". These layers are nonluminescent because built-in fields, due 
to surface charging, separate the hole-electron pairs generated by the beam 
and prevent them recombining to produce light as in Fig. 14(c). The effect 
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Fig. 24. MC-SET calculated curves of the variation of the emitted CL intensity for the values 
of the incident beam energy plotted along the jt-axis and a constant beam current for a solid 
specimen of GaAs. Each curve represents the intensity variation to be expected for the 
particular value of the self absorption coefficient marked for it. (After Holt and Napchan, 
1994.) 
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Fig. 25. The effect of increasing dead layer depths, d, as marked, for curves like those of 
Fig. 24. (After Holt and Napchan, 1994.) 

of different values of dead layer depth, d, is shown in the set of curves in 
Fig. 25. When this dead-layer depth is greater than the effective beam 
penetration range no light is observed but, after that, the curve takes a 
similar form to that simulated before. Again curve fitting experimental results 
can determine this depth. Such quantitative interpretation of CL measurements 
was not previously possible and such data can now be calculated in a few 
minutes. Hence we can understand the enthusiasm with which the Monte 
Carlo method has been welcomed in the SEM world. 

3.2. Applications of scanning electron microscopy to 
optoelectronic devices 

Applying these techniques, over the years, to problems in microelectronic 
and optoelectronic devices has given us a grandstand view of development 
from the first practically useless optoelectronic devices to the awesome 
achievements of the present. 

When we got our first SEM we had a research link with the then 
Admiralty electronics research laboratory SRDE (Signals Research and 
Development Establishment) supporting a student, Brian Chase, to look at 
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materials problems in the prototype GaP light emitting diodes (LED's) of 
the time, including means for recognizing p-n junction material that would 
make efficient LEDs without having to process and test the diodes (an 
expensive business). 

For a number of years III—V research had been kept going only by the 
fact that workers at the Philips Laboratory in Eindhoven had once, I believe 
literally once only, made a red LED that was 1% efficient. It took years to 
learn to make even more efficient ones reproducibly. However, the GaP 
LED was, historically, the device that eventually took III—V technology into 
production. These devices arrived on the market about ten years after our 
original observation of grain boundary EL, just in time to satisfy the first 
economic demand for compact electronic displays as shown in Fig. 26. This 
too is an historic artefact dating back to the days when Britain had a domestic 
consumer electronics industry. It is the Sinclair Cambridge hand calculator 
that my daughter used for years. Hand calculators and electronic watches 
both needed displays and the GaP (and GaAsP) LEDs provided this for the 
first several years. This provided a market for millions of devices per annum 
and first put the III—V optoelectronic materials on the industrial map! In the 
middle of Chase's PhD work, SRDE suddenly said they were no longer 

slnczlair-
Cambridge Scientific 

Fig. 26. A Sinclair Cambridge hand calculator 
showing the red GaP LED a-numeric display. 
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interested in GaP LEDs because these devices were leaving the research 
stage for initial commercial production. So, they said, will you please work 
on GaAs lasers. These had then just been produced following theoretical 
indications of the practicality of the device — by three US laboratories and, 
independently, but a couple of weeks later, by SRDE. 

The first GaAs lasers were very large, simple devices being just p-n 
junctions, very heavily doped on both sides. They were of the thickness of 
a wafer, about 0.4 mm, and around 1 mm by 2 mm in area (Fig. 27). When 
forward biased to pass enormous current densities (of the order of 105 AJ 
cm2), the diodes emitted the fascinating, new, coherent but invisible infrared 
laser light. Cynics described them as "solutions in search of a problem" 
since there was no known or obvious application for such a thing. 

FABRY PEROT FACE 

Fig. 27. Schematic diagram of a GaAs p-n junction laser showing the filaments that were 
found to begin laser emission, one after the other, as the current through these devices was 
increased above the threshold value. (Ref. 5, reprinted from J. Mat. Sci. 3. M.J. Hill and 
D.B. Holt, Defects and Laser Action in GaAs Diodes. 244, 1968. Published by Chapman and 
Hall.) 
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Fig. 28. Transmission infrared light micrograph of the emission face of one of the first GaAs 
p-n junction lasers. Also shown is the emission along the junction line D to E from a number 
of large bright spots mainly near D. These are the filamentary laser emission sites, characteristic 
of these first crude devices. It can be seen that the filamentary emission spots occur between 
the inclined dark infrared absorption bands that can be seen below the junction. These 
impurity striations arose during the growth of these GaAs crystals. (Reprinted from same 
source as Fig. 27.) 

There were severe drawbacks to these early devices. They could only 
be operated intermittently when cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, on 
for microseconds and off for milliseconds. That is they would emit only for 
about a thousandth of the apparent lasing time and then they only lasted for 
tens of hours. The very large currents burned them out in a few hours 
so they had real operating lives of seconds of total emitting time. The 
other problem with these devices was multimode emission. As the current 
was turned up through the threshold value, first one filament, as shown in 
Fig. 27, and then another began to lase, independently i.e. not coherently 
with each other. Even single filaments emitted complex sets of beams in 
slightly different directions. Martin Hill carried out a PhD on the problem 
and showed it to be due to the presence of impurity growth striations in the 
"bulk" GaAs material of the wafers as shown in Fig. 28. 

These problems were cured by the design of "double heterostracture 
(DH), stripe geometry" lasers (see Fig. 29). These incorporated two 
heterojunctions i.e. interfaces between three layers of materials with different 
bandgap widths [see Fig. 14(a)]. These were AlGaAs, GaAs and AlGaAs in 
the first DH lasers as shown in Fig. 29(a). These materials were so chosen 
that the resultant steps in the band edges [see Fig. 29(b)] confined the 
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Fig. 29. (a) DH (double heterostructure) laser layer structure showing the top contact stripe 
of width i and the active layer of depth d and (b) its energy band diagram. 

injected carriers in the active layer where they could produce (laser) light 
and also confined the photons in this layer to remain part of the laser beam. 
The use of a conducting stripe [the strip of width S on the top of the device 
in Fig. 29(a)] also meant that current only passed down through a narrow 
vertical slab. This further reduced the total current required and so 
increased the working life of these devices. It also ensured that only one 
lasing filament could occur. The final result was that the lasers were better 
and lasted much longer. 

The DH laser design was just one of a multitude of device possibilities 
opened up by the development of epitaxial growth technology. Epitaxy is the 
growth of one crystal on another in some simple, well-defined orientation 
relation. When growth takes place on a single crystal substrate, the deposited 
film is also single crystal material. Even today the best bulk III-V crystals 
are of inadequate quality to make electronic components. However, they can 
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be cut into slices on which epitaxial layers of good "device" quality can be 
grown. In fact down to the present all III-V devices are produced in epitaxial 
layers, usually in structures of epitaxial multilayers like that of the pioneering 
DH laser. 

These early DH lasers were able to operate, continuously on, at room 
temperature. To extend and guarantee operating life a good deal of research 
had to be done on the ways in which rapid failure occurs. This knowledge 
could then be used to prevent these mechanism from operating. Two modes 
of rapid (thousands of hours) failure were found. One of these is shown 
in the micrographs of Fig. 30, taken by one of our students working on 
samples provided by Bruce Wakefield from British Telecoms Research 
Laboratories. Wakefield showed that this mode of failure was due to rapid 
point defect migration down through the active stripe during laser operation 
under the influence of the elastic strain field that could arise at the edges 
of the stripe. When this and the dark line defect (DLD) mode of failure 
had been correctly diagnosed and cured, the operating life of these first 
relatively simple GaAs-based DH lasers reached 105 hours i.e. about ten 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 30. (a) CL and (b) EBIC micrographs looking down through the structure of a Wakefield-
failed DH laser showing the luminescence and electrical deterioration of the active central 
stripe of the active layer. 

31 
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years which sufficed to enable them to be used in the first generation of 
fibre optic telecommunications lines. 

A bewildering range of laser device structures have since been designed 
and evaluated first in GaAs- and then in InP-based alloy multilayer structures. 
We have long cooperated with workers in the laser group at the Caswell 
industrial laboratory, originally belonging to the Plessey company but now 
renamed GEC-Marconi Materials Technology Limited. One of the more 
interesting designs of laser they asked us to look at was the later InP-based 
Double Channel Planar Buried Heterostructure (DCPBH) laser with the form 
of structure shown in a 1986 British Telecom Laboratory illustration in 
Fig. 31. In this and all later laser designs, instead of a narrow conducting 
stripe there is only a narrow ridge of the laser structure left after etching 
away the epitaxially grown layers on either side. The sides of the ridge then 

Fig. 31. The schematic diagram of a double channel planar buried heterostructure (DCPBH) 
laser. The "buried heterostructure" is that of the laser layers in the central region. The "double 
channel" refers to the p-n alternations in the channels filled in on either side of the central 
section. (Reprinted with the permission of British Telecommunications.) 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 32. SEM EBIC images of DCPBH lasers showing (a) a short circuit path (the black dot 
interruption) through one of the bright p-n junctions in one DCPBH laser and (b) a completely 
missing p-n junction in another. A perfect electrical structure would appear like a symmetric 
pair of half-lens spectacles. 

have to be protected in some way. In this design the grooves are filled in 
by further epitaxial growth of material containing a couple of curved p~w 
junctions to block any leakage current bypassing the active layer stripe of 
the laser. They appear as bright lines in SEM EBIC images in these devices 
in a form like half-lens spectacles. Our examination of such lasers showed 
that it is easy for the epitaxy to go wrong so the p-n junctions are malformed 
as shown in .Fig. 32. Plessey concluded that this interesting but complex 
structure was a bit too tricky to produce economically. 

These few examples of observations on successive types of laser will 
serve as snapshots of trouble shooting studies during the decades of 
broadly based progress in this field. This has produced in the operating 
life of semiconductor lasers what is, as far as I know, the largest factor =of 
improvement in the history of technology. We saw.that the real operating 
("on") life of the first GaAs injection laser diodes' was of the order' of 
seconds, while the first generation of DH stripe geomentry lasers had 
lives of 10 years. The next, late 1980s generation of InP-based lasers simply 
did not undergo either of the rapid types of deterioration found in the DH 
GaAs-based devices and their lives were soon pushed up to 106 hours which 
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is over a century. This is already an increase in working life of a factor of 
about 109 times, that is, about an (American) billion times improvement. I 
know of no other artifact that can claim anything similar. For comparison 
take the well-known case of Si chips. The first integrated circuits were 
produced in 1960, five years before the first semiconductor lasers and 
contained a few components. Now, in the year 2000, the largest chips in 
production contain a few tens or hundreds of millions of components a 
"mere" ten or a hundred million times increase! 

In 1965, lasers were a solution in search of a problem. Today, a quarter 
century later, the world's vastly expanded telecommunications traffic 
(e-mail, Internet and all) is transmitted on injection laser beams along silica 
fibres and many millions of semiconductor lasers per annum are bought by 
the public in CD record players. 

4. Scanning Electron Microscope Characterisation of 
Quantum Confined Structures 

Now let me touch on examples of a final optoelectronic phenomenon we 
have studied that will bring us down to present day technology. One of 
most striking developments of recent years is the field of low dimensional 
solids. Esaki and Tsu in 1970 suggested that it would be possible, using 
epitaxial technology, to grow alternating layers of different semiconductors 
of thicknesses less than the mean free path of electrons or the electron 
wavelength and predicted interesting new energy band structures would occur 
in the artificial superlattices so formed. These should result in new artificial, 
man-designed and man-made crystal properties. 

The first attempts, made by Blakeslee in Esaki's IBM Laboratory, using 
vapour phase epitaxy (VPE) succeeded in making the structures but they 
did not exhibit the predicted new properties. Amusingly, however, IBM 
Laboratories offered these structures as resolution test specimens since the 
visible layer thicknesses could be made around the limit of spatial resolution 
of the first SEMs (about 15 nm). I have always regretted that I did not buy 
one of those samples. 
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The technique of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) was then adopted and 
developed for this work. Esaki's group and others, including the group that 
became the nucleus of the Semiconductor Interdisciplinary Research Centre 
at Imperial College, then suceeded in growing artificial crystals with new 
"designer" energy band structures that indeed exhibited predictable new 
effects. This created a vast and most attractive new field of materials research 
and practical applications in micro- and opto-electronics. 

One of its most attractive features is the simplicity of the Physics 
involved. The simplest "quantum confined" or low dimensional structure is 
the single quantum well (SQW) of three epitaxial layers of two different 
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Fig. 33. SQW (single quantum well) energy band diagrams, (a) A type I single quantum well, 
(b) a type II quantum well and (c) the possible forms of direct and of indirect exciton 
recombination that can both give rise to luminescent emission from a type II well. (Figs. 33 
to 35 are reprinted from Mat. Sci. Eng. B9. D.B. Holt, C.E. Norman, G. Salviati, S. Franchi 
and A. Bosacchi. Type II Indirect and type I Direct Recombinations in GaAs/AlAs Single 
Quantum Wells. 285, 1991 (Ref. 8). 
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energy band gaps as shown in Fig. 33(a). This can be modelled, to a first 
approximation, by the simplest problem in quantum mechanics, known as 
the "particle in a one-dimensional box". This type of simplicity led Esaki to 
describe the field as do-it-yourself quantum mechanics. Such simple quantum 
mechanics tells us that there are trapped electron and hole states in both 
wells as shown by the horizontal lines in Fig. 33(c). They are connected 
by arrows that indicate possible light-emitting electron quantum jumps. The 
energy levels of these trapped states depend strongly on the width of the 
well i.e. on the thickness of the middle epitaxial layer. 

This has two important consequences. (1) The energy levels are separated 
by a distance (energy) that is different from that of the energy band edges 
of the bulk material so a photon of different energy is emitted. That is, 
the wavelength of the light can be made shorter (or longer in the case of a 
type II quantum well). Hence the wavelength emitted can be tailored for 
particular applications simply by growing a well of the required width and 
type. (2) The electrons injected from one side and the holes from the other 
become trapped in the same thin layer so they interact strongly. Consequently, 
the luminescent efficiency of QWs is high. We knew that in principle but, 
when we looked at our first SQW in the SEM, we were still astonished. That 
was in material grown by a group with whom we work closely at the MASPEC 
Institute in Parma, Italy. The structure is shown in Fig. 34. The important bit 
is the single 3 nm (about 10 atoms) thick layer near the top with the interfaces 
marked A and B. When the electron beam fell on this we found, on looking 
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Fig. 34. Schematic diagram of 
the MASPEC quantum well 
specimens. (After Holt et al., 
1991.) 
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into the turret where the CL comes out, that a bright red light was visible 
like that from a red GaP LED such as we saw earlier. However the beam 
excites only an area about a micron by a micron whereas the LED is of 
the order of a mm by a mm i.e. a million times larger. Moreover the SQW 
is 3 nm thick whereas the LED emits from a thickness of about a micron 
i.e. nearly a thousand times greater. Thus the emission density i.e. the source 
volume brightness of the SQW was anything up to 109 times greater than 
that of an LED! Moreover, the GaAs of which the SQW layer is made 
cannot, in its natural bulk state, emit light visible to human eyes at all. To 
use a favourite phrase of my old mentor, Professor Nabarro, the effect is not 
great, its enormous! Its enough to make one believe in quantum mechanics 
(something some of our students find difficult)! 

Obviously quantum wells are ideal for use in the active layer of injection 
lasers because of their high efficiency and brightness on the one hand and 
their designer tailored wavelengths i.e. emission colours on the other. Quantum 
wells are in fact incorporated in a high proportion of the laser designs of 
recent years. 

The MASPEC samples had another interesting feature. The energy band 
diagram of the SQW was not of the simplest type I in Fig. 33(a), but of the 
form known as type II [Figs. 33(b) and 33(c)]. What we found was that at 
low beam energies, 1 keV, the CL emission spectrum from the SQW (the top 
3 nm well in Fig. 34) had the form shown on the left in Fig. 35(a) which 
occurs when only the lower indirect recombination states are filled and give 
rise to light emission. At the higher energy of 3 keV, the light emitted by the 
SQW changed to the much broader and shifted form shown at the left in 
Fig. 35(b). This type of SQW emission we attributed to the beam of higher 
energy filling all the lower-energy indirect states so the higher-lying, direct 
states also begin to fill. The direct exciton recombination produces additional 
light at a higher energy and shorter wavelength as in Fig. 33(c). The addition 
of the direct emission at higher energy to the indirect at lower photon energy 
produces the shift and shape change in the 3 nm SQW CL emission band. 
In contrast, the emission from the deeper MQW and bulk GaAs does not 
change on going from a beam energy of 1 to 3 keV (except to become 
stronger). 
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Fig. 35. CL emission spectra from a specimen of the type shown in Fig. 34 at beam energies 
of (a) 1 keV and (b) 3 keV. SQW marks the light from the top 3 nm single quantum well of 
interest, the MQW (multi QW) luminescence is that from the 7 nm wells of the "superlattice 
buffer" and the bulk GaAs emission comes from the "buffer" and "substrate" material at the 
bottom of Fig. 34. The SQW band is symmetric in (a) but asymmetric in (b). (After Holt 
et al., 1991.) 

Thus our survey has now taken us from the materials of 2,600,000 years 
ago to some of those of today. 

5. Magical Materials for Motionless Machines 

Now where has all this research and development landed us? From the 
viewpoint of a Victorian observer familiar with 19th Century industrial 
developments, present day trends would appear most strange as suggested 
by my title: magical materials for motionless machines. The first industrial 
revolution applied and is still applying strong materials to generate and 
harness ever increasing power, first steam then other forms, to drive machines 
ever faster, to take over productive work and replace muscular effort. 

Society is now in the early stages of a second industrial revolution 
for which the term information technology is used. The typical machines of 
this revolution sit motionless and do no work but manipulate electrons 
(electronics) or photons (this technology is called photonics or opto
electronics) which encode information. 
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We have mentioned as an application of our materials the semiconductor 
lasers that launch the signals down the fibre optic telecommunication links 
that form the nervous system of world society. Cathodoluminescence, although 
the word is unknown to the public, is the means whereby TV screens emit 
their pictures and computer monitors their information. Silicon chips, 
which I have not talked about here, but which we also work on, have given 
us computers and smart, automated machines, from domestic washing 
machines to robots. Computers linked via optical fibres give us e-mail, fax, 
instantaneous worldwide trading and travel booking, international credit cards 
and cash machines. The impact of TV on, for example, American opinion 
on the Vietnam War or on people's environmental awareness and concern 
for the victims of famine in Africa and war in Yugoslavia has been enormous. 

Moreover, research is now in progress on artificial intelligence. At present, 
as baffled users know, computers have only artificial stupidity! If machines 
with artificial intelligence do come into existence, physical materials will 
have come to be used in devices and systems that, in some sense, think. If 
(or when?) that happens, these materials, once regarded as magical, will 
have proved marvellous indeed! 
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1. Introduction 

Interfaces in materials play an important role in determining the properties 
of materials and structures and in enabling their fabrication. They are usually 
just as important as the intrinsic properties of the materials themselves and 
often more so. They can be grouped conveniently as: grain boundaries 
between crystals of different orientation in polycrystalline materials; interfaces 
between two different solid materials; or interfaces between solids and liquids. 
(The interface between a solid and a gas, or vacuum, will not be considered 
here, since this constitutes the separate field of surface science.) 

Interfaces usually have different arrangements of atoms and different 
properties from bulk materials with the result that interfaces are often a 
source of unwanted problems. For example they can: be preferentially attacked 
chemically; accumulate impurities; provide fast diffusion pathways; be 
mechanically weak; or interfere with electrical conduction. In a few cases 
it has proved feasible to avoid such problems by developing materials that 
have no interfaces; that is, single crystals. For example, single crystals of 
silicon are used on an enormous scale for the manufacture of integrated 
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circuits in order to avoid the electrical problems arising from grain boundaries. 
Similarly, the latest generation of turbine blades for high performance jet 
engines are made from single crystals of "superalloys" to avoid the mechanical 
weakness of grain boundaries at high temperatures. But using single crystals 
is an expensive strategy that is only practicable in a small number of applica
tions. In the majority of cases the problems arising from interfaces are 
being solved by improving understanding and then modifying their properties 
to bring them under control. Furthermore, the properties of interfaces are 
not all bad. As we shall see, interfaces in materials are providing an ever 
increasing spectrum of opportunities in which their properties can be exploited 
beneficially. 

The field of interfaces is very large and here I shall consider only a very 
small part of it drawn from areas in which I have been personally involved. 
Nevertheless, the examples given should serve to illustrate the level of 
understanding that has been achieved, the ways in which this is being 
exploited and the exciting potential for the future. I will begin by summarising 
the way in which our understanding of grain boundaries has developed 
historically and follow this with an illustration of the role played by oxide 
grain boundaries in the high temperature corrosion of metals. I will then 
discuss some aspects of the mechanical properties of solid-solid interfaces 
in high temperature corrosion, laminates and strained layer semiconductor 
devices. I will give some examples of how control of solid-liquid interfaces 
is being exploited in processing of cement and ceramics and, finally, speculate 
on some possible future developments. 

2. Grain Boundaries — Historical Development 

2.1. Early metallography 

As is often the case, technological development is driven by military 
requirements and our story begins with patterns produced on sword blades 
from the middle east dating from about 500 AD to the nineteenth century. 
Figure 1 shows the blade of a Persian sword made of so-called "damask" 
steel which is characterised by intricate swirling patterns on its surface 
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created by etching it in vinegar or mineral sulphate solution.24 This pattern 
was prized not only for being decorative, but was also a "Quality Assurance" 
indicator because it was characteristic of the best material for combining 
toughness with retaining a cutting edge. The weapons were forged from 
high carbon steel imported from India and had a complicated internal 
structure as a result of a nonuniform distribution of carbon. The light parts 
in the etched pattern have a lot of carbon and are like cast iron (hard but 
brittle) whereas the dark parts are like low carbon steel (softer, but tough). 
The resulting composite structure gives the steel its unique and desirable 
properties and the chemical etching has revealed aspects of the internal 
structure of the steel which would not otherwise be visible. Subsequently 
this combination of mechanical polishing, chemical etching and optical 
observation (collectively known as metallography) became the favoured 
approach to studying the microstructure of materials. 

However it was not known what gave rise to this internal structure. It 
is clear by looking at fractured surfaces of minerals that they have an internal 
structure composed of crystals, but the smooth swirling patterns on damask 
steel, and the malleability of most metals, do not give the impression of 
crystals. Nevertheless, Reaumur in 172424 was the first to recognise that 
metals were indeed formed from crystals and, with remarkable foresight, 
predicted that this was important in determining their properties; "Perhaps 
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it will be found that it is on this shape of the grains, and their arrangement, 
that the ductility of metals, and of some other materials, depends." He was 
able to see these crystals clearly in specimens of antimony and lead that 
were fractured after being cooled from the molten state in different ways. 
Studies of meteorites by Schreibers and von Widmannstaten in 1813 first 
demonstrated that the crystalline structure of metals could be revealed by 
metallography (Fig. 2). The meteorite contains mainly iron with a little nickel. 
The microstructure is clearly crystalline with preferred directions of crystal 
growth and on a coarse enough scale to be directly printed onto paper (like 
a wood-cut). This type of structure is often found when one type of crystal 

Fig. 2. An imprint from the polished and etched cross section through a meteorite produced 
in 1813. (Ref. 24, reproduced with permission). 
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transforms into another on cooling. It is coarse enough to be easily visible 
in the meteorite because it cooled very slowly. 

To see the fine crystalline microstructure in technological materials such 
as steel requires a microscope; and the combination of metallography with 
microscopy, and subsequently photography, was pioneered by Henry Sorby 
in Sheffield. He was a keen amateur with an interest in the local steel 
industry who applied skills acquired in the study of geological specimens to 
metals and produced the first photomicrographs of metals in 1863.12 He was 
moved to write the following verse, which reflects some of the persistence 
required for success, to describe his activities: 

"Hard crystals I anatomise 
And iron and steel too 
And stubborn rock I shave and grind 
And look them through and through." 

2.2. The twentieth century 

By employing these techniques the individual grains in materials could then 
be clearly seen. Although many people suspected the grains to be crystals, it 
was not clear how one grain differed from another and how they were joined 
together at the grain boundaries. Explaining these issues in terms of atomic 
properties has been the thrust of twentieth century work. In 1913, William 
and Lawrence Bragg were able to show by X-ray diffraction that even in 
metals the atoms were arranged in a regular crystalline structure and thus the 
grains were proved beyond doubt to be crystals in different orientations. But 
the nature of the grain boundaries was still obscure and needed the concept 
of the dislocation to reveal how the atoms in the two crystals forming the 
boundary could fit together. The dislocation (Fig. 3) was originally conceived 
to explain how metals manage to deform at unexpectedly low stresses but 
could not be observed directly at that time. 

Nevertheless their structure and behaviour were simulated at Cambridge 
by Bragg and Nye6 in some particularly elegant experiments using rafts of 
soap bubbles (the forces between the soap bubbles have similar characteristics 
to the forces between atoms in a metal). The bubble rafts were also used 
to simulate grain boundaries.17 Figure 4 shows a boundary between two 
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Fig. 3. Schematic view of an edge dislocation in a simple cubic crystal lattice. The core of 
the dislocation is where the extra plane of atoms terminates and the dislocation line is at the 
core of the dislocation perpendicular to the plane of the paper. 

Fig. 4. A "grain boundary" produced by bringing together two rafts of soap bubbles tilted 
with respect to each other by an angle of 25° symmetrically about the line of their joining 
(Ref. 17). 
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"crystals" of bubbles, one of which is tilted with respect to the other. In the 
boundary is an array of dislocations which allow the bubbles to fit together 
quite well at the grain boundary. The bubble simulation also shows that 
there is some extra space at the core of each dislocation and it turns out that 
this extra space is important in controlling the properties of grain boundaries. 
With the development of the electron microscope it became possible to see 
inside metals at high magnification and at Oxford in Hirsch, Home and 
Whelan14 were able to observe directly the predicted arrays of dislocations 
at grain boundaries in aluminium. 

Today, high resolution electron microscopy and computer simulations of 
the behaviour of atoms have become powerful techniques for the study of 
internal interfaces in solids. The computer simulations are used to predict the 
arrangement of atoms at an interface and the modern electron microscope is 
now capable of imaging them with atomic scale resolution. 

3. Oxide Grain Boundaries and High Temperature 
Corrosion of Metals 

In high temperature corrosion of a metal an oxide layer forms by chemical 
reaction between the metal and oxygen and this layer controls the corrosion 
rate because the metal has to pass through it (in the form of ions) to continue 
to react with oxygen. Figure 5 illustrates this for the oxidation of nickel to 

Oxygen 

Oxide (e.g. \ iO) 

Mela] (e.g. Ni) 

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration showing how growth of a layer of nickel oxide is controlled by 
nickel ions diffusing through it during oxidation of nickel. 

Ni 2+ 
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nickel oxide. This is a particularly simple example that has been investigated 
in considerable detail, but manages to encompass the key features of the 
corrosion of technologically important high temperature alloys used in 
chemical engineering and power generation industries. Theories developed 
by Wagner over 60 years ago26 enable the growth rate of the oxide to be 
predicted from independent measurements of the diffusion of nickel ions in 
nickel oxide. However, when this is done the predicted oxidation rate is 
found to be many orders of magnitude slower than is actually observed. The 
reason for this is that the nickel oxide layer formed by oxidation contains 
lots of grain boundaries that provide pathways which enable the nickel ions 
to diffuse through the oxide layer much more quickly than expected5 and 
computer simulation has enabled us to understand how this occurs. 

Figure 6 shows the structure of a grain boundary in nickel oxide from 
computer simulations by Duffy and Tasker.9 The boundary has an array of 
open channels, similar to the ones that were produced by the bubble raft 
model, and these have been observed by high resolution electron microscopy 
(Fig. 7, Ref. 20). Diffusion of nickel ions along these channels is much 
quicker than diffusion through the crystal grains on either side. In the computer 
simulations it is possible to examine how this rapid diffusion takes place. It 
occurs by way of missing ions (vacancies) on some of the sites marked "A" 
and "C" in Fig. 6 (vacant sites are required for any diffusion of nickel ions 
to occur in nickel oxide crystals). 

The computer simulations not only provide insight into the atomic 
movements responsible for corrosion being more rapid than expected, but 
also enable strategies for overcoming this problem to be explored. The 
simulations show that if cerium ions are introduced into the nickel oxide 
they segregate to particular sites on the grain boundary channels (marked 
"B" in Fig. 6) and they prevent the jump of nickel ions by trapping the 
vacancies on the "A" and "C" sites that are the cause of fast diffusion. (The 
"B" sites are on planes above and below those of the "A" and "C" sites in 
Fig. 6.) In this way the fast diffusion process is prevented by the cerium ions 
and the corrosion rate is greatly reduced. Other atoms (known as reactive 
elements) such as yttrium and lanthanum have been found to have the same 
effect. This means that if we put such elements into an alloy its corrosion 
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Fig. 6. Computer simulation of the structure of a grain boundary in nickel oxide in which 
two crystals have been tilted symmetrically by 36.9° about an axis perpendicular to the paper. 
In the layer of ions below and above the one shown the nickel and oxygen ion positions are 
interchanged. The labelled ion positions are the ones involved in the diffusion of nickel along 
the boundary perpendicular to the plane of the paper (Ref. 9). 

Fig. 7. High resolution transmission electron micrograph of a 26° symmetrical tilt boundary 
in nickel oxide in which the rows of ions show the same structure as predicted by the 
computer simulations (Ref. 20). 
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rate becomes very low. It works for metals other than nickel and is exploited 
widely in alloys that are particularly resistant to high temperature corrosion, 
such as "Fecralloy" steel. 

4. Interfaces between Two Different Solids 

4.1. Oxide layers on metals 

Interfaces between oxide layers and bulk metals occur on components coated 
with oxides and on components undergoing high temperature corrosion, as 
in the example described in the previous section. In either case the adhesion 
at the interface between the oxide layer and the metal component is of 
crucial importance. In high temperature corrosion it is the oxide layer that 
protects the metal and prevents it being corroded very rapidly in a hostile 
environment. Therefore, if the oxide layer becomes detached from the metal, 
that protection will be lost. Because we now have an interface between two 
different materials the oxide layer is usually under a state of stress (the metal 
component to which it is attached is subject to a much smaller stress because 
it is usually much thicker than the oxide layer). A common cause of such 
stress is the difference in thermal expansion coefficients of the oxide and the 
metal. Oxide layers formed by a coating process or by oxidation are produced 
at high temperature and they usually have lower thermal expansion 
coefficients than the metal component on which they are formed. When they 
are cooled the metal will try to contract more than the oxide, but since the 
two are bonded together this creates a compressive stress in the oxide. 
Moreover, additional external stresses would also be applied to the oxide 
as a result of the use of the metal component in an engineering application. 
Therefore it is important to be able to measure the adhesion of the oxide 
layer to the metal substrate and to understand what determines this. 

Figure 8 shows experimental measurements of the apparent adhesion 
between two metal substrates and the oxide layers formed on them by 
high temperature corrosion.1 The measured stress is "apparent adhesion" 
rather than "true adhesion" because it is the external tensile stress applied 
perpendicular to the oxide surface that is required to pull it off the metal. 
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Fig. 8. The measured strength of the interface between nickel oxide corrosion layers and 
dilute nickel alloys showing how the interface becomes weak when the layer exceeds a 
critical thickness (Ref. 1). 

It does not include explicitly the residual compressive stress which was 
generated by thermal expansion mismatch and is parallel to the oxide surface. 
The measurements show that there is a critical thickness of the oxide layer 
(different for different alloys) above which its apparent adhesion becomes 
very low. This critical thickness occurs when the energy stored in the oxide 
layer (which increases in proportion to its thickness) as a result of the 
thermal expansion mismatch stress becomes larger than the energy required 
to separate the interface between oxide and metal. The practical consequence 
of the existence of a critical layer thickness is that good adhesion between 
the oxide layer and the metal substrate can be achieved if the corrosion rate 
is sufficiently slow so that the oxide layer is always less than the critical 
thickness. Thus the same reactive elements that are used to slow down the 
corrosion rate have a double benefit; the thinner corrosion layers that they 
produce are extremely adherent, which is why they perform so well in 
practice. 

The factors that determine the true adhesion of an interface between an 
oxide and a metal are the subjects of current research using a powerful 
combination of high resolution electron microscopy, computer simulation 
and mechanical measurements. 
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4.2. Interfaces in composites 

In the example discussed in the previous section it was important to have a 
strong interface between the two solids (oxide layer and metal component), 
but in some circumstances it is useful to have a weak interface. Such a 
situation arises in composite materials which are built from laminated 
materials or contain reinforcing fibres. A great deal of effort has been devoted 
to controlling the properties of the interfaces in composites because interface 
strength is crucial in optimising the mechanical properties of the composite 
material. In order to transfer high stresses into the reinforcing elements of 
the composite a strong interface is required, but this can make the composite 
too brittle. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 9 for a laminated composite in which the 
principal lamellae are brittle. Figure 9(a) shows what happens during fracture 
if the interface between the lamellae is strong. A crack, once initiated in one 
of the brittle lamellae, will readily propagate from one lamella to its neighbour 
resulting in a stiff but brittle composite. On the other hand, if the interfaces 
between the lamellae are weak the crack will be deflected along the interface 
[Fig. 9(b)] and the composite will not fail catastrophically. This makes the 
composite tougher, but not as stiff because weak interfaces are usually 
more compliant. Thus a suitable interfacial strength is required to optimise 
the combination of stiffness and toughness of the composite. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of the failure of brittle laminates in bending. In (a) the interface 
between layers is strong and failure is catastrophic, whereas in (b) the interface is weak and 
delaminates causing gradual failure. 
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An everyday example of this principle is the laminated glass used for 
car windscreens in which layers of brittle glass are joined together using a 
much weaker organic polymer. Similar concepts are now being investigated 
to fabricate laminated composites for high temperature applications in 
which layers of strong, stiff but brittle silicon carbide ceramic are joined 
together with a relatively weak graphitic interfacial bond.8 In this way the 
toughness of the laminated structure is about 5 times that of silicon carbide 
on its own. 

The principle is also well developed in nature in bones and shells. The 
main material in shells is calcium carbonate, which is hard and protective, 
but inherently brittle. To overcome this problem nature has devised a 
laminated structure in which the brittle calcium carbonate layers are joined 
with relatively weak proteins to give a tougher composite shell (Fig. 10). 
There is now a lot of interest in trying to make tough, stiff and lightweight 
composites by mimicking these natural materials. 

Fig. 10. The structure of a natural shell in which the interface between brittle calcium carbonate 
laters delaminates during failure to create a tough composite from a brittle matrix (Ref. 7). 
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4.3. Epitaxial interfaces between semiconductors 

Sometimes the atoms in different materials have the same crystalline 
arrangement. Such crystals can join together very well to form what are 
called epitaxial interfaces. If the spacing in one crystal is a little bit different 
from the other the crystals can fit together in two fundamentally different 
ways as illustrated in Figure 11. In one [Fig. 11(a)], the crystals deform so 
that the atoms line up in the two crystals at the interface. This can only 
happen if one of the crystals is a thin layer, in which case the layer has an 
internal stress parallel to the interface which distorts the crystal lattice to 
make it fit the lattice of the much thicker substrate crystal. This is similar 
to the stress discussed in Sec. 3.1 which arose from a thermal expansion 
difference between an oxide layer and a metal component. These uniformly 
strained epitaxial layers are referred to as "pseudomorphic". Alternatively 
as illustrated in [Fig. 11(b)], the crystals can be without overall strain 
(referred to as being relaxed), but at the interface the mismatch between the 
atoms appears as misfit dislocations, in a similar way to the dislocations at 

Strained Dislocated (relaxed) 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 11. Two configurations for the interface between two materials having the same crystal 
structure but different lattice parameters. The lattice parameter for the top crystal is larger 
than that of the bottom one. In (a) the top crystal has been strained uniformly to make it fit 
the bottom one. In (b) the crystals are not strained uniformly but a misfit dislocation is 
present at the interface (compare with Fig. 3). 
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a grain boundary discussed earlier. The relaxed configuration can be simulated 
by an interface between two rafts of soap bubbles of slightly different size' 
(Fig. 12) and the arrays of misfit interfacial dislocations can be observed in 
real crystals by electron microscopy (Fig. 13). 

Fig. 12. An interface between two bubble rafts of different bubble size. The bubbles in the 
top raft are 10%- larger than those in the bottom one and misfit dislocations are present at 
the interface (Ref. 19). 

Fig. 13. Transmission electron micrograph showing networks of misfit dislocations (dark 
lines) at the interface between a 270 nm thick layer of Si07gGe022 on a Si (001) crystal 
substrate. The interface is viewed from above in this micrograph and the network of dislocations 
reflects the symmetry of the crystals (courtesy of A. Staton-Bevan). 
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The factors that determine whether the interface adopts the strained 
pseudomorphic or the relaxed dislocated structure were first clarified by 
Frank and van der Merwe10 and have since been extended to more complicated 
situations.2,3 The controlling factors are: the mismatch in lattice parameter 
between the two crystals, the thickness of the layer and the energy of a 
dislocation at the interface. As we noted for the oxide layer on a metal, the 
mechanical energy stored in the uniformly strained layer will increase with 
its thickness. When this becomes sufficiently large the crystals can have a 
lower energy if disloca-tions are created at the interface (which requires 
some extra energy) and the pseudomorphic stress is relaxed (which lowers 
the energy to compensate for the extra energy of the dislocations). There is 
thus a transition from the pseudomorphic configuration to the relaxed 
configuration above a critical layer thickness in an analogous way to the 
transition from high to low adhesion for an oxide layer on a metal discussed 
earlier. 

Both strained and relaxed configurations are important in various 
new semiconductor device structures and the success of these devices 
depends on our ability to understand and control the formation of the two 
configurations as required. An example of a device exploiting the uniformly 
strained configuration is the heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) shown 
schematically in Fig. 14. This device has a thin uniformly strained layer of 
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n-Si Collector 

p - SiGe Compressively 
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Fig. 14. The structure of a heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) in which the base is a thin 
layer of strained silicon-germanium alloy grown epitaxially on the silicon substrate (Ref. 21). 
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silicon-germanium alloy, grown pseudomorphically on silicon, acting as the 
base of the transistor. Both silicon and germanium have the same crystal 
structure and can easily mix to form alloys, but the germanium atoms are 
larger than the silicon atoms and so the silicon-germanium alloy has a larger 
crystal lattice size than pure silicon. As a result, the pseudomorphic alloy 
layer must be compressed to make it fit the silicon substrate. The compression 
changes the electrical properties of the alloy in a beneficial way and increases 
the moblity of electrical charge carriers (in this case electron holes) so that 
transistors that can switch more quickly can be made. For good electrical 
performance there must be no dislocations at the interface between the alloy 
and the silicon substrate and so the alloy layer must be thinner than its 
critical thickness. In the quest for new electronic devices (e.g. for faster 
computers and telecommunications), speed is a major goal and these HBTs 
are the fastest silicon devices with switching frequencies approaching 
200 GHz (Fig. 15) which is almost three times faster than the conventional 
silicon bipolar transistor. 

Even faster speeds are expected from another device called the 
heterojunction field effect transistor (HFET) which has the layered structure 

§• 

300 

250 

2005 

Fig. 15. Improvement in the switching frequency of silicon-based semiconductor devices 
with time showing expected trends to 2005. The bipolar junction transistor (BJT) and 
metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) field effect transistor are conventional silicon devices 
whereas the HBT and HFET contain silicon-gemanium alloy layers grown on silicon 
(Ref. 16). 
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shown in Fig. 16, Ref. 23. In this device the idea is to produce a thin layer 
of silicon uniformly strained in tension. This can be grown pseudomorphically 
on a silicon-germanium alloy substrate because the alloy, having the larger 
lattice constant, will stretch the silicon layer to make it fit. As with the 
HBT, this layer must be free of dislocations and therefore thinner than its 
critical thickness. However, it is not possible to obtain good quality bulk 
silicon-germanium alloys to use as the substrate and so the alloy is itself 
grown as a layer (called a virtual substrate) on a bulk silicon single crystal 
substrate. To obtain the true lattice parameter in the alloy layer it must be 
fully relaxed and therefore much thicker than its critical thickness. To make 
sure the misfit dislocations remain in the alloy and do not extend into the 
stretched silicon layer the germanium content in the alloy is increased 
gradually with distance above the silicon substrate. These devices represent 
a high degree of refinement in the area of "interface engineering" and the 
HFET is expected to reach speeds approaching 300 GHz (double that of 
conventional silicon field effect transistors). 
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Fig. 16. The structure of the gate region in a heterojunction field effect transistor (HFET). 
The germanium concentration gradually increases with distance from the silicon substrate 
in the silicon-germanium alloy buffer layer. This is much thicker than its critical thickness 
and so is relaxed. The silicon layer is thinner than its critical thickness and is uniformly 
strained in tension. The diagram on the right shows how the stress varies with position in the 
structure. 
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5. Interfaces between Solids and Liquids 

5.1. Processing ceramics 

Modern engineering ceramics are made using very fine powders comprising 
particles less than one micron in size. These tiny ceramic particles are very 
difficult to handle when dry and will try and stick together, even if mixed 
with water. It is possible to prevent them from sticking by attaching electrical 
charges, or organic polymer molecules to their surfaces which then repel one 
particle from another (Fig. 17). These principles have been used in ceramic 
processing for many decades, but in recent years they have been the subject 
of increased activity as the emphasis has shifted to smaller particle sizes and 
more reliable products. By controlling the interface between the ceramic 
particles and the liquid they are dispersed in it is now possible to produce 
dispersions of fine ceramic powders that are sufficiently fluid to be poured 
into moulds yet contain over 60% by volume of solid material. In addition it 
is possible to then change the interface properties so that the particles will 
stick back together again to form a solid shape or gel. This is exploited in 
gel casting processes to make bulk ceramic shapes" and the sol-gel processes 
for making ceramic fibres, powders and coatings.4 
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Fig. 17. Schematic illustration showing how small colloidal solid particles suspended in a 
liquid can be prevented from sticking together by the adsorption of electrical charge or 
polymer molecules at the solid-liquid interface. 
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5.2. High strength cements 

Organic molecules called superplasticisers are used widely in the concrete 
construction industry. They are added to the cement when it is mixed with 
water and they adsorb onto the surfaces of the cement particles giving them 
an electric charge to make them repel each other and produce a more fluid 
concrete mixture. In conventional concrete this enables less water to be used 
for mixing the concrete and results in stronger and more durable concrete 
after it sets and cures. 

The same principle has been used to increase the strength of special 
cements even further. Cement particles are rather large (e.g. 20 microns) by 
comparison with the much finer particles used for modern engineering 
ceramics. Therefore it is possible to fill in the spaces between the cement 
particles with finer particles to give a cement "densified using small particles" 
or DSP.18 Fumed silica is a commercial product that is suitable for this as 
it is not expensive and is chemically compatible with cement, which is 
mainly calcium silicate. Because the silica particles in the fumed silica are 
very small, this cement can only be mixed using a superplasticiser to absorb 
onto the silica particles and prevent them from sticking together. The cured 
cement has a strength about four times that of conventional cement (Fig. 18) 
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Fig. 18. The bending strength of conventional Portland cement compared with those of 
cements that have been modified with colloidal silica particles and polymers. MDF stands for 
"macro-defect-free". 
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and is used for special cement products such as high strength tiles. Even higher 
strengths are possible in cementitious materials. "Macro-defect-free" (MDF) 
cement15 is a composite material of cement and polymer in which the 
polymer increases the cement strength by acting as a super-plasticiser during 
processing, filling in space between cement particles and then hardening 
(crosslinking) as the cement cures. MDF is not shaped as a fluid slurry 
in the same way as a conventional cement, but as a pliable "dough". This 
enables large voids such as air bubbles to be removed so that they cannot 
lead to defects in the final material which, if present, would lower its strength. 
MDF cements can achieve strengths over ten times that of conventional 
cement (Fig. 18) but have not been exploited widely to date because the 
polymers that have been used, have not had sufficient long term stability. 

6. Future Opportunities and Concluding Remarks 

Some of the likely future directions have already been mentioned in the 
previous sections. Computer simulation and observations of atomic structure 
are expected to be applied to more complicated systems as computational 
power and experimental techniques for structural characterisation both 
improve. As new ways are also found to build controlled interfaces by 
appropriate materials processing methods, "interface engineering" will expand 
to embrace an ever widening range of materials. 

We can also expect to see application of graded interfaces in a much 
wider range of materials and structures. Graded interfaces avoid many of the 
mechanical problems that arise from the abrupt change from one material 
to another that occurs at a "normal" interface. They are already being 
investigated in a range of new technologies, ranging from protective coatings 
to electronic devices, and in joints between different bulk materials. These 
graded structures will find even wider application as cheaper techniques to 
produce them are developed. 

Multilayer structures are also becoming more widely used and this is 
another trend that is set to continue. Applications span all size scales from 
nanometres to millimetres. Individual semiconductor layers in multilayer 
electronic and opto-electronic devices can be as thin as 1 nanometre. 
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Multilayer coatings of alternating hard and soft materials with individual 
layers in the region of 0.1 micron thickness are being developed for wear 
resistance. Multilayer electrical capacitors, actuators, integrated circuits 
and other microelectronic devices have layer thicknesses between 0.1 and 
10 microns. Finally, laminated devices incorporating ceramic membranes 
(for example, solid oxide fuel cells for electricity generation and gas 
separators) are being developed with layer thicknesses in the range 10 microns. 
Just one element of these ceramic membrane devices typically has within it 
ten interfaces between different materials, including metals, ceramics and 
glass, all of which must work together in terms of mechanical, chemical and 
electrical properties. 

Nanocrystalline materials and nanocomposite materials are emerging 
classes of new materials with some unique properties. In these materials as 
many as half of the atoms are located in grain boundaries and interfaces 
rather than in the crystal lattice. Thus all their properties are dominated by 
the internal interfaces within them. One particularly interesting type of 
nanocomposite material is the so-called organic-inorganic hybrid polymer. 
These can take many different forms22 and the structure of such a hybrid 
polymer is illustrated schematically in Fig. 19. The structure contains 
inorganic polymeric chains (in this case o f - S i - O - S i - linkages) and organic 
polymeric chains (in this case a polyacrylate) and the two chains are 
crosslinked with organic units. Thus the whole material can be viewed as 
being made entirely of an interface between interpenetrating organic and 
inorganic polymers. The attraction of these hybrids is that they have properties 
that are intermediate between an inorganic glass and an organic polymer. 
They are harder, stiffer and more stable than organic polymers yet tougher 
than glass. 

Interfaces that were once regarded as sources of weakness and of other 
problems in materials can now not only be controlled to avoid these problems, 
but are being viewed positively as offering opportunities for new materials 
and structures. The field has come a long way since it was first recognised 
that metals were crystalline and contained internal interfaces in the form of 
grain boundaries. The understanding, control and exploitation of interfacial 
properties in an ever widening array of materials will surely continue to be 
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Fig. 19. An example of an organic-inorganic hybrid polymer, or nanocomposite, in which 
an inorganic polymer network (silicate in this example) is crosslinked to an organic polymer 
network (methacrylate in this example). 

key aspects of materials science and engineering in the future. It can 
reasonably be claimed that we have both beaten them and joined them. 
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1. Introduction 

We learn early in life the hard lesson that a pottery, china or glass mug 
shatters into numerous pieces when dropped onto a hard floor whereas their 
metal counterparts produce a satisfying clang and remain intact, although 
perhaps dented. Pottery and china are examples of the class of materials 
known as ceramics. Ceramics and glasses, as we know from experience, fail 
in a catastrophic manner — in other words they are brittle. In contrast 
metals are generally difficult to break and are therefore said to be tough. In 
simple terms, toughness is the opposite of brittleness. However, metals are 
readily dented or deformed and such permanent changes in shape is the 
consequence of the phenomenon of plastic deformation. 

Now, the fact that ceramics are brittle does not mean that they cannot 
carry heavy loads. For example a ceramic mug may be able to carry an 
elephant weighing over 1000 kg [Fig. 1(a)]. I do not recommend trying to 
place an elephant on a mug as, besides the obvious practical difficulties, the 
results are rather uncertain. If we had succeeded in placing the elephant on 
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a mug and then attempted to transfer carefully the elephant to another, 
apparently identical mug, the latter may well have broken with disastrous 
consequences [Fig. 1(b)]! The conclusion we are forced to draw is that 
ceramics are brittle and that their strength is variable — sometimes they will 
perform satisfactorily other times not. Why is this? 

To begin to understand the mechanical behaviour of ceramics we must 
first look at the effect of notches, or flaws, on load carrying capacity. Consider 
the two ceramic samples illustrated in Fig. 2; one has smooth sides while the 
other has a notch on each side. The important point to note is that the distance 
between the notches is exactly the same as the width, w, of the unnotched 
sample. Let us pull on the samples with an ever increasing force P. The 
notched sample fails first, i.e. fails at a lower applied force P, a fact that 
demonstrates that notches, or flaws, have a detrimental effect on the strength 
of brittle materials. The different strengths of the two ceramic mugs can 
therefore be attributed to the size of the flaws; the strong mug had small 
flaws and the weak mug had large flaws. 

To investigate further the dependence of strength on flaw size we load 
a notched specimen made, not from a ceramic, but from a photoelastic 
polymer. The use of a photoelastic polymer allows us to identify the regions 
of high stress that develop in the specimen when a force is applied (stress 
is force divided by the area over which it is acting). The highly stressed 
regions in a photoelastic materials are covered with closely spaced black 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Effect of a notch, (a) unnotched 
and (b) notched specimens of a ceramic 
being pulled by an ever increasing force 
P. The notched specimen fails first. 
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Fig. 3. A loaded notched photo-
elastic specimen showing the 
regions of high stress at the notch 
tips.1 

and white fringes when viewed with transmitted polarised light. In this 
experiment the fringes first appear at the notch tips and, as the applied force 
increases, extend to cover the whole specimen but with the fringe spacing 
being finer at the notch tips (Fig. 3). From this we conclude that notches 
(flaws) act as stress concentrators, that is the stress at the tip of a flaw is 
higher than in regions remote from the flaw. 

So at this point we have learnt that flaws, which will always be present 
in materials, concentrate stress [Fig. 4(a)] and lead to brittle fracture of 
ceramics [Fig. 4(b)]. However, metals will also have stress concentrating 
flaws yet do not usually fail in a brittle manner. The reason for this is that 
the high stress at the flaw tip in a metal causes plastic deformation which 
blunts the flaw and reduces its ability to concentrate stress [Fig. 4(c)]. 

To explain why these two classes of materials differ in their response to 
the stress present at a flaw tip we have to look in depth at the structure of 
materials. When we are working at the microstructural level, we are studying 
features of typically a fraction of a micron to several hundreds of a micron. 
The microstructure of Fig. 5 has two constituents, known as phases, and is 
therefore said to be a two-phase microstructure. We also need to look at 
materials on even a finer scale, namely the atomic level, in order to determine 
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Fig. 4. Effect of flaws (a) stress concentration (b) brittle failure of a ceramic or glass 
(c) blunting of flaw in a metal by plastic deformation. 
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Fig. 6. Some of the techniques in common use for investigating the structure of materials 
(clockwise from top left: scanning electron microscope, X-ray diffractometer, image analyser, 
transmission electron microscope, light microscope). 

Fig. 7. Cartoon (courtesy Laboratory Digest). 
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how the atoms are arranged. At the atomic level we are working on the 
nanometre scale where a nanometre is one-millionth of a millimetre. 

To obtain this structural information materials scientists use a variety 
of techniques, some of which are illustrated in Fig. 6. These are standard 
techniques that are used on a daily basis by materials scientists to delve into 
the structure of materials. We think there is nothing odd in wanting to 
investigate the fine structure of materials in this way but the general public 
might think this behaviour is far from normal (Fig. 7)! 

2. Deformation of Metals 

The difference in behaviour of ceramics and metals is readily demonstrated 
by carrying out mechanical tests such as the tensile test illustrated in Fig. 2(a). 
The results from a tensile tests are given as graphs of applied stress against 
the strain (change in length divided by original length) produced. The stress-
strain curve for a ceramic is linear up to the fracture stress where catastrophic 
failure occurs (Fig. 8). In the linear region the deformation, which is reversible 
and instantaneous, is termed elastic deformation. The stress-strain curve for 
a metal also has an initial linear region where the deformation is elastic, but 
this is usually followed by an extensive nonlinear region which corresponds 
to permanent or plastic deformation (Fig. 8). The total work needed to break 
a material, known as the work of fracture and measured in energy per unit 
volume, is the area under the stress-strain curve (shaded area on curves of 
Fig. 8); the greater the work of fracture the tougher is the material and thus 
this criterion confirms the superior toughness of metals. 

Let us turn our attention to metals and try to understand why they 
deform plastically so readily. If we plastically deform a metal sample that 
has been polished previously to a mirror finish such that the surface appears 
featureless when viewed by a light microscope and again view the 
surface we will see a considerable change. As a consequence of the plastic 
deformation the surface will be covered in fine lines, called slip lines. Closer 
observation of these lines will reveal that they are in fact fine steps on the 
surface (Fig. 9). Such observations led to the early model for plastic 
deformation, known as the block slip model, whereby blocks of the crystal 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the stress-strain curves from (a) a ceramic and (b) a metal. 

Fig. 9. Slip steps on the surface of a plastically deformed single crystal of a copper-aluminium. 
(This photograph was first published in Ref. 2 and was used by Sir Harold Carpeter and 
J.M. Robertson, who were metallurgists at Imperial College, in their classic two volume 
textbook3). 
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were considered to slip over each other on specific crystallographic planes 
and in specific crystallographic directions termed slip planes and slip 
directions respectively (Fig. 10). It should be noted that if plastic deformation 
occurs by this block slip mechanism all the bonds between the atoms 

Fig. 11. Dislocations and plastic deformation (a) edge dislocation (b) stress applied and the 
dislocation moves slightly to the left (c) stress increases and the dislocation moves one 
atomic spacing to the left (d) this procedure is repeated until the dislocation leaves the crystal 
forming a step of height b.4 
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across the slip plane have to be broken at the same time — this requires a 
great deal of energy and calculations show the stress needed to be applied 
to the material is greater than that experimentally measured for plastic 
deformation. It follows the block slip model is not valid, instead it has been 
found that plastic deformation takes place by the movement of defects in 
the crystals. 

The defects responsible for plastic deformation are line defects known 
as dislocations [Fig. 11(a)]. For plastic deformation by the movement 
of dislocations only a few atomic bonds are broken at any given time 
and therefore a lower stress is required than for the block slip model 
[Fig. 11(b)—(d)]. The movement of a dislocation is analogous to that of a 
ruck in a large rug. It requires a great deal of effort to drag a large rug a 
short distance due to friction between the rug and the floor acting over 
the whole surface area of the rug. In contrast a ruck may be pushed easily 
the length of the rug, overcoming just a small amount of friction at any 
given time, to give the required displacement of the rug when the ruck 
reaches the end. 

The motion of dislocations on a slip plane, as shown in Fig. 11, is called 
slip or glide. It can be seen that the slip of dislocations on a slip plane gives 
a relative atomic displacement across the slip plane in the slip direction; 
thus the concept of slip planes and directions introduced with the block 
slip model is also applicable to the now well established dislocation 
mechanism for plastic deformation. Furthermore, the dislocation mechanism 
is consistent with the observation of slip steps on the surface of a plastically 
deformed crystalline material. A single dislocation reaching the surface will 
give a slip step of atomic dimensions [b in Fig. 11(d)], therefore thousands 
of dislocations reaching the surface on the same slip plane can account for 
the visible slip steps. 

At this stage we are able to say that metals are usually tough as plastic 
deformation can occur due to the motion of dislocations. But are metals 
always tough? If we grip a rod of aluminium and strike the ground as 
hard as we can, we will not succeed in breaking the rod although it might 
bend. Repeating the experiment with a rod of copper would yield a similar 
result — both these metals are tough. However the situation is very different 
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if we test a mixture of aluminium and copper in the proportions 2 atoms of 
copper to 3 atoms of aluminium. This material is extremely brittle and 
would shatter into many pieces. For some reason dislocation motion must be 
severely limited in the Cu-Al mixture thus restricting plastic deformation 
and the associated flaw blunting. 

When we mix metals in particular proportions we may form what 
are known as intermetallic compounds or ordered solid solutions. Here are 
some well known examples — Al3Cu2, NiAl, TiAl3 Fe2Nb, FeCo — all have 
simple ratio of the constituent atoms. The characteristic of these materials 
is that the two constituent atoms are arranged in an ordered manner (Fig. 12) 
and it is this ordered arrangement that makes dislocation movement more 
difficult and results in brittleness. 

A commercial ordered solid solution that we studied for many years at 
Imperial College is FeCo, which is a magnetic material that has to be produced 
in the form of thin sheet for the relevant industrial applications. When the 
FeCo is ordered it is brittle and cannot be fabricated into sheet and therefore 
a complex manufacturing procedure has to be followed (Fig. 13). At high 
temperatures (above about 725°C) the material is disordered and it can 
therefore be rolled at these temperature; this process being termed hot rolling. 
If the material is slowly cooled from the hot rolling temperature the atoms 
will rearrange into the ordered structure and the material will be brittle. 

Fig. 12. A mixture of A and B atoms in a 1:1 ratio giving (a) a disordered solid solution 
(b) an ordered solid solution. An example of such a mixture is FeCo. 
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Fig. 13. Production of FeCo soft magnetic alloy. 

This is prevented by rapidly quenching from the hot rolling temperature — 
thus the atoms do not have time to rearrange and the disordered structure 
is retained. The disordered structure can of course be deformed and so 
the quenched material can be cold rolled to the required thickness and 
surface finish. In this state the magnetic properties are poor and the final 
stage in the processing is a heat treatment which recrystallises and orders 
the material. 

The critical stage in the processing of FeCo is the quench from hot 
rolling. Whether the FeCo alloy is ordered, partially ordered or disordered 
after quenching depends on the efficiency of the quench and the presence of 
ternary alloying additions. Traditionally an addition of 2% vanadium has been 
used to facilitate retention of disorder. We found that less than 1 % of tantalum 
or niobium was equally effective in this respect and at the same time gave 
better magnetic properties (a higher magnetic saturation) than the vanadium 
bearing alloy [e.g. 5-7]. Magnetic FeCo alloys with tantalum or niobium 
additions are now offered commercially by Telcon Limited, UK. 

Metals do not have to be ordered to be brittle. Steel, which may be 
viewed as essentially an alloy of iron and carbon, may be heat treated to 
give markedly different properties. Consider two sample of the same 
composition but one has been slowly cooled (furnace cooled) from a high 
temperature and the other quenched from the same high temperature. The 
former would be tough whereas the latter would be very brittle requiring 
hardly any energy to break it. The reason for the difference in toughness is 
that the specimens have different microstructures (Fig. 14). 

The slowly cooled material has a two-phase microstructure consisting of 
ferrite, which is almost pure iron and is present with granular and lamellar 
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Fig. 14. Microstructure of steel (a) slowly cooled — two-phase microstructure (b) quenched 
— single-phase martensitic structure. 

morphologies, and fine lamellae of iron carbide. Thus the carbon is concen
trated in the iron carbide, whereas quenching gives a single-phase structure, 
known as martensite, in which the carbon is evenly dispersed as individual 
atoms throughout the iron. The carbon atoms occupy the interstices or holes 
between the iron atoms and are extremely effective in hindering the motion 
of dislocations — hence the brittleness of the quenched sample. The quench 
martensitic sample is also very hard and the higher the carbon content the 
harder and the more brittle is the steel. 

At this point I would like to refer you the photographs of a necklace 
and a brooch presented in Fig. 15. These glittering, elegant antiques are not 
made using hundreds of diamond or other precious stones, but are fabricated 
of steel. This type of jewellery, known as cut-steel jewellery, was firmly 
established in Britain by the seventeenth century, expanded in the eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries and was effectively dead by the end of the 
nineteenth century. It was expensive jewellery and used in various forms 
by both sexes as shown by the cartoon of an eighteen century beau dazzling 
his lady friend with his cut-steel buttons (Fig. 16). The manufacture of cut-
steel jewellery was a complex process that attained the required result by 
making full use of the dependence of properties on heat treatment and 
carbon content.9 

Each jewel in a cut-steel article is either a facetted, approximately 
spherical bead, as used in the necklace, or rather like a mushroom with a 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 15. Cut-steel jewellery (a) necklace made with beads (b) brooch made from "gems" such 
as those shown in Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 16. A gentleman in 1777 
dazzles his lady friend with his 
cut-steel buttons.8 

Fig. 17. A single "gem" from an 
article of cut-steel jewellery.9 

-Innm-
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facetted cap (Fig. 17). The shank of the latter is rivetted or screwed into a 
backplate and only the facetted cap or stud is seen as illustrated by the 
brooch. The microstructure of both the shank and the stud is martensitic, but 
cleverly, the shank is made from very low carbon steel while the stud is a 
higher carbon steel which, although more brittle, is also much harder and 
wear and corrosion resistant. This combination of steels was achieved by 
heat treating the jewels with the studs in contact with a carbon-donating 
material, such as bone-dust, while protecting the shanks from the bone-dust 
by surrounding them in clay. Consequently during the heat treatment the 
carbon content of the studs was increased and that of the shanks remained 
unchanged. The heat treatment was terminated by quenching in order to 
produce the martensitic structure. Of course the studs had to be highly 
polished and in an account of the manufacture of cut-steel published in 
London in 1830,10 it is stated: 

"Polishing is effected by means of putty, or the combined oxides of a mixture 
of lead and tin, finely levigated; and it is applied, mixed either with water, 
or, still better, in proof spirit, upon the palms of the hands of women, for a 
considerable length of time; indeed, until the fine black polish or lustre of 
hardened steel is at length produced. 

No effectual substitute for the soft skin which is only to be found upon the 

delicate hands of women, has hitherto been met with." 

I must admit I wonder just how soft hands would be after working 
10 hours a day, six days a week polishing steel! 

3. Ceramic Components and Fibres 

Let us leave metals and return to ceramics, which we have learnt fail in a 
brittle manner from flaws within, or more commonly on the surface of, the 
component. Ceramics are crystalline materials and like metals have 
dislocations but the dislocations do not readily glide on the slip planes and 
also, due to the complex crystallographic structures of ceramics, there are 
fewer slip planes. Glasses are not crystalline and do not have a regular 
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arrangement of the atoms, thus dislocations do not exist. Hence it is not 
possible for dislocation motion to relieve stress concentrations at the tips of 
flaws in ceramics and glasses. 

This brittleness does not mean that ceramics are not good engineering 
materials, indeed they have many outstanding characteristics such as good 
wear and erosion resistance and the ability to operate at high temperatures, 
and are successfully employed in many applications. Satisfactory service 
performance requires: (1) control of the processing to give the required 
microstructure and to minimise flaw size and (2) good design. 

A ceramic component that fulfils these requirements is the femoral head 
of a hip prosthesis (Fig. 18). The spherical head is made from aluminium 
oxide or zirconium oxide, which are more commonly known as alumina and 
zirconia respectively.11""14 The ceramics have a fine microstructure and the 
spheres are produced with a smooth surface finish; these two features optimise 
the strength and wear resistance which is superior to that of their metallic 
rivals. Some typical mechanical property values for alumina and zirconia are 
presented in Table 1; also included in the table for comparison purposes are 

Fig. 18. Hip prosthesis with a metal stem 
and a ceramic femoral head. 
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of bone and the ceramics used for femoral heads.13 

Cancellous Bone 
Cortical Bone 

Alumina 
Zirconia 

Young's Modulus 
(GPa) 

0.02-1.70 
15-25 
380 
210 

Strength 

Bend 

46-156 

500-560 
680-904 

(MPa) 

Compressive 

0.15-5.0 
117-216 

4100 
2000 

Toughness 
(MPa m"2) 

2.2-5.7 
4.0-6.0 
9.4-10.7 

data for cancellous and cortical bone. Tensile stresses are more likely to cause 
catastrophic failure than compressive stresses and account must be taken of 
this at the design stage of a ceramic component. The prosthesis is designed, 
with particular care taken with the means of attachment of the head to the 
metal stem, so as to minimise the tensile stresses in the ceramic head. 

How else can we ameliorate the brittleness of ceramics and maximise 
their strength? I would like to start to answer this question by describing an 
experiment that was carried out by C.V. Boys at Imperial College over 100 
years ago.17 The equipment was very simple; it consisted of a crude crossbow 
fixed to a support and a gas jet for heating (Fig. 19). A short length of glass 
was attached between the arrow and the support for the bow and then heated 
with the gas flame. When the glass had reached an appropriately high 
temperature the arrow was fired and pulled a fine fibre in its wake from the 
hot glass. By this means Boys was able to produce glass fibres approaching 
30 m in length and only a few microns in diameter. He also recognised the 
outstanding property of the fibres, namely their high strengths. Although he 
admitted to not having carried out any careful mechanical property 
measurements he was able to state that the strength was of the order of 
790 MPa and that strength increased as the fibres became finer. We now know 
that the reasons for the high strength of a fibre are the smooth surface and 
the dimensions (small diameter) of the fibre limiting the flaw size. The flaw 
size being limited by the diameter of the fibre also accounts for the depen
dence of strength on the fineness of the fibre, i.e. the smaller the diameter, 
the smaller the flaw and the greater the strength. 
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Fig. 19. Production of glass fibres by the method developed by Boys.17 

Nowadays we manufacture glass fibres more efficiently than Boys was 
able to, and without needing crossbows! Molten glass is extruded under 
gravity from a melting tank through an orifice and rapidly pulled to draw it 
down to a fibre of about 10 /im diameter. Normally there are over 200 orifices 
used on the same melting tank and the fibres are drawn at speeds up to 
50 m/s. Ceramics, such as silicon carbide and alumina, are also currently 
available in fibrous form but the processing technology is fibre specific and 
differs from that described for glass. Typical properties of modern glass 
fibres, and of representative natural and other synthetic fibres, are given in 
Table 2. The data of Table 2 demonstrate that we are able to manufacture 
glass and ceramic fibres with high strengths in spite of their inherent 
brittleness. 

Another property of concern is the Young's modulus, which is defined 
as the slope of the initial linear region of the stress-strain curve (Fig. 8). 
The practical significance of Young's modulus is that it determines the 
reversible elastic strain resulting from a given stress when a material is in 
service. Usually the amount of elastic deformation of a component is small 
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Table 2. Properties of natural and synthetic fibres.18 

Fibre Density (Mg/m3) Young's Modulus (GPa) Strength (MPa) 

Natural Fibres 
Hemp 
Jute 
Sisal 
Asbestos 

Synthetic Fibres 
Alumina 
Glass 
Carbon (IM) 
Silicon Carbide 
Aramid® 

s>Aramid is an organic 

1.3 
0.7 
2.56 

3.9 
2.54 
1.76 
2.4 
1.44 

synthetic fibre. 

55.5 
17 

160 

380 
70 

290 
280 
130 

460 
442 
530 
3100 

1600 
2200 
3100 
2000 
2900 

and not noticeable; for example if you are sitting on a chair reading this 
book both the chair and the floor elastically distorts under your weight! 
Obviously we prefer materials to be stiff, that is to deform elastically as 
little as possible while in service, and therefore require high values for 
Young's modulus. The synthetic ceramic (alumina, carbon, silicon carbide) 
and natural (asbestos) inorganic fibres have high Young's moduli and hence 
high stiffnesses. Glass fibres do not compare well with these fibres in this 
respect but are much stiffer than monolithic polymers, or in layman's terms 
plastics, which have low Young's modulus values of about 3 GPa. 

How can we utilise the good strength and high stiffness of fibres? One 
possible solution would be to borrow an idea from natural organic fibre 
(e.g. hemp and sisal) technology and manufacture a ceramic/glass rope. 
However this solution has two major drawbacks. 

(1) The strength of a rope is less than that of the fibres from which it is 
made (Fig. 20). There are a number of reasons for the disappointing 
performance of rope, the main being the fibres are wound helically and 
are therefore not pulled along their axes, the fibres only make up about 
70% of the cross-section of the rope and the fibres rub against one 
another and introduce flaws. 
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Fig. 20. Comparison of the 
strength of natural fibres and 
ropes. 

(2) There is a severe limitation on the type of component you can make 
using rope. 

How much better to separate the fibres from each other by embedding 
them in another material such as a polymer. In this way we can control 
the arrangement of the fibres and the manufacture of components with a 
wide range of shapes and dimensions is feasible. What we have made is a 
composite material consisting of two constituents — the fibres are known 
as the reinforcement and the polymer constituent as the matrix. 

4. Composites 

In a composite the load is taken by the fibres and the matrix, but mainly 
by the high stiffness and high strength fibres. In this way we can utilise the 
excellent properties of fibres and produce stiff, strong and tough material in 
a variety of forms. We have seen from the data of Table 2 that nowadays there 
are fibres with superior mechanical properties to glass which are commercially 
available for the production of composites. The best known of these are 
carbon fibres and these are used in a variety of high performance components, 
e.g. pole vaulter's pole and racing cars (Fig. 21). The improvement in 
mechanical properties achieved by reinforcing polymers is exemplified by 
the data for epoxy in Table 3. It is worthy of note that the superior mechanical 

STRENGTH 
MPa 

600 -, 

HEMP SISAL 
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(a) 

Fig. 21. Applications of carbon fibre reinforced polymers (a) McLaren racing car, the first 
carbon fibre reinforced plastic chassied Formula 1 racing car (b) pole vaulter's pole (courtesy 
Fiberite Europe). 
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Table 3. Comparison of the unidirectional mechanical properties of epoxies reinforced with 
various inorganic, synthetic fibres (Source: Dow Chemical Company). 

Young's Modulus (GPa) Tensile Strength (MPa) 

Epoxy 4 50 

Epoxy +Glass 50 1165 

Epoxy + Carbon 145 1480 

properties of carbon fibres to those of glass fibres (Table 2) is reflected in 
the respective performance of their composites but even the latter have 
produced over an order of magnitude increase in both stiffness and strength. 
The worldwide production capacity of carbon fibres is huge, being estimated 
in 1991 to be over 13.5 x 106 kilogram per annum, but even this is small in 
comparison to glass fibre production. There is a considerable price differential 
between carbon and glass fibres so, in spite of their inferior properties, the 
less expensive glass fibres are still widely used. The importance of cost 
should never be forgotten; there is for example much current research on 
incorporating low performance, inexpensive natural fibres in polymers to 
give cheap mass produced components. As well as being a renewable resource, 
natural fibres are more readily recycled or disposed and already some car 
components such as inner trim parts (e.g. door panels, roof-liners and shelves) 
are made from a flax reinforced polymer. 

The reinforcement in a composite need not be continuous fibres but can 
take many forms such as particulate and discontinuous fibres, as shown in 
Fig. 22. Not only may the form of the reinforcement differ but also the 
arrangement in the composite, for example discontinuous fibres may be 
aligned or randomly arranged. 

The range of forms of reinforcement is exemplified by silicon carbide 
which is available as continuous fibres, whiskers (small crystals typically 
20 /im in length and less than 1 /im diameter), platelets (Fig. 23) and equiaxed 
particles. Silicon carbide whiskers and platelets are produced commercially 
from a most novel raw material (Fig. 24). Yes — Fig. 24 shows rice growing 
in a paddy field. The husks of rice contain the raw ingredients for silicon 
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I t t 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 22. Examples of composites (a) particulate (b) aligned discontinuous (c) random 
discontinuous (d) aligned continuous.4 

Fig. 23. Silicon carbide platelets (courtesy A. Selguk). 

carbide, namely the elements silicon and carbon, therefore all one has to do 
is to heat the rice husks in a carefully controlled manner to produce the 
whiskers and platelets. Typically the yield is 10% whiskers and 90% platelets. 
An organically grown inorganic reinforcement! 

l u l l I n I m J 
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Fig. 24. Silicon carbide whiskers and platelets are produced commercially from a most novel 
raw material — rice husks (courtesy Readers Digest). 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 25. Reconstruction of the wall of a iron age hut; the wall is a hybrid composite. 
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5. Ceramic Matrix Composites 

The main advances in composite materials have taken place over the last 
three decades but the concept of a composite material is not new and the 
walls of iron age mud huts were a composite material — a mud matrix 
reinforced by straw (Fig. 25). In fact, this was a very sophisticated composite 
because there are two forms of reinforcement — as well as the straw we also 
have branches as reinforcement. Composites with two types of reinforcement 
are called hybrid composites. A familiar example of a modern hybrid 
composite is the material used for car tyres, namely rubber reinforced with 
particulate carbon and continuous steel wires. 

When mud dries it is hard and brittle and can be classed as a ceramic 
therefore the walls of a bronze age hut were made from a ceramic matrix 
composite (CMC). Ordinary concrete may be classified as a CMC with the 
cement as the matrix and the aggregate as the reinforcement. Some specialist 
cements are also fibre reinforced — asbestos and alkali-resistant glass 
fibres being commonly employed. However if we ignore these very high 
volume, low performance composites and just consider small volume, 
high quality composites then polymer matrix composites (PMCs) dominate 
the market. Nevertheless, although not so widespread as PMCs, there are a 
limited number of very successful "high-tech" ceramic matrix composites 
commercially produced. In these materials the main role of the reinforcement, 
which may be another brittle ceramic or a ductile metal, is to hinder crack 
propagation and so increase the toughness. There are numerous mechanisms 
by which a reinforcement may hinder crack propagation and a number of 
these may be operating and contributing to the toughness of a given CMC. 
Some of the more common mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 26. Fibres are 
more effective in toughening a ceramic matrix than particulates as can be 
seen from the force-displacement curves, which are similar to stress-strain 
curves, of Fig. 27. Particulate reinforced CMCs fail in a catastrophic manner 
but they are tougher than their monolithic ceramic matrix counterparts 
as shown by comparison of the values for their work of fracture (area 
under the curve). Fibre reinforced CMCs retain some load carrying capacity 
after failure has commenced at the point of maximum force (stress) and this 
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PULL-OUT BRIDGING DEBONDING 

Fig. 26. Some toughening mechanisms that contribute to the toughness of composites. 

Particulate-reinforced 

Displacement 

Fig. 27. Comparison of force-displacement curves from ceramic matrix composites and a 
monolithic ceramic. 
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Fig. 28. Microstructuie of zirconia reinforced with platelets of silicon carbide.1-

is reflected in a large area under the force-displacement (stress-strain) 
curve. 

Because of their superior properties to those of monolithic ceramics, 
ceramic matrix composites are used for components operating in severe 
conditions of stress, temperature and environment. I would like to discuss 
briefly two examples of ceramic matrix composites in commercial production. 

Silicon carbide, in the form of equiaxed particles, platelets and whiskers, 
have been used to reinforced alumina and zirconia (Fig. 28). Zirconia based 
composites are not in full commercial production whereas SiC-ieinforced 
alumina is used for cutting tools for wood and metal and give considerable 
productivity benefits over conventional tools. The SiC improves strength, 
toughness and thermal shock resistance without any adverse affects on 
other relevant performance indicators. Cutting tools are of course small 
components, about 10 mm x 10 mm x 5 mm, the next ceramic matrix 
composite is used for much larger components in some cases over 1 m in 
length (Fig. 29).' 

This is a more complex composite with a number of phases in its micro-
structure (Fig. 30). The main phases are alumina, which makes up most 
of the matrix, and graphite (carbon) flakes which are the reinforcement.21 
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2cm 
(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 29. Two examples of commercially available ceramic matrix composite components 
(a) SiC-reinforced alumina cutting tools (b) graphite-reinforced alumina components used in 
the steel industry. 
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Fig. 30. Microstructure of the graphite reinforced alumina used for components such as the 
nozzles shown in Fig. 29; A is a alumina; Si, silicon; G, natural flake graphite; V, void 
(courtesy J.L. Leatherland, P.S. Rogers and RJD. Rawlings). 

This graphite reinforced alumina is used in the steel industry, particularly in 
continuous casting plants where it has to cope with being in contact with 
corrosive, moving molten steel at about 1600°C. Its erosion, corrosion and 
thermal shock resistance are excellent, which is just as well as failure of a 
graphite reinforced alumina component would cause shut down of a 
continuous casting facility at a cost of £5,000 per minute! 

The commercial ceramic matrix composites that we have considered so 
far had brittle reinforcements but it is also possible to toughen a ceramic by 
incorporating ductile metal fibres or particles. This form of toughening is 
never likely to be widely employed as the metal degrades some of the 
characteristic, useful properties of ceramics, for example it decreases hardness 
and reduces high temperature capabilities. However there are certain 
applications at room and intermediate temperatures that do not utilise the 
high hardness of ceramics for which a metal reinforced ceramic may be 
appropriate. Bioactive ceramics for medical implants would be such an 
application as the service temperature is constant at 37°C. The bioceramics 
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Fig. 31. Bone — glass-ceramic (Apoceram) interface showing good bonding (courtesy L.A. 
Wulff). 
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Fig. 32. Microstracture of Apoceram bioactive glass-ceramic (the crystalline phase is light 
coloured and the residual glass is dark). 
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discussed earlier that are used for the femoral head are classified as bioinert, 
which means that they are effectively ignored by the body. In contrast the 
body has an affinity for bioactive materials and consequently a strong chemical 
bond develops between a bioactive material and body tissue (Fig. 31). As a 
consequence of the bonding an implant made from a bioactive material does 
not have to be mechanically fixed (screwed or clamped) or cemented in 
position in the body. The bioactive material, Apoceram, shown in the 
Fig. 31 is a glass-ceramic which, as the name suggests, is a class of material 
that is related to both glasses and ceramics. The first stages in the production 
of a glass-ceramic is to produce a glass and to form the glass by casting or 
moulding into the required shape. The shaped article is then heat treated 
which causes the glass to transform in a controlled manner to the crystalline 
state.22 The material is now a glass-ceramic and has a fine, polycrystalline 
microstructure (Fig. 32) and mechanical properties intermediate between a 
glass and a technical ceramic. 

Bioactive glasses, glass-ceramics and ceramics share the undesirable 
characteristic with their conventional counterparts of being brittle. In order 
to improve the toughness we have reinforced bioactive glass-ceramics with 
particles of either titanium or silver, both these metals being acceptable to 
the body.23,24 When a crack encounters a metal particle the particle deforms, 
which requires energy, and thus crack propagation is hindered and toughness 
is enhanced. Not only does the metal reinforcement improve toughness but 
slow crack growth, which can occur over a period of time when a component 
is under stress, is retarded. 

In this last example we reinforced a brittle, hard ceramic with metal 
particles in order to improve the toughness. Can we change the roles of the 
two classes of materials and enhance certain properties of a metal, say 
hardness, by reinforcing with a ceramic? 

6. Metal Matrix Composites and Functionally Graded Materials 

So far we have discussed polymer and ceramic matrix composites, I would 
now like to consider metal matrix composites (MMCs). Typically reinforcing 
a metal with ceramic particles or fibres has the beneficial effects of increasing 
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Fig. 33. Effect of silicon carbide content on the properties od A12124 alloy matrix composites 
(a) hardness (b) Young's modulus (c) yield strength — tensile test •, bend test • (d) fracture 
toughness and (e) ductility (courtesy C.-Y. Lin, H.B. McShane and R.D. Rawlings). 
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Number of fatigue cycles 

Fig. 34. Graph of change in crack length against number of cycles of the fluctuating stress 
demonstrating the slower rate of crack growth, i.e. the better fatigue crack resistance, of the 
MMC (courtesy H. Uzun, T.C. Lindley, H.B. McShane and R.D. Rawlings). 

the hardness, stiffness, yield strength [Figs. 33(a), (b) and (c)], giving better 
fatigue resistance, that is resistance to crack growth under a fluctuating 
stress (Fig. 34), and improving high temperature performance. There is one 
major disadvantage with reinforcing a metal — you will recall that most 
metals are tough materials but unfortunately they become embrittled when 
we reinforce them; this is exemplified by the data for SiC particle reinforced 
aluminium alloy in Fig. 33(d) and (e). There is no doubt that the loss in 
toughness and ductility (strain to failure) is less marked when the processing 
of an MMC is carefully controlled so that the reinforcement is distributed 
evenly and not agglomerated and porosity and contamination are minimised; 
nevertheless, even with good processing the toughness of MMCs is inferior 
to their metal counterparts. 
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Fig. 36. Microstractures of SiC-Al alloy functionally graded materials (a) alloy and 10% SiC 
layers (b) 10% SiC and 20% SiC layers.28 

How can we alleviate this problem? The approach we have taken is to 
produce materials with a gradation in reinforcement content; such materials 
are called functionally graded materials (FGMs). The gradation in reinforce
ment content may be stepwise or continuous (Fig. 35). The microstractures 
from a SiC»Al alloy stepwise FGM are given in Fig. 36; it can be seen that 
even with stepwise FGMs the interfaces between the layers are not well 
defined. By varying the reinforcement content in a specified manner we can 
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Fig. 37. Load-time curves (which are equivalent to load-displacement curves) from SENB 
tests on (a) SiC-Aluminium alloy composite and (b) FGM based on the SiC-Aluminium alloy 
system.25 

obtain a predetermined variation in properties through the section of a 
component. For example, a component where the reinforcement content was 
high at the surface and decreased, in a stepwise or continuous manner, to 
zero towards the centre might benefit from the hard wear resistant surface, 
the good fatigue resistance of the reinforced near surface regions and the 
toughness of the unreinforced metal in the interior. Such an FGM would 
exhibit superior toughness to a composite material with the same reinforce
ment content as the surface region of the FGM. This is demonstrated by the 
load-displacement curves of Fig. 37; the load for the FGM does not fall 
catastrophically from the maximum, thus there is a larger area under the 
curve for the FGM. 

30 vol%SiC composite 

30 %SiC-15 %SiC-AI 2124 FGM 

A 
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7. Listening to Cracks 

A material is tough when it is difficult for cracks to grow — it is brittle when 
crack propagation is easy. Clearly it would be useful to have a technique 
that is capable of detecting a crack and, if possible, detecting that crack 
during propagation. There are numerous techniques, which are classified as 
nondestructive testing techniques, that are designed to detect, and usually size, 
stationary cracks without impairing serviceability of the component. However 
there is only one readily available technique that can detect a growing crack 
but not an inactive crack; this unusual technique is called acoustic emission. 

When we throw a stone into a pond it produces waves which propagate 
from the point of entry into the water to the edge of the pond. A similar 
phenomenon occurs when a crack propagates: elastic stress waves are 
produced at a growing crack and propagate through the material to the 
surface. In fact the reader will have heard elastic stress waves or acoustic 
emission, e.g. the noise of the cracking of a toughened glass windscreen or 
of ice. Another well known example of acoustic emission is the noise 
produced when zinc is deformed. In this case the acoustic emission is not 
due to cracking but to a mechanism of plastic deformation known as twinning, 
but the principle is the same. That zinc emits elastic stress waves has been 
known for centuries and has been used as an early nondestructive quality 
control test as illustrated by this excerpt from De La Pirotechnia, printed in 
Italy in 1540: 

"That metal is known to be purer that shows its whiteness more, or if when 
it is broken it shows itself granular like steel inside, or if when some thin 
part of it is bent or squeezed by the teeth it gives its natural noise, like that 
which water makes when it is frozen by cold." 

The acoustic emission from ice, toughened glass and zinc is of low 
frequency and high amplitude and therefore audible. In most cases the 
emissions are out of the range of the human ear and we have to use sensitive 
equipment to detect them. When an elastic stress waves reaches the surfaces 
there is a small, temporary surface displacement. This surface displacement 
can be detected and quantified by means of a sensitive transducer coupled 
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Fig. 38. Use of acoustic emission for the monitoring of mechanical property tests, (a) force 
(load) and acoustic emission rate as a function of displacement from tests on an impure 
alumina27 (b) force and acoustic emission as a function of time (displacement) from a test on 
a stepwise FGM consisting of three layers, A12124-30%SiC/A12124-15% SiC/A12124 (courtesy 
of H. Uzun, T.C. Lindley, H.B. McShane and R.D. Rawlings). 
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to the surface.26 It is important to appreciate that the transducer does not 
have to be located close to the active crack as the elastic stress waves may 
travel considerable distances (in the case of metals several metres) and still 
produce detectable surface displacements. This may be easily verified by 
connecting a transducer to a long length of metal and introducing elastic 
stress waves at the other end by dropping a couple of grains of sand. Standard 
acoustic emission equipment will have no difficulty in detecting the artificially 
introduced stress waves. 

Acoustic emission monitoring has been employed on all classes of 
materials, including ceramics and FGMs, examples of which are given in 
Fig. 38. Figure 38(a) shows that acoustic emission is sensitive enough to 
detect the small amount of crack growth, termed subcritical crack growth, 
that occurs before catastrophic crack propagation and failure in a ceramic at 
room and intermediate temperatures. The ceramic in this case was an impure 
alumina and at elevated temperatures (> 650°C) flow of a glassy phase 
associated with the impurities leads to nonlinearity in the force-displacement 
curves and a considerable amount of acoustic emission prior to fracture. 
Acoustic emission and load as a function of time (equivalent to displacement) 
from an SENB test on a stepwise FGM is presented in Fig. 38(b); it can be 
seen that both curves reflect the progress of the crack through the different 
layers. 

The 16th Century Italian work on acoustic emission was mentioned 
earlier. I am pleased to report that I have evidence that the British were also 
aware of this phenomenon: 

"The deed is done, 
Did'st thou not hear a noise?" 

This quotation is from Shakespeare's Macbeth! 
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Professor Larry L. Hench 

Dr Larry Hench was born on 21 November 1938 in Shelby, Ohio and 
graduated from The Ohio State University in 1961 and 1964 with BS 
and PhD degrees in Ceramic Engineering. He went to the University of 
Florida in 1964 as an Assistant Professor and in 1969 discovered Bioglass®, 
the first man-made material to bond with living tissues. In recognition of 
this discovery, which founded the field of bioactive medical and dental 
implants, and the development of methodology for investigating the interfacial 
bonding of this new class of biomaterials he was awarded the Clemson 
Award for Basic Research in 1977, the highest award of the Society for 
Biomaterials. This work combined with fundamental studies of glass systems 
led to a general theory of glass-environment interactions and the 1980 
George W. Morey award, the highest honour of the Glass Division of the 
American Ceramic Society. The technology for manufacturing and quality 
assurance of bioactive glasses was achieved in Dr Hench's laboratory and 
transferred successfully to industry in 1984. Bioglass® prostheses for middle 
ear reconstruction, dental implants, and Bioglass® powders for repair for 
periodontal defects were approved for sale by the FDA in 1985, 1990, and 
1993, respectively and are being marketed by US Biomaterials Corporation 
under license from the University of Florida. CE marks for sales of Bioglass® 
dental products in Europe were obtained in 1996 and in 1997 for orthopaedic 
products. 

Dr Hench was promoted to Full Professor at the University of Florida 
in 1972 and to Graduate Research Professor of Materials Science and 
Engineering in 1986, the highest academic position at the University. He 
also served as Director for the Bioglass® Research Center and Co-Director 
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of the Advanced Materials Research Center at the University of Florida for 
15 years. 

During 1978-1985, Professor Hench and his students conducted a series 
of basic science studies on glasses to immobilise high level radioactive 
wastes, including the first deep geological burial in Sweden. During this 
period he chaired key DOE and international committees leading to many 
government policy decisions in radioactive waste disposal. 

In 1980, Professor Hench launched a new field of study — the low 
temperature sol-gel processing of glasses, ceramics, and composites. These 
studies have led to a new class of silica materials for optics and environmental 
sensors termed Gelsil®, which are being commercialised by Geltech Inc., a 
company founded in 1986 by Professor Hench and his wife and professional 
colleague, Dr. June Wilson Hench. The new gel-silica optics have received 
national recognition in the USA with 4 industrial awards including the 
prestigious 1991 R&D 100 award in optics. 

Professor Hench's studies have resulted in 520 scientific publications, 
23 books, and 23 patents issued in the US and 20 foreign countries. He is 
a member of the Academy of Ceramics and a Fellow in four professional 
societies. He has served numerous national offices including President 
of the Society for Biomaterials, Chairman of the Glass Division of the 
American Ceramic Society, Chairman of the Gordon Research Conference 
on Biomaterials, and is on the editorial board of 4 journals. He has chaired 
or cochaired 12 international conferences. His other awards include the 
1982 Ceramic Education Council Outstanding Educator Award; Teacher-
Scholar of the Year, the highest faculty award of the University of Florida; 
the 1983-1985 Florida Alumni Professorship, the 1985 State of Florida 
Scientist of the Year; the Samuel Scholes Award of the College of Ceramics 
at Alfred University, Outstanding Alumnus of the College of Engineering of 
the Ohio State University; the Wedgwood lecturer, the first non-British citizen 
so ho-noured, the Clemson University Hunter Lecturer and the Penn State 
Nelson Taylor Lecturer. He has received an Honorary Doctorate from Rose 
Hulman Institute of Technology. In 1998, he received the Materials Research 
Society Von Hippel Award, the highest award in materials science. He has 
supervised 50 PhD and 60 MSc graduates in Material Science and Engineering 
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at the University of Florida. He is married and he and his wife have two 
sons, two daughters and nine grandchildren. His hobbies include oil painting, 
photography, snorkelling, and writing children's storybooks which are being 
published by The American Ceramic Society. 

In 1996, Dr Hench accepted a University of London Chair at Imperial 
College of Science, Technology and Medicine as Professor of Ceramic 
Materials. He also serves as Director of the Imperial College Centre for 
Tissue Regeneration and Repair. At Imperial College he is actively involved 
in creating a multidisciplinary approach to teaching and research in tissue 
engineering, artificial organs and materials for regeneration of diseased, 
damaged or ageing tissues. 
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1. The Beginning 

The story of Bioglass® perhaps began many eons ago when life first emerged 
from the seas. The earth cooled to form the geosphere 5 to 6 billion years 
ago. Silica sand and water eventually became the two most abundant chemical 
compounds on the earth's surface. By mechanisms that are still more myth 
than science, life was created and order emerged from chaos.1 As Schrodinger 
said many years ago; "Life — the great mystery, it sucks order from disorder." 
The order, we now know, is stored in DNA and RNA. All species of life, from 
the simplest single cell bacteria to vertebrates, such as humans, possess the 
same organic constituents which appear to be traceable back to a single origin. 

The earth's biological clock, based upon the fossil record, shows that 
following some 2 billion years of trial and error a momentous change in 
biology took place and is retained in hundreds of thousands of species today. 

®Registed Trademark University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. Marine organisms with hydrated silica exoskeletons. (a) Diatoms (b) Radioiarians. 

This dramatic event was the biochemical process of building exoskeletons 
from inorganic elements. Diatoms and radioiarians are just two examples of 
life forms which learned to protect themselves by building intricate silica-
based skeletons (Fig. 1). 

A diatom builds its frustule, or skeleton, using a relatively simple protein 
template or pattern. The building blocks are molecules of hydrated silica 
found in parts per million in all oceans and seas. 

A recently published model of the biomineralization of a diatom frustule 
by K. Lobel, J. West and myself2 shows the mechanism by which a protein 
template can epitaxially nucleate a stable 3-D structure of silica. Hecky, a 
marine biochemist, and colleagues showed nearly 20 years ago that the 
organic layer of a diatom frustule contains a large concentration of the 
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amino acid serine.3 Molecular mechanics shows that the unpaired bonds of 
a polyserine Beta sheet exactly match the terminal silanols of a 4-membered 
tetrasiloxane ring. 

Semiempirical molecular orbital (MO) calculations show that once 
4-membered silica rings are formed they are thermodynamically stable4 

(Fig. 2). Thus, if the correct template is present, which could have been 
formed by evolutionary chance, only a simple low energy inorganic 
condensation reaction is required to nucleate and grow an intricate silica 
structure. Another set of MO calculations by J. West and myself has shown 
that a hydrated silica cluster, such as is present on the surface of many 
silica-containing minerals, can serve as an inorganic catalytic substrate for 
synthesis of peptide bonds4 (Fig. 3). The polypeptides can then serve 
as a template for further self-assembly of organic molecules, one of the 
requirements for life.1 

Evidence of the feasibility of forming silica structures at sea temperatures 
is found in the use of sol-gel chemistry by my group of researchers at the 
University of Florida to make pure silica optics.56 

All of these optical components were made by hydrolysis-condensation 
reactions of silica precursors leading to gelation at ambient temperature 
(Fig. 4). Casting the inorganic sol in the presence of an organic template 
creates diffractive optic patterns on the silica with a scale of micrometers 
identical to that of diatoms and radiolarians (Fig. 5). 

Biomineralisation of silica was an immensely important and effective step 
forward in evolution because 60% of all nitrogen is now fixed biochemically 
by such species. They begin the food chain which culminates in us. 

We learn two major principles of biology from examining the beginnings 
of skeletal formation. First, form and function are intimately connected. 
Secondly, there is a vital equilibrium between the biomechanical and 
biochemical requirements of a lifeform. Inorganic and organic chemistry 
function concurrently to create materials which preserve this equilibrium. 

Much later in the biological clock organisms learned how to process 
calcium salts as well as silica to form internal skeletons. Such species offered 
additional versatility and have prospered greatly in the biosphere. Very 
complicated structures of calcium phosphate salts, similar to the mineral 
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Fig. 2. The structure and thermodynamic stability of silica clusters with one to six tetrahedra 
per cluster calculated with AM-1 semi-empirical quantum mechanical models. Note that 
silica clusters with four, five or six tetrahedra have nearly equivalent heats of formation. 



PARTIAL SEQUENCE OF MOLECULAR MODELS 
FOR ALANINE-GLYCINE DIPEPTIDE FORMATION 

Step 5 Step 6 

Step 4 

Step 7 

(a) 

Fig. 3. Reaction pathway for a trisiloxane (3-member) silica ring acting as an inorganic enzyme fo 
peptide bond with low activation energy barrier, (a) Molecular configuration of critical reacti 
Summary of the energetics of the 13 step reaction path of peptide bond formation. 
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£rz? **/. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4. Silica optical components made by low temperature sol-gel processing, (a) Transmissive 
optical elements made of 100% gel-silica, (b) Large 10 cm lightweight optical mirror made 
by sol-gel processing of silica. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 5. Surface diffractive optics made by replication of polymer molds in gel-silica, (a) 
lenslet array with spacing of a few micrometers, (b) Diffractive optic array of approximately 
40 micrometer scale, (c) Diffractive features replicated at the sub-micrometer scale. Note 
similarity of scale and structural features to the diatoms and radiolarians of Fig. 1. 
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(a) 

Compact 
bone ^ 

(b) 

Fig. 6. Structure of cancellous (spongy or trabecular) bone with compact (cortical) bone. 
(a) In the hip joint, (b) Expanded scale view of the structure of cancellous bone. Note the 
similarity of architecture with the diatoms and radiolarians of Fig. 1 and the silica optics 
structures of Figs. 4 and 5. 
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Fig. 7. The goal of biomaterials is to restore the equilibrium between biomechanical loads 
applied to tissues and the biochemical signals that maintain health of the tissues. 

hydroxyapatite, were eventually created. Two of the most important, cortical 
bone and trabecular bone, provide a composite structure that is both strong 
and light weight (Fig. 6). The scale of the cells and the extracellular matrix 
associated with endoskeletal bone are similar to the scale of the structures 
that comprise the inorganic exoskeletal structures of diatoms and radiolarians. 
There is an exquisite balance between structural scale (form) and structural 
function in all biological systems. Biomechanics and biochemistry are linked 
together at the cellular level and are in equilibrium when an organism is 
healthy (Fig. 7). 

However, the equilibrium of biomechanics with biochemistry and the 
balance between form and function of bone begins to deteriorate with age. 

2. The Problem 

Our skeletal structures reach maturity around twenty years of age and for 
another ten years equilibrium is maintained. However, from the age of 30 
years onwards the continual repair and remodeling of bone to stresses and 
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fatigue damage becomes progressively less efficient. By the age of 60, the 
cross sectional area of trabecular bone has decreased by 15-30% for men 
and as much as 25-40% for women, as illustrated in [Fig. 6(b)] for a section 
of trabecular bone from a 60 year old women. Note the decrease in thickness 
of the trabeculae and the missing segments. These changes correspond to a 
large decrease in bone mass which in turn leads to a reduction in strength 
and a large increase in the probability of fracture of the bone. Elderly bone, 
especially osteoporotic bone, is especially vulnerable to fracture of the long 
bones and the femoral neck (a broken hip) and collapse of vertebrae. Thus, 
restoration of skeletal equilibrium is necessary to maintain mobility and an 
acceptable quality of life. Implants made from special compositions of 
materials, called biomaterials, are now commonly used to repair or replace 
bones, joints and teeth. The use of biomaterials in the body has revolutionised 
health care for the aged and has provided a better quality of life for millions 
of people. 

One of the great challenges facing materials science and technology 
today is the development of a new generation of biomaterials to repair the 
body. The problem is the need for materials which will survive as long as 
the patient using them. This is often 15-30 years, double the expected 
lifetime of many spare parts in use today.7 A new approach is needed to 
control the chemistry of materials so that they will exhibit longer lifetimes 
in the body. Materials need to be designed for patients with debilitating 
skeletal diseases, such as osteoporosis and arthritis. Self-repair, a characteristic 
of living tissues, is not possible with the materials in use today. Eventually 
materials need to be developed that will aid in the regeneration of tissues 
rather than replace them. 

For many years the guiding principle used in the use of biomaterials was 
that the material should be as chemically inert as possible.8 Body fluids are 
highly corrosive saline solutions. The first materials used in skeletal repair 
were metals optimized for strength and corrosion resistance. Metallic implants 
for orthopedic applications have been very successful with hundreds of 
thousands being implanted annually.7 The original applications were as 
removable devices, such as those for stabilisation of fractures. Use as 
permanent joint replacements began in the 1960s with the development of 
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self-curing polymethylmethacrylate "bone cement" which provided a stable 
mechanical anchor for a metallic prosthesis in its bony bed.7 High levels of 
clinical success (>75% over 25 years) of "cemented" metallic orthopedic 
implants, especially for total hip prostheses, have led to rapid growth in the 
use of implants. 

The increase in number of implants has been accompanied by an increase 
in the life expectancy of patients and a decrease in the average age of 
patients receiving an implant. This means that a growing proportion of 
patients will outlive the expected lifetime of their prostheses.7 

Many factors can contribute to the failure and lifetime of an implant; 
however, instability of the interface between the implant and its host tissue 
is one of the most critical problems.8,9 The primary causes of interfacial 
instability are chemical and mechanical mismatch between the implant and 
living tissues. The body responds to nearly bioinert metallic implants by 
developing a thin, nonadherent fibrous capsule that isolates the device from 
its host tissue. The implant can move within the capsule and create local 
stress concentrations at the interface leading to loosening, wear and wear 
products, pain and even fracture of the bone or implant. 

Metallic implants have elastic moduli which are many times higher than 
bone. The mismatch of elastic modulus means that most of the load of body 
weight is carried by the implant. This is bad because bone must be 
continuously loaded in tension in order to remain healthy. Under compressive 
loads, or no load, bone resorbs through a complex cellular process.10 The 
effect of bone resorption is to decrease the amount of bone in contact with 
the prosthesis. This weakens the support structure for the device and increases 
the probability of failure even further. This problem is called stress shielding 
and it gets worse as we age because of a diminished ability to grow new 
bone in response to mechanical stress. 

3. The Concept: Bioactive Bonding 

In 1967, I was introduced to the problem of surgical rejection of metallic 
and polymeric implants by a medical doctor who had recently returned from 
a battlefield assignment in Vietnam. Colonel Klinker was in the United 
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States Medical Research and Development Command. During a bus ride 
to an Army Materials Research Conference in Sagamore, New York, he 
described the difficulty in repairing long bone injuries with the orthopaedic 
materials and devices then available. He recalled many cases that he had 
experienced of large sections of bone lost due to impact by high velocity 
bullets or land mines. He said, "What is needed is a material that the body 
will not reject. All metals and plastics are rejected by formation of scar 
tissue around them. Why don't you develop a ceramic material that the body 
won't reject?" 

In 1969, the US Army Medical R&D Command funded a one year 
proposal, which I directed to explore the hypothesis that a glass or 
glass-ceramic material containing calcium and phosphate ions, the same 
constituents found in bone mineral, would not be rejected by the body. From 
this hypothesis evolved a new concept and the discovery as to how to 
provide a stable interface between living and nonliving materials." 

The new concept to achieve a stable implant-tissue interface is use of 
bioactive fixation. A bioactive material is one that elicits a specific biological 
response at the interface of the material which results in the formation of a 
bond between the tissues and the material.12 This concept is based upon 
control of the surface chemistry of the material and its interface with tissues. 
A bioactive implant reacts chemically with body fluids in a manner that is 
compatible with the repair processes of the tissues. A fibrous capsule is 
prevented from forming by the adhesion of repairing tissues. Since the 
chemical reactions are restricted to the surface, the material does not degrade 
in strength as do resorbable or porous implants. 

The first bioactive material reported was a simple four component glass 
composed of Si02, Na20, CaO, and P205 (composition 45S5 in Table l).11-12 

Table 1. (in weight percent). 

Si02 

45 

Na20 

24.5 

CaO 

24.5 

P2O5 

6 
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The low silica content and presence of calcium and phosphate ions in the 
glass result in very rapid ion exchange in physiological solutions and rapid 
nucleation and crystallization of hydroxyl carbonate apatite bone mineral on 
the surface. The growing bone mineral layer bonds to collagen, produced by 
the bone cells, forming a strong interfacial bond between the inorganic 
implant and the living tissues. During the last thirty years numerous materials 
have been shown to develop bioactive bonding to bone, but the amazing fact 
is that no material bonds more rapidly than the first compositions tested in 
November, 1969.13 

The interfacial strength developed by most bioactive materials is 
equivalent to or greater than that of bone.14 After implantation in bone and 
testing to failure, fracture occurs in bone or the implant material depending 
upon their relative strength. Failure does not occur through the interface. A 
few compositions of bioactive glasses (45S5 Bioglass® in Table 1) also bond 
to soft tissues, as well as bone, with an adherence strength greater than the 
cohesive strength of the collagen fiber bundles of the soft connective tissues, 
as discovered by June Wilson in 1980.15,16 

4. Bioactive Glasses 

Bioactive implants have differing rates of bonding depending upon their 
composition. The most rapid rates of bonding occur for bioactive glasses 
with Si02 contents of 45-52 weight %. Soft tissue as well as bone bonding 
takes place within 5-10 days for these compositions. Glasses with these 
high rates of bonding also enhance the rate of bone proliferation, called 
osteoproduction, also discovered by Dr June Wilson.17 These materials are 
considered to exhibit Class A bioactivity.13 Bioactive glasses or glass-ceramics 
containing 55-60 weight % Si02 require longer to form a bond with bone 
and do not bond to soft connective tissues. Synthetic hydroxyapatite ceramics 
also bond to bone but slowly; bone slowly grows along the implant interface. 
This behaviour is termed osteoconduction and such materials are considered 
to exhibit Class B bioactivity. The compositional range of bioactive glasses 
that exhibit Classes A and B bioactivity are shown in Fig. 8. Outside of the 
bioactive bone-bonding boundary the glasses are bioinert and elicit formation 
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Fig. 8. Compositional diagram, in weight percent, of the region of Class A bioactivity where 
both bone and soft tissue bonding occurs, the region of Class B bioactivity where only bone 
bonding occurs, the region of no bioactivity and the region of resorption. Note: all compositions 
shown contain an additional 6% P2O5. 

of a nonadherent fibrous capsule. Compositions without sufficient calcium 
ions are too reactive and resorb in the body. 

The reason for these important differences in in vivo behaviour between 
various bioactive implants is related to their surface reaction kinetics in 
physiological solutions. Figure 9 summarises the sequence of twelve reactions 
which occur on the surface of a bioactive glass as a bond with bone is 
formed. The level of understanding of these processes is quite high for 
Stages 1 -5 but is sparse for Stages 6-11. The limitation in several stages, such 
as 8 and 9, is the lack of basic knowledge of the biological processes that 
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Fig. 9. Sequence of interfacial reactions and their time dependence in forming a bond between 
bone and a Class A bioactive glass. 

control the genetic expression of highly differentiated cells like osteoblasts. 
Bioactive substrates with known differences in surface chemistry and surface 
kinetics are unique model systems for exploring these biological phenomena. 

The time scale for the surface reactions for a glass with high bioactivity 
is also shown in Fig. 9. Glasses with the highest levels of bioactivity undergo 
surface reaction Stages 1 -5 very rapidly. A polycrystalline hydroxyl carbonate 
apatite layer is formed on 45S5 Bioglass® (Stages 4 and 5), for example, 
within 3 hours both in vitro in simulated body fluids and in vivo. In contrast, 
compositions with intermediate, Class B, levels of bioactivity that bond only 
to bone require 2-4 weeks to form a crystalline hydroxyl carbonate apatite 
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layer on the material. Compositions that are not bioactive and do not form 
a bond to either bone or soft tissues do not form a crystalline apatite layer 
even after 4 weeks in solution. 

The differences in rates of change of the inorganic phases on the 
surface of the material alter which biological species are adsorbed (Stage 6 
in Fig. 9) and subsequently the rate and types of interfacial cellular responses 
(Stages 7-11 in Fig. 9). For example, the attachment and spreading time of 
certain types of fibroblasts, which can form a nonadherent fibrous capsule 
at an implant interface, are slowed down considerably on a bioactive 
glass surface compared with inert surfaces whereas the cellular activity of 
bone-growing cells (osteoblasts) is enhanced. 

Bioactive materials offer several advantages with respect to the develop
ment of a new generation of implants with enhanced lifetimes: (1) opportunity 
for molecular tailoring of compositions to match the biochemical requirements 
of diseased and damaged tissues, (2) design flexibility to tailor biomechanical 
characteristics to match those of the natural host tissues by optimising the 
microstructure of the material or use as a second phase in a composite. 

Reference 4 summarises the physical properties and compositions of 
various bioactive ceramics and shows that the potential versatility of this 
new class of biomaterials is beginning to be realised. Bioactivity is retained 
even in multiphase glass-ceramics. Strength and toughness have been greatly 
increased since the first bioactive glasses were reported. Thus, the composition 
of a bioactive matrix phase can be optimised for chemical reaction rates to 
match physiological requirements with an inactive reinforcing phase optimised 
with respect to size and distribution, thereby maximising strength and 
toughness. AAV glass-ceramic, composed of apatite and wollastonite crystals 
in a silicate glass matrix, developed by Yamamuro and Kokubo, has greatly 
enhanced mechanical properties over 45S5 Bioglass®, for example.1819 

5. Four Paths of Development 

During the 30 years since the concept of bioactivity was discovered there 
have been four paths of development followed, as summarised in Fig. 10. 
Path A has emphasised understanding of the Mechanisms of Bioactive 
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Fig. 10. Four pathways of development of bioactive glass implants from their discovery in 
1969 by L.L. Hench and colleagues. 

Bonding. Many new analytical techniques were developed to investigate the 
chemical and ultrastructural nature of the bonded interface. The 12 reaction 
stages summarised above are based upon this extensive series of investigations 
of the surface kinetics of bioactive glasses and the effect of environmental 
variables on the rates of reaction. 

Path B is the Clinical Applications of Bioactive Glasses. During the 12 
years since clinical use was launched excellent clinical success is reported 
for the bioactive glasses in nonloaded applications such as middle ear implants 
and alveolar ridge maintenance implants.20"23 
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There have been no extrusions of the middle ear prostheses through 
the ear drum, the most common mode of failure of metallic and plastic 
middle ear prostheses.7 Also, the alveolar ridge dental implants made from 
Bioglass® seldom have been lost or have had to be removed due to resorption 
of the jaw bone around them, unlike the performance of Class B, synthetic 
hydroxyapatite implants used in the same manner. The advantage of soft and 
hard tissue bonding provides the equilibrium of stress transfer required to 
maintain the health of bone, as described earlier. 

Bioactive AAV glass-ceramic implants are used very successfully in 
vertebral repair and replacement of portions of the iliac crest in total hip 
surgery.19,24 As yet very little data exist on the environmental sensitivity and 
fatigue life of such multiphase materials under the complex physiological 
loads of total joint replacements and they are not used in these situations. 
The elastic moduli of all of the present generation of bioactive ceramics are 
too high to avoid the problem of stress shielding. Specially designed bioactive 
composites appear to be the best way to optimise biomechanical properties 
with a biochemically optimised surface. 

6. Bioactive Composites 

Many research teams are attempting to develop composites and coatings that 
achieve improved interfacial stability and mechanical properties. (See 
Yamamuro, Hench and Wilson, Vols. I and II for a large collection of papers 
and reviews of these materials.)2425 The interest in this approach to the 
interface instability problem is largely responsible for the large growth in 
research centres worldwide studying bioactive ceramics, which has reached 
a number of 85 laboratories in 15 countries. 

Figure 11 summarises the properties of some of the more promising 
composite biomaterials and compares them with other biomaterials used 
clinically. Few of the systems studied eliminate the critical problem of stress 
shielding. Professor Bonfield's group has made progress in this area 
using a higher modulus bioactive phase of hydroxyapatite (HA) powders 
dispersed in a low modulus high density polyethylene matrix.26,27 The 
resulting composite has a Young's modulus from 1 to 8 GPa and a strain 
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Elastic modulus (GPa) 

Fig. 11. Comparison of the mechanical properties of various biomaterials with cortical and 
cancellous bone. Hapex® is a composite of hydroxyapatite in a polyethylene matrix, AW/PE 
is a composite of bioactive apatite-wollastonite glass-ceramic particles in a polyethylene 
matrix, BG/PE is 45S5 Bioglass® particles in a polyethylene matrix, BG/PS is a bioactive 
composite of 45S5 Bioglass® particles in a polysulfone matrix, HA is synthetic hydroxyapatite. 
Note that only the BG/PS composite comes close to matching the mechanical properties of 
compact, cortical bone. 

to failure from >90% to 3% as the volume fraction of HA increases to 
0.5. The transition from ductile to brittle behavior occurs between 0.4 and 
0.45 volume fraction of HA. The next step in development of an optimised 
two phase composite is to use an inorganic phase with higher rates of 
bioactivity. PE-bioactive glass composites are currently being developed 
in The Interdisciplinary Research Centre in Biomedical Materials at the 
University of London which may yield the required combination of chemical 
and mechanical characteristics for load bearing devices with enhanced 
lifetimes, interfacial bonding and minimal stress shielding.2829 Poylsulfone-
Bioglass® composites have been jointly developed at the University of Florida 
and my new research group at Imperial College.30 Properties of these new 
molecularly tailored bioactive composites are included in Fig. 11. Only time 
will tell whether clinical use of bioactive composites as load-bearing devices 
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is practical. Fatigue data in a biological environment under physiological 
loads is still to be obtained. 

7. Molecular Tailoring of Surface Chemistry 

The greatest challenge for inorganic biomaterials is the design of the surface 
chemistry of materials to meet the requirements of aged, diseased or damaged 
tissues. Most of the materials in use today were developed by trial and error. 
There are almost no data on the in vivo response of the materials as a 
function of the age of tissue or the effects of disease states, such as 
osteoporosis or arthritis, on interfacial reactions or biomechanical behavior 
of interfaces. It is only in the last few years that some principles have been 
established to guide the development of new materials. Surface reaction 
kinetics of bioactive ceramics of various compositions have been determined 
(Stages 1-5 in Fig. 9). The compositional effects responsible for controlling 
the reaction rates are now known or reasonably well understood.4 However, 
details of Stages 6-11 in Fig. 9 are only beginning to be investigated. The 
materials variables responsible for controlling the in vivo bioactivity of 
a material are poorly understood. This lack of understanding of the 
bone-materials interface is a major barrier to the design of new materials 
with improved performance and has recently become the focus of many 
research programs. 

Two new directions of research hold promise for improving the scientific 
basis for tailoring surface reactions of inorganic biomaterials indicated by 
Paths C and D in Fig. 10. One is the discovery that sol-gel derived glasses 
have a much expanded compositional range of bioactivity over glasses made 
by traditional melting and casting processes.31,32 Sol-gel processing is one 
of the most important new methods for production of new, chemically derived 
materials.533 The low temperatures of sol-gel processing, make it possible 
to control surface chemistry of the resulting materials with greater flexibility 
than high temperature melting and casting of glasses or sintering or hot 
pressing of ceramics. Details of the seven processing steps in making bioactive 
gel-glasses are discussed in Refs. 33 and 34. Advantages of sol-gel processing 
of inorganic biomaterials include: new compositions, greater homogeneity, 
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Fig. 12. Expanded compositional range of bioactive gel-glasses compared with melt glasses 
from the same system. 

higher levels of purity, net-shape casting of monoliths, low temperature 
coating of substrates, control of powder size distribution, control of surface 
chemistry of the gel-glasses, expanded ranges of glass formation, control of 
pore networks at a nanometer scale, in addition to commercial advantages 
such as lower energy consumption and nearly zero environmental impact. 

Figure 12 shows the extended range of compositions in the Si02-CaO-P205 

system that are bioactive when made by alkoxide based sol-gel processing 
compared with bioactive compositions made by melting and casting. Gel-
derived glasses with as much as 88% Si02 develop hydroxyl carbonate 
apatite (HCA) layers whereas the limit for melt-glasses is 60%. This is a 
huge shift in compositional boundary for bioactivity. Melt-glasses with >55% 
Si02 require several days to form a polycrystalline HCA layer whereas 
gel-glasses do so in only a few minutes.4,31'32 The chemical origin of these 
important differences appears to be the large concentration of silanols 
on the surface of the gels after processing temperatures of 500-800°C. 
Semiempirical molecular orbital (MO) calculations, using AM-1 methods, 
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show that metastable silica clusters formed from a condensation reaction of 
neighboring silanols (Stage 3 in Fig. 3) can act as heterogeneous nucleation 
sites for hydroxyl carbonate apatite crystals (Stages 4 and 5).4 The metastable 
silica clusters can also act as preferential adsorption sites for amino acids, 
such as alanine.4,35 These calculational results indicates that the surface 
reactions of the inorganic material (Stages 1-5) can lead to biologically 
specific binding sites for protein molecules (Stage 6). The MO calculations 
show differences in specific adsorption on the inorganic surface which 
depend on different binding sites on the protein molecules. This may lead 
to an understanding of the selective adsorption of proteins that act as 
growth factors or enzymes (Stages 6-8). Such studies may also aid in the 
interpretation and optimisation of new hybrid inorganic-biological systems, 
such as alkaline phosphates, enzymes or other optically active organic 
molecules trapped within sol-gel silica porous glass matrices.4 

8. Conclusions 

The story of Bioglass that we hypothesised began when living organisms 
discovered how to build chemically stable exoskeletons from soluble silica 
has now come full circle after several billion years.36,37 We are using the 
biological behaviour of man-made glasses and that release controlled 
concentrations of soluble silica to influence the stability and enhance the 
regeneration of living tissues. 

Results from molecular orbital modeling calculations, combined with 
experimental investigations of the adsorption of biological growth factors 
and other biological species, should make it possible to design a new 
generation of gel-glasses that enhance the rates of interfacial bonding and 
regeneration of even aged or diseased tissues. Bioactive composites that 
have high toughness and a modulus of elasticity that will prevent stress 
shielding of bone are also now feasible. The potential solutions to lifetime 
problems of prostheses lie in the creative use of materials chemistry. Millions 
of people will benefit if this potential can be realised. The research direction 
to follow is finally apparent after many years of trial and error. It took 1 to 
2 billion years of trial and error for the diatoms to emerge triumphant in the 
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seas. Hopefully we can speed up that process in improving the quality of 
life for ageing humans. 
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